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Introduction: Prospects for Scientific and Mathematical Structuralism 

Structuralism is a prominent approach in both the philosophy of science and the philosophy of ma-

thematics. In the philosophy of science, structuralism is considered as the most defensible form of 

scientific realism, which combines the realist no miracles argument (Putnam, 1975) with the anti-

realist pessimistic meta-induction (Laudan, 1981) with the aim of introducing the best of both 

worlds – where structures are identified with those parts of theories we are justified to be realist 

about. Metaphysically speaking, scientific structuralism offers a promising interpretation of con-

temporary physics, replacing the standard object-oriented metaphysics with an entirely structural 

ontology, which aims at providing a more suitable description of the recent developments of Quan-

tum Mechanics. In the philosophy of mathematics, the structuralist theme has resulted from some 

significant changes within mathematics in the 19th century, supporting the view that mathematics 

primarily investigates structures and the relations between objects – not their internal nature, which 

is abstracted away. In both scientific and mathematical structuralism, there is a variety of compe-

ting views. A major distinction concerns eliminative and non-eliminative views. However, it is wor-

th noting that while in scientific structuralism this distinction concerns a structuralism without ob-

jects versus a structuralism with objects, the same distinction has a different interpretation in ma-

thematical structuralism, where it separates a structuralism without structures from a structuralism 

with structures. 

 The main purpose of this work is to introduce Weak Structuralism (WS) as a novel position 

in the structuralist framework. WS is intended to avoid some objections affecting Ontic Structural 

Realism (OSR) in the philosophy of science and Stewart Shapiro's ante rem structuralism in the phi-

losophy of mathematics. Despite referring to different debates, these views have a number of simi-

larities concerning the interpretation of structures, the nature of objects and the relationship between 

them. First of all, they are committed to a robust notion of structure: structures are understood as 

'free-standing', self-subsistent entities made up of the relations between elements. This conception 

should be distinguished from a formal interpretation of structures as the abstract, mathematical 

components of theories, independent of their ontological content – which can be traced back to the 

historical foundations of both scientific and mathematical structuralism. Of course, the specific in-

terpretation of structures varies in the two debates: in OSR, structures are physical entities. Unfor-
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tunately, there is no a canonical definition of what structures are in scientific structuralism but, 

standardly, structures have been identified with web of relations, nomological structures and causal 

structures. In the discussion of OSR, I simply refer to structures as the quantum entanglement struc-

tures in which quantum particles – when entangled – are in and as symmetry groups of group theo-

ry. In ante rem structuralism, structures are sui generis entities corresponding to abstract patterns, 

which are conceived as universals that can be instantiated by different systems. However, what ties 

OSR and ante rem structuralism together is the idea that structures are fundamental and prior to ob-

jects. The priority of structures over objects has led in both contexts to a sort of metaphysical de-

composition of objects in structural terms. In OSR, physical objects are generally understood as the 

bearers of determinate relations, and they are either derivative or reducible to the relevant structu-

res. Quantum particles are the most standard example. In a similar vein, Shapiro understands ma-

thematical objects (i.e. natural numbers) as empty places or mere positions, whose identity is entire-

ly determined by the structure they belong to.  

 Therefore, the two accounts appear significantly comparable for they entail that all that mat-

ters about physical and mathematical objects are their structural properties. I propose to spell out 

structural properties in terms of an invariance account, which has been advanced in both scientific 

and mathematical structuralism. In scientific structuralism, structural properties are the properties 

that remain invariant under symmetry groups transformations. In mathematical structuralism, struc-

tural properties can be identified with the properties which are inferred by a process of abstraction 

or, equivalently, as the properties shared by every (isomorphic) system instantiating the structure. 

 Still, an entirely structural interpretation of objects is seriously controversial and has raised 

similar criticisms in both views: OSR is subject to ‘the relation without relata’ objection, dealing 

with the nature of quantum particles in quantum entanglement structures and questioning how we 

can have a structure without the individuals making up this structure. Mathematical ante rem struc-

turalism meets with the identity problem concerning the individuation of numbers in abstract struc-

tures: this problem specifically emerges in structures with non-trivial automorphisms, composed by 

distinct mathematical objects that turn out to be structurally indiscernible.  

 My objective is to show that both problems can be avoided insofar as: i) the metaphysical 

commitments of these views are more sharply defined ii) the structural and non-structural properties 

of objects are more precisely investigated. The emerging view is a form of Weak Structuralism, in 

which the fundamentality and the priority of structures are re-conceptualized in terms of Mutual 

Grounding, involving two distinct grounding claims: Object Identity (objects are grounded in struc-
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tures for their identity) and Structure Existence (structures are grounded in objects for their existen-

ce). On the one hand, this is clearly a non-foundationalist relation – objects and structures are ac-

tually on a par. On the other hand, this relation resists some circularity problems concerning non-

foundationalist views: after all, Mutual Grounding is not properly symmetric, for objects and struc-

tures are grounded in each other in two distinct senses – identity and existence.  

 By focusing on Mutual Grounding, it seems that a new category of objects can be individua-

ted: I label such objects quasi-thin objects. As opposed to entirely structural objects, quasi-thin ob-

jects possess both structural properties and non-structural properties. While structural properties 

determine the essential identity of objects, i.e. what they really are as opposed to the other objects in 

the same structure, non-structural properties allow conceiving them as numerically distinguished 

relata, conceptually independent of the structure they belong to. I argue that kind properties offer a 

promising understanding of non-structural properties: in scientific structuralism they are state-inde-

pendent properties such as mass or spin, distinguishing electrons from muons, etc. In mathematical 

structuralism they appear related to the use of numbers in counting and measurement, and they di-

stinguish natural numbers from relative, rational, real numbers, etc. Interestingly, quasi-thin objects 

provide a possible strategy to avoid both the 'relation without relata' objection in OSR and the iden-

tity problem in ante rem structuralism. At the same time, the identity of physical/mathematical 

structures is settled independently of objects themselves, as stated by the third Structure Identity 

claim (structures are grounded for their identity in higher, more abstract structures) of Mutual 

Grounding, so that the priority of structures is preserved – consistently with a general structuralist 

perspective.  

The structure of the thesis is as follows:  

The first chapter deals with scientific structuralism; after providing an historical background, I di-

stinguish Epistemic Structural Realism (ESR) and Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) and I focus on 

OSR. OSR comprises different approaches, which I define as Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR 

and Moderate OSR. These views are subject to some general criticisms coming from the philosophy 

of science and to the more substantial 'relation without relata' objection, which affects specifically 

Eliminative OSR but easily generalizes to Priority-based OSR and some interpretations of Moderate 

OSR. 

 The second chapter examines mathematical structuralism, illustrating its historical founda-

tions and some important taxonomic distinctions. Shapiro's ante rem structuralism will be discussed 

in detail, by assuming Shapiro's 'places-are-objects' perspective as a main theoretical premise. The 
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second part of the chapter is devoted to the identity problem resulting from Shapiro's interpretation 

of objects and to some solutions that have been advanced, showing that they leave room for alterna-

tive strategies.  

 Chapter 3 provides a metaphysical toolkit to understand OSR and ante rem structuralism 

more precisely. First, I consider Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF) as the standard metaphysical 

explanation of reality. From this perspective, I present ontological dependence and grounding, favo-

ring grounding in virtue of its stricter link with metaphysical explanation. Second, along the lines of 

Bliss and Priest (2018), I explore some promising non-foundationalist alternatives, such as Infiniti-

sm and Coherentism. Third, I outline Weak Structuralism (WS) as a further non-foundationalist op-

tion which can be applied in both the philosophy of science and the philosophy of mathematics.  

 With this groundwork, in chapter 4, I analyze some interpretations of OSR in terms of de-

pendence, arguing that this notion per se provides compelling reasons to reject Eliminative OSR. I 

then recall Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR which, though, are not without problems for 

they entail a very thin notion of objects and meet with some difficulties when it comes to individua-

ting the relevant physical structures. For this reason, I refer to WS – expounded in chapter 3 – as a 

reasonable way of accounting for the relationship between objects and structures in scientific struc-

turalism. Let us call it Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS). In fact, WSS, along with the introduc-

tion of quasi-thin physical objects, seems to suggest a possible response to the 'relation without re-

lata' objection and also a strategy to ground the identity of physical structures. 

 Chapter 5 returns to mathematical structuralism and Shapiro's ante rem approach: the inter-

pretations of ante rem structuralism in terms of dependence (Linnebo, 2008) and grounding (Wig-

glesworth, 2018) give us useful tools to elucidate its metaphysical commitments. On this basis, I 

introduce WS in the mathematical framework, defining it Weak Mathematical Structuralism 

(WMS). WMS advocates an alternative solution to the identity problem (as applied to specific cases 

of structures with non-trivial automorphisms) and provides a more moderate understanding of ante 

rem structuralism, where more substantial quasi-thin mathematical objects are introduced and yet an 

ante rem individuation of structures is retained.  
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1. Scientific Structuralism: a Prelude 

The present chapter illustrates Structural Realism in the philosophy of science, also defined as 

scientific structuralism. Scientific structuralism aims at providing the most suitable interpretation of 

our contemporary physics and comprises a broad family of approaches, which will be examined in 

the following sections. I will first provide a brief historical background in order to capture the main 

theoretical intuitions underlying scientific structuralism. As I am going to show, Epistemic Structu-

ral Realism (ESR) (see Worrall, 1989) naturally stems from these earlier structuralist views and of-

fers a first significant interpretation of structuralism in more recent times, raising a revival of intere-

st in the scientific structuralist debate. In the remainder of the chapter, I will focus on Ontic Structu-

ral Realism (OSR) – firstly articulated by Ladyman (1998) as opposed to ESR – and its main varie-

ties, consisting of Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. In presenting these 

views, I will underline that they are related to different ways of interpreting objects and their rela-

tionship with the structure they belong to. The discussion will proceed by analyzing the main objec-

tions to OSR, focusing on its more substantial criticism, i.e. the 'relation without relata objection'. 

As I am going to show, even though this worry directly challenges Eliminative OSR, it seems to ge-

neralize also to Priority-based and Moderate OSR (French, 2010). 

 As the title of the chapter suggests, most of the ideas here presented are intended to pave the 

way to the investigation of mathematical structuralism – and specifically to Shapiro's (1997) ante 

rem structuralism, that has interesting analogies with OSR – which will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 2. 
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1.1. Scientific structuralism: the state of the art 

The label 'structural realism' combines scientific realism – «the view that mature and genuinely suc-

cessful scientific theories should be accepted as nearly true» (Psillos, 1999, p. xv) – with a structu-

ralist approach, defined by an emphasis on «the structuralist features of scientific theories as a way 

of addressing epistemological and ontological problems in the philosophy of science» (Bokulich A., 

Bokulich, P., 2011, p. xi). In other words, even though scientific structuralism comes in a variety of 

flavors – captured by an extensive and intricate literature – what ties different approaches together 

is the central role attributed to the notion of structure. Of course, the project of clarifying the struc-

turalist features of theories has been differently addressed. 

 A first important distinction concerns the goals of the structuralist inquiry: as cashed out by 

Psillos (2001, p. 13, my emphasis) «structural realism is meant to be a substantive philosophical 

position concerning what there is in the world and what can be known of it». Originally, structural 

realism was introduced as a methodological and epistemic thesis (among others, see Poincaré, 1907, 

Cassirer, 1923, Russell, 1927, and, later, Worrall, 1989) claiming that structure is all that can be 

known about the unobservable physical world. Such approach was largely motivated by the attempt 

of preserving a realist attitude towards the process of theory-change, identifying a structural conti-

nuity in different subsequent theories. In the nineties, structuralism had a metaphysical turn (Lady-

man, 1998), committing to the stronger claim that structure is all there is in the ontology. This posi-

tion was articulated in response to an ontological problem, i.e. the fundamental underdetermination 

concerning quantum particles in Quantum Mechanics (QM) – consistent with two alternatives me-

taphysical packages: quantum particles as individuals and as not individuals. OSR’s contributions 

are intended to break such underdetermination by introducing a third way, in which the concept of 

object itself is undermined and quantum particles are re-conceptualized in purely structural terms.  

 This major distinction entails a different interpretation of the notion of structure involved: 

on the one hand, the early structuralists refer to the formal, abstract and logical-mathematical 

aspects of scientific theories – to be contrasted with their ontological content. The focus on the for-

mal features of theories remained crucial in Epistemic Structural Realism (ESR). On the other, later 

metaphysical interpretations of scientific structuralism (OSR and its variations) convey an ontologi-

cal interpretation of structures as self-standing entities made up by the relations between elements – 

with obvious implications concerning the nature of objects belonging to such structures. The con-
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trast between this two different interpretations has been nicely put by French (2006, p. 169) as fol-

lows:  

     Broadly speaking, it [structural realism] consists of two fundamental strands: on the one hand, the-
re is the identification of structural commonalities between theories; on the other, there is the meta-
physical decomposition of objects in structural terms. Both have been pressed into service for the 
realist cause: the former has been identified primarily with Worrall's ‘epistemic’ structural realism; 
the latter with Ladyman's ‘ontic’ form. And both raise important issues of general interest within 
the philosophy of science and metaphysics, respectively. The former invites questions regarding the 
identification and appropriate representation of these commonalities; the latter touches on different 
views regarding the nature of objects, the constitutive role of properties and the seat of causal po-
wers. 

For now, let us start by investigating the historical foundations of structural realism and the main 

features of ESR. 

1.1.1. Historical Background 

Standardly, the first structuralist assumptions in the philosophy of science trace back to Poincarè 

(1905), Cassirer (1923) and Russell (1912;1927). 

 Poincarè (1905) has re-conceptualized the goals of science in a clear structuralist sense, 

suggesting that the 'the relations between things', as opposed to 'things between relations', are all 

that can be known about reality: 

    

   Now, we daily see what science is doing for us. This could not be unless it taught us something 
about reality; the aim of science is not things themselves, as the dogmatists in their simplicity ima-
gine, but the relations between things; outside those relations there is no reality knowable. (Poinca-
ré [1905] 1952, p. xxiv, quoted in Bokulich, 2011, p. xi). 

In a similar vein, Cassirer has emphasized a shift in the philosophy of science, from the onto-

logical components of theories, to their structural and abstract import – denoting the relations 
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between elements and the connections between our perceptual experiences which, in Cassi-

rer's terms, are represented in intellectual schemata: 

     This progressive transformation must appear unintelligible, if we place the goal of natural science 

in gaining the most perfect possible copy of outer reality. It is only owing to the fact that science 

abandons the attempt to give a direct, sensuous copy of reality, that science is able to represent this 

reality as a necessary connection of grounds and consequents. . . . Instead of imagining behind the 

world of perceptions a new existence built up out of the materials of sensation, it traces the univer-

sal intellectual schemata, in which the relations and connections of perceptions can be perfectly 

represented. Atom and ether, mass and force are nothing but examples of such schemata, and fulfill 

their purpose so much the better, the less they contain of direct perceptual content. (Cassirer [1923] 

1953, pp. 164–165, quoted in Bokulich, ibid.).

It is though important to note that Poincaré's structuralism is generally associated with a form of 

conventionalism about science, and specifically about the geometry of space-time. According to 

Poincarè, geometry is a matter of convention: Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries are inter-

translatable, with the same things covered by different names.  A similar approach can be applied to 1

physics: the shift between Fresnell and Maxwell's theories of optics is governed by conventional 

scientific principles (such as conservation of energy and least of action) which are accommodated 

by both theories and then accepted almost permanently, independently of empirical experiments. By 

contrast, Cassirer's structuralist claims are developed within an epistemic neo-Kantian perspective,  2

replacing the standard 'substantialistic' conception of reality – concerning substances, or physical 

objects, in the first place – with a functionalist view – in which functional relations only, encoded in 

the laws of nature, allow us to have an epistemic access to the basic physical entities. Despite speci-

fic differences, Massimi (2011, p. 2) observes that Poincaré's conventionalism and Cassirer's neo-

Kantianism share a significant reconsideration of the notion of reference, which «is no longer iden-

tified with the unobservable entities that may (or may not) be the referents of theoretical terms, but 

 See Poincaré (1908, p. 235:) «We know rectilinear triangles the sum of whose angles is equal to two right angles; but 1

equally we know curvilinear triangles the sum of whose angles is less than two right angles. The existence of the one 
sort is no more doubtful than that of the other. To give the name of straights to the sides of the first is to adopt Euclidean 
geometry; to give the name of straights to the sides of the latter is to adopt the non-Euclidean geometry. So that to ask 
what geometry is proper to adopt is to ask, to what line is it proper to give the name straight?» 

 In particular, Cassirer's intuitions rely on the Marburg School' interpretation of Kant.2
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with the mathematical structure of the theory»; more precisely, 'the burden of reference' is to be at-

tributed to the conventional principles and functional laws which encode such mathematical structu-

re in conventionalism and neo-Kantianism respectively.

However, the most substantial contribution to the structuralist debate is due to Russell 

(1912; 1927), who articulates structural realism as a full-fledged philosophical position. Russell's 

first structuralists assumptions, largely anticipating the epistemic relevance that structural realism 

assumes in ESR, can be found in The Problems of Philosophy (1912):

     

    Thus we find that, although the relations of physical objects have all sorts of knowable properties, 
derived from their correspondence with the relations of sense-data, the physical objects themselves 
remain unknown in their intrinsic nature, so far at least as can be discovered by means of the sen-
ses. (Russell [1912] 1959, p. 34). 

Therefore, according to Russell, although relations between physical objects are knowable in 

virtue of their connection with the sense-data (i.e. the basic units of perception or percepts), 

we cannot know their intrinsic nature, but just the properties stemming from the relations 

between them.  This issue is further clarified in The Analysis of Matter (1927) which, along 3

the lines of Poincaré and Cassirer, aims at providing a structural and epistemic analysis of re-

lativity and quantum theory – in contrast with the standard object-oriented picture. In develo-

ping a causal theory of perception, Russell identifies the knowable properties of objects with 

their logical-mathematical properties: 

      

     Thus it would seem that, wherever we infer from perceptions it is only structure that we can validly 
infer; and structure is what can be expressed by mathematical logic, which includes mathematics. 
(Russell 1927, p. 254, quoted in Bokulich, ibid.)  

 The importance given to perception makes Russell's structuralist perspective an antecedent of what Psillos (2001) 3

defines an upward path to ESR: assuming a 'bottom-up' approach, sensory experiences are considered as the primary 
source in the knowledge of the external world. On Russell's view, all that we can infer on the basis of sensory-experien-
ces are structural features. Poincaré (1913) similarly starts from perceptual experiences to arrive at a structuralist know-
ledge of the world. The upward path to ESR is to be distinguished from a downward path, characterized by a 'top-down' 
approach: in this framework, scientific theories – and not perceptual experiences – work as a starting point to have an 
epistemic access to the structural, 'bottom' level of physical reality. This second conception is attributed to Poincaré 
(1905) and Worrall (1989). For a more comprehensive analysis see Psillos (2001), Votsis (2005) and Frigg and Votsis 
(2011).
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The knowledge of the external world is entirely structural. This claim relies on Russell's well-kno-

wn distinction between knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge by description: while we know 

both qualities (properties and relations) and properties of qualities (structure) of percepts, we just 

know the structure of unperceived objects in the external world. This means that percepts are kno-

wable by acquaintance, i.e. through a direct awareness: «we shall say that we have acquaintance 

with anything of which we are directly aware, without the intermediary of any process of inference 

or any knowledge of truths» (Russell 1912, p. 78). By contrast, objects in the external world can be 

known just by description, i.e. through inferences from our perceptions: «to know some thing or 

object by a definite description is to know that it is the so-and-so or that the so-and-so exists, i.e., 

that there is exactly one object that is so-and-so» (Russell, 1912, pp. 82–3). Significantly, all that 

can be inferred from perceptions is the structure of the world, which can be at best isomorphic to 

the structure of our perception.   As specified by Russell (1927, p. 250) «[t]he ‘relation-number’ of a 4

relation is the same as its ‘structure’, and is defined as the class of relations similar [i.e. isomorphic] 

to the given relation».  The reference to class of relations makes the connection between structural 5

properties and mathematical properties more explicit. The view according to which science tells 

about the structure of the world, and not about its nature, leads to an agnostic approach towards ob-

jects intended as external material objects: «[t]he only legitimate attitude about the physical world 

seems to be one of complete agnosticism as regards all but its mathematical properties» (Russell, 

1927, p. 270). Therefore, to say that the intrinsic nature of objects remains unknown is not to say 

that objects lack any intrinsic properties – rather, what is suggested is the weaker claim that we can-

not have an epistemic access to them. 

 For a formal description of isomorphism see chapter 2, sec. 2.1.1.4

 Redhead (2001) defines this notion of structure 'abstract', corresponding to an isomorphism class of structures which 5

are similar/isomorphic to a given structure, and he contrasts it with a 'concrete' notion of structure, where structures are 
associated with a specific domain of objects and their relations.
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1.1.2. Epistemic Structural Realism (ESR)

Epistemic Structural Realism as introduced by Worrall (1989) aims at combining the realist 'no-mi-

racle argument' (Putnam, 1975) – according to which the success of science would be miraculous if 

not motivated by the approximate truth of scientific theories – with the anti-realist 'pessimistic 

meta-induction (Laudan, 1981) – pointing out that since past successful scientific theories turned 

out to be false, we have compelling reasons to expect that our current theories will themselves be 

abandoned. ESR is intended to break the impasse resulting from the attempt of accommodating both 

arguments:

The main interest in the problem of scientific realism lies, I think, in the fact that these two persuasive argu-

ments appear to pull in opposite directions: one seems to speak for realism and the other against it: yet a real-

ly satisfactory position would need to have both arguments on its side. The concern of the present paper is to 

investigate this tension between the two arguments and to suggest (no more) that an old and hitherto mostly 

neglected position may offer the best hope of reconciling the two. (Worrall, 1989, p. 101).

Worrall specifically refers to Poincaré's Science and Hypothesis (1905, pp. 160-162) which, in ex-

plaining the shift from Fresnel to Maxwell's theory of light, significantly anticipated the idea of a 

structural continuity between the two theories, accounted for by their differential equations – which 

capture adequately the relations between elements: 

    

    This Fresnel’s theory enables us to do today as well as it did before Maxwell’s time. The differential 

equations are always true, they may be always integrated by the same methods, and the results of 

this integration still preserve their value [...] these equations express relations, and if the equations 

remain true, it is because the relations preserve their reality. They teach us now, as they did then, 

that there is such and such a relation between this thing and that; only the something which we then 

called motion, we now call electric current. But these are merely names of the images we substitu-

ted for the real objects which Nature will hide for ever from our eyes. The true relations between 

these real objects are the only reality we can attain. 
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In making this apparently 'forgotten thesis' (Worrall, 1989, p. 117) explicit, Worrall investigates 

more deeply the development of optics and what has got preserved in the fundamental shifts con-

cerning the basic constitution of light: in the 18th century, light was conceived as constituted by ma-

terial particles. This conception was replaced in the 19th century by Fresnel's theory of luminiferous 

aether: light was no longer understood as resulting from matter, but rather from vibrations carried 

out by a mechanical medium (the aether) pervading the space. Fresnel's theory itself was then rejec-

ted in favor of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory, claiming that light consists of waves propagating 

in the electromagnetic field.

As observed by Worrall, the standard picture of theory-change is one in which the empirical 

content of theories is retained, while substantial transformations occur at the theoretical level: in the 

present case-study, it seems correct to say that both Fresnel and Maxwell explained adequately opti-

cal empirical phenomena. In this picture, Maxwell's theory appears to be an 'extension with modifi-

cations' of Fresnel previous intuitions. However, theoretically, the two theories are clearly radically 

different, for they refer to mechanic vibrations and electric current respectively – with sharp chan-

ges in the theoretical apparatus describing them. It is exactly this view that largely inspired Lau-

dan's (1981) pessimistic meta-induction, providing historical reasons to hold that present-day theo-

ries are likely to be replaced by different theories with a similar (though extended or slightly modi-

fied) empirical adequacy.  However, Worrall argues that such interpretation of the scientific conti6 -

nuity makes no concession to the no-miracles argument and then is far from providing an accurate 

description of science – which should be able to underwrite both the the pessimistic meta-induction 

and the no-miracles argument:

    How can there be good grounds for holding our present theories to be “approximately” or “essen-
tially” true, and at the same time seemingly strong historical-inductive grounds for regarding those 
theories as (probably) ontologically false?  (Worrall, 1989, p. 109).

Worrall claims that there is a third-way which allows us to have 'the best of both worlds' (p. 111), 

acknowledging the radical theoretical transformations in science without renouncing the approxi-

mate truth of scientific theories. That is because the pessimistic meta-induction relies on a false 

 As observed by Worrall (p. 109), the theoretical core of the pessimistic meta-induction was already introduced by 6

Poincaré (1905, p. 160): «the ephemeral nature of scientific theories takes by surprise the man of the world. Their brief 
period of prosperity ended, he sees them abandoned one after the other; he sees ruins piled upon ruins; he predicts that 
the theories in fashion today will in a short time succumb in their turn, and he concludes that they are absolutely in vain. 
This is what he calls the bankruptcy of science». 
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premise: in the basically 'cumulative' progress of science, there is something more than a preserva-

tion of the empirical content, but something less than a full continuity in the theoretical content – 

whereby the theoretical content is not reduced to the mathematical equations of a theory, but corre-

sponds to the broader set of background theoretical assumptions which interpret the terms in the 

equations. It is not a matter of content at all. As already suggested by Poincaré, what Fresnel and 

Maxwell's theories have in common is the description of the structure or the form of light, despite 

being inconsistent with respect to its nature. After all, Fresnel was right not only about empirical 

phenomena, but also about the relations between them: for example, Fresnel correctly describes 

light as oscillations obtaining at certain angles and transmitted by a medium. Still, he misidentified 

deeply the nature of what oscillates and what transmits the oscillations: as showed by Maxwell, the 

vibrations are not mechanical, and there is nothing like an elastic, mechanic solid. In fact, any at-

tempt to define the electromagnetic field in terms of aether was completely unsuccessful. By contra-

st, the oscillations are electric and magnetic strengths carried through a disembodied electromagne-

tic field. However, it is not surprising (i.e. it is not miraculous) that Fresnel theory was empirically 

predictive at the time: «the field in no clear sense approximates the ether, but disturbances in it do 

obey formally similar laws to those obeyed by elastic disturbances in a mechanical medium» (Wor-

rall, 1989, p. 118). 

Significantly, the Fresnel-Maxwell case-study easily generalizes and provides a common 

pattern reflecting theory-change. Actually, Worrall observes that the shift from Fresnel's to Max-

well's theory is unrepresentative in a sense, for it is an example in which the mathematical equa-

tions are fully preserved. The most common pattern is one in which the equations of a theory re-ap-

pear as limiting cases of the equations of the new theory. This suffices to re-establish the link bet-

ween empirical success and truth, seriously undermined by the pessimistic meta-induction. In other 

words, structure becomes to be understood as the true – or the approximately true – part of scientific 

theories, i.e. the part we are justified to be realist about. On this basis, structural realism can be in-

troduced as a substantial philosophical position: on the one hand, if we adopt structural realism, the 

'pronounced death' of scientific realism seems to be a too drastic conclusion.  On the other hand, 7

structural realism escapes some typical objections to scientific realism for structural realism does 

not engage at all in claims concerning the nature of objects.

Worrall's paradigmatic contribution leaves of course a number of questions open. First of all, 

what are exactly structures? Both Poincaré (1905) and Worrall (1989) suggest that structures are the 

 Worrall attributes this view to Fine (1984, p. 83): «Realism is dead...Its death was hastened by the debates over the 7

interpretation of quantum theory where Bohr’s non realist philosophy was seen to win out over Einstein’s passionate 
realism».
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mathematical equations of scientific theories, but a more specific definition remains to be accompli-

shed. An option that is now quite standard among ESRists is that of identifying structures with 

Ramsey sentences, firstly introduced by Maxwell (1970) in order to resist the so-called 'Newman 

Problem' (Newman, 1928) affecting Russell's (1927) interpretation of structuralism.  Roughly spea8 -

king, Ramsey sentences allow for the elimination of non-observational terms in a theory by repla-

cing them with existentially quantified predicate variables. Starting from the formalization of a 

theory in first order logic, ∏(O1,…,On; T1,…,Tn), where Os terms correspond to observational terms 

and Ts terms to theoretical terms, the resulting Ramsey sentence is the following: ∃t1,…, tn∏(O1,

…,On ;t1,…, tn).

I will not go in the details of this approach here  and I will focus on OSR as an alternative 9

and more radical attempt of developing Worrall's (1989) assumptions in light of a more 'robust' no-

tion of structure.

 According to Newman (1928), Russell's claim that just the structure of the external world is knowable means that we 8

know very little – if any – about the world. Newman's objection proceeds as follows: «any collection of things can be 
organised so as to have the structure W [where W is an arbitrary structure], provided there are the right number of them. 
Hence the doctrine that only structure is known involves the doctrine that nothing can be known that is not logically 
deducible from the mere fact of existence, except (‘theoretically’) the number of constituting objects» (Newman, 1928, 
p. 144, original emphasis). This makes it almost impossible to distinguish relevant structures from irrelevant ones. For 
this reason Massimi (2011, pp. 7-8) understands the Newman problem as a problem of reference: «Newman’s problem 
is a problem about reference. Russell’s structural realism is in the end a theory about how we can fix the reference of 
theoretical terms and be sure that they are genuinely referential, even if the objects at issue are unperceived and unper-
ceivable. But, as Newman pointed out, Russell’s structuralist solution was unable to single out reference, and hence 
unable to deliver on the original promise». 

 For a more comprehensive analysis of this approach, see Frigg and Votsis (2011). For some criticisms, see Demopo9 -
lous and Friedman (1985).
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1.1.3. Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) and its main varieties 

The question of which notion of structure is at play in structural realism as outlined by Worrall 

(1989) goes along with the broader issue of providing a more precise interpretation of this view as a 

whole. Worrall (1989) has clearly paved the way to the epistemic strand of structural realism. Ho-

wever, according to Ladyman (1998, p. 410), Worrall's paper is ambiguous, and thereby structural 

realism is not explicitly an epistemic position. In fact, at least some assumptions are consistent with 

a more substantial «metaphysical departure» (ibid) from scientific realism.  More importantly, if 10

structural realism is really interpreted in epistemological terms – claiming that the knowledge of 

unobservable entities is purely structural – then it does not properly solve the problem of theory-

change, which is a problem of ontological discontinuity; the no miracles argument remains to be 

accounted for. To this aim, structures must have «some grip on reality» (Ladyman, 1998, p. 419), or 

an ontological significance.

Moreover, scientific realism meets with another serious problem, which is actually overloo-

ked by Worrall (1989), i.e. the problem of metaphysical underdetermination, in which metaphysics 

appears to be underdetermined by physics.

    Even if we are able to decide on a canonical formulation of our theory, there is the further problem 

of metaphysical underdetermination with respect to, for example, wether the entities postulated by 

a theory are individuals or not. There is, of course, much dispute about whether or not quantum 

particles, or spacetime points, are individuals. (Ladyman, 1998, p. 419).

This problem was firstly introduced by French (1989, 1998) with respect to Quantum Mechanics 

(QM). Quantum particles (such as bosons and fermions) are consistent with – at least – two meta-

physical packages: on the one hand, they are individuals whose individuation relies on non-empiri-

cal facts, i.e. primitive thisness or haecceity. On the other hand, they are non-individuals, devoid of 

well defined identities. In order to understand this problem, some preliminary assumptions are nee-

ded. Objects can be individuated in accordance with the Leibnizean Principle of Identity of Indi-

scernibles (PII), which plays a crucial role in the discussion on both scientific and mathematical 

structuralism. PII is formally expressed as follows: 

 Ladyman (1998, p. 410) specifically refers to the following passage: «on the structural realist view what Newton 10

really discovered are the relationships between phenomena expressed in the mathematical equations of his 
theory» (Worrall, 1989, p. 122.) 
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∀x∀y [(∀P)(Px↔Py) → (x=y)] 

More informally, the principle states that if x and y have the same properties, then they are the same 

object. A first issue concerns which properties are at hand. Three options are on the table: i) intrinsic 

properties; ii) intrinsic and relational properties; iii) intrinsic and relational properties, where rela-

tional properties are intended to include spatial properties. In both classical and quantum physics, 

particles of the same kind – say, for example, two electrons – possess the same intrinsic properties 

and stand also in the same relations, thus being indiscernible in the first two senses (i); (ii). Howe-

ver, in classical physics, particles are discernible by means of their spatio-temporal location, for 

their spatio-temporal trajectories cannot overlap and classical objects are seen as 'impenetrable'. 

Therefore the third (iii) interpretation of PII is not violated. The problem with QM is that quantum 

particles are indiscernible even with respect to their spatial properties, so that they do not obey PII 

in none of the three senses (i); (ii); (iii) specified above. This specifically stems from the so-called 

Indistinguishability Postulate (IP), related to the statistics of quantum physics, showing that a per-

mutation of quantum particles does not give rise to a new arrangement.

(IP): «If a particle permutation P is applied to any state function for an assembly of particles, then the-

re is no way of distinguishing the resulting permuted state function from the original unpermuted 

one by means of any observation at any time» (French, 2019, sec. 2).

As explained by French (2019, sec. 4) «no measurement whatsoever could in principle determine 

which one is which». Therefore, the antecedent of PII is true, and quantum particles – sharing their 

intrinsic, relational, and even spatial properties – turn out to be exactly similar. This situation cla-

shes with QM, which actually refers to two-particles systems, and results in the aforementioned me-

taphysical underdetermination: either quantum particles are non-individuals or they are individuals 

whose individuality needs to be established by means of primitive thisness or haecceity – transcen-

ding the qualitative properties of particles.  As pointed out by Ladyman (1998) and French and La11 -

dyman (2003), breaking such underdetermination requires a metaphysical shift, in which the con-

cept of object itself is undermined and a question concerning individuality simply does not arise.

On this basis, Ladyman (1998) claims that structural realism, in order to solve both the problem of 

theory-change and the problem of metaphysical underdetermination, should be developed as a me-

 Primitive thisness or haecceity are in principle consistent with QM (see French and Redhead, 1988).11
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taphysical position, defined Ontic Structural Realism (OSR). This point is clarified further in Fren-

ch and Ladyman (2003a): while Worrall (1989) presupposes a dichotomy between structure/form on 

the one hand and content/ontology on the other hand, OSR should be advanced «as [...]a reconcep-

tualisation of ontology, at the most basic metaphysical level, which effects a shift from objects to 

structures» (French and Ladyman, 2003a, p. 37).  

 On this view, structure is taken to be «primitive and ontologically subsistent» (Ladyman, 

1998, p. 419). This interpretation of structure differs deeply from that presupposed by Worrall 

(1989), consisting in the formal mathematical equations of a theory. Broadly speaking, structures in 

OSR are webs of relations: «physical structures [...] capture the natural – that is, causal-nomological 

– relations among the objects of a system» (French, 2006, pp. 175-176), where these objects are at 

best understood as points of intersection. According to Ladyman (1998), French and Ladyman 

(2003) and Ladyman and Ross (2007), structures have an inherently modal character, describing the 

modal relations between (both actual and possible) phenomena.  In fact, structures, in order to be 12

ontologically relevant, «must go beyond a correct description of the actual phenomena to the repre-

sentation of the modal relations between them» (Ladyman, 1998, p. 418).  13

 Ladyman (1998) and French and Ladyman (2003) refer to Weyl's (1931) interpretation of 

QM and introduce group-theory as a promising mathematical characterization of physical structures 

in structural realism. Structures correspond to symmetry-groups of group-theory, which can be 

translated into one another. Taking a symmetry to be an invariant transformation of a structure, 

symmetry groups are defined as follows: 

    A group of symmetry transformations is a mathematical object which consists of the set of tran-
sformations, including the identity transformation and the inverse of each transformation, and the 
operation of composing them, where the result of two composed transformations is itself in the ori-
ginal set. (Ladyman, 2020, sec. 4.1). 

In this picture, an interpretation of objecthood is also provided: objects emerge as invariants in 

symmetry-groups transformations. On this view, the two metaphysical packages (individuals and 

non-individuals) underdetermining quantum particles are seen as two representations of the same 

structure, which is ontologically basic. In other words, the notion of object – and its two alternative 

 This conception is to be contrasted with the standard set-theoretic notion of structure, where structure is composed by 12

objects and their intrinsic properties, on which the structure supervenes.

 Such approach is directly based on Giere's (1985) constructive realism.13
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interpretations – is replaced by an entirely structural ontology. I will come back to the role of sym-

metry groups and mathematical representation of physical structures in chapter 4.  

 A metaphysical interpretation of Structural Realism – along with a more substantial concep-

tion of structures – has raised a wide debate, comprising a variety of OSR-views. These approaches 

have been captured by different taxonomies (Ainsworth, 2010; French, 2010; Esfeld and Lam, 

2011). In what follows, I am going to focus on three main variations, even though there exist many 

other positions in between: 1) Eliminative OSR; 2) Priority-based OSR; 3) Moderate OSR. Positions 

(1)-(3) entail different conceptions of objects and their properties within the structures they belong 

to. Still, it is important to observe that each of them aims at contrasting the standard object-oriented 

metaphysics, according to which objects are equipped with intrinsic properties and physical rela-

tions supervene on objects – a view that is standardly defined Humean supervenience (Lewis, 

1986). Intrinsic properties are the «properties that are independent of whether the object is alone or 

accompanied by other objects» (Esfeld and Lam 2011, p. 144). Supervenience, on the other hand, is 

a relation of necessary covariation: if A supervenes on B, then there cannot be an A-difference wi-

thout a B-difference. (for a general overview, see McLaughlin and Bennett 2018). The idea that re-

lations supervene on intrinsic properties of objects is deeply challenged by QM, for quantum parti-

cles in entanglement states (i.e. two electrons in a singlet-state) are entirely defined by their structu-

ral, state-dependent properties. Such claim has been clarified by Teller (1989) in terms of non-su-

pervenient relations. The same point is stressed by Ladyman and Ross when they introduce the no-

tion of modal structure: the world has «an objective modal structure that is ontologically fundamen-

tal, in the sense of not supervening on the intrinsic properties of a set of individuals» (2007, p. 130) 

Let us now consider Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR in more detail: 

1) Eliminative OSR:  this is the original interpretation of OSR (French and Ladyman, 2003; La14 -

dyman and Ross, 2007; French, 2010). There are relations without objects or relata standing 

between them; in slogan form, «there are no things, and structure is all there is» (Ladyman and 

Ross 2007, p. 131). We know just structure because the world is just structure, and «there is no-

thing else to know» (Ainsworth, 2010, p. 50). In this way, Eliminative OSR aims at filling the 

gap between epistemology and metaphysics underlying ESR, in which objects – if they exist – 

remain inscrutable. Ladyman and Ross (2007) themselves define their approach 'eliminative': 

that is because objects «[...]have been purged of their intrinsic nature, identity and individuality, 

 The label Eliminative OSR is from Psillos (2001).14
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and they are not metaphysically fundamental» (p. 132). They are at best theoretical constructs 

useful for constructing approximate representations of the world. On this view, the very notion 

of object is abandoned and structures are understood as objectless networks; therefore, there is 

no question concerning the existence of objects, for objects themselves are no longer part of the 

fundamental ontology of the world. Similarly, a discussion concerning the properties of objects 

simply does not arise in the eliminativist picture. Among OSR-views, Eliminative OSR is the 

most troublesome. In section 2.1.1. I will address the main objection to it, i.e. the 'relation wi-

thout relata' objection. 

2) Priority-based OSR:  This position is now the most standard in OSR debate and it is also con15 -

sidered a more plausible re-elaboration of Eliminative OSR. On its broadest construal, Priority-

based OSR claims that there are both objects and relations, but relations are ontologically prior 

to objects; this means that relations bear the ontological weight, determining the existence of 

the relata composing them. Even if this view admits intrinsic properties of objects, they are not 

significant, because they do not allow distinguishing quantum particles. In fact, the identity of 

objects is also reconstructed from relations, consistently with the idea of a contextual identity 

for quantum particles, derivative on the relations in which they stand (Stachel 2002; Ladyman 

2007) and sufficient to support a thin notion of objecthood. The idea of thin objects as mere no-

des or positions has been originally elaborated by Saunders (2003) in terms of a weaker form of 

the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles (PII) and a weak notion of discernibility for quantum 

particles. Such proposal is based on Quine’s (1960, p. 230) distinction between different grades 

of discernibility: absolute, relative and weak discernibility. Two objects are absolutely discerni-

ble if there is a one-variable formula which is true of an object and not of another; relatively 

discernible if there is a two free-variables formula which applies to them just in one order; wea-

kly discernible if there is a symmetrical but irreflexive relation holding between them. Consider 

two fermions in a singlet-state having an opposite spin: while the two particles cannot be either 

absolutely or relatively discernible (they are indistinguishable in isolation, since their permuta-

tion leaves the state they are in unchanged) they are weakly discernible in virtue of the two-pla-

ce irreflexive relation holding between them (i.e. having opposite direction of each component 

of spin to...). The fact that two objects bear an irreflexive relation aRb shows that they are two 

and not just one, because nothing can stand in an irreflexive relation with itself. On these 

 The label is from McKenzie (forthcoming); by contrast, French (2010) defines this position Weak Structural Realism.15
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grounds, weak PII introduces a further formulation of the principle, one in which symmetric but 

irreflexive relations (iv) are admitted in the set of the relevant properties of objects, in addition 

to intrinsic (i) relational (iii) and spatial properties (iii). However, while weak PII numerically 

distinguishes two fermions with an opposite spin, it cannot individuate them, i.e. it is still im-

possible to establish which particle is which.  16

    

3) Moderate OSR: on this view, there are both objects and relations, without there being any onto-

logical priority between them; objects and structures are both fundamental entities of reality. On 

the one hand, in contrast to Eliminative OSR, Moderate OSR admits objects in the ontology. On 

the other hand, objects are understood as the bearers of relations, so that a broader notion of ob-

jects is actually introduced. This position has been outlined by Esfeld and Lam (2008) as follo-

ws: 

      Neither objects nor relations (structure) have an ontological priority with respect to the physical  

world: they are both on the same footing, belonging both to the ontological ground floor. 

(Esfeld and Lam 2008, p. 31).  

       

    This formulation captures the idea that objects and structures are on a par – objects and structures 

can neither exist nor be conceived without each other. In fact, objects are defined by the relations 

making up the structure. At the same time, structures exist in the physical world as relations bet-

ween objects. Moderate OSR is also committed to the claim that the identity of objects is deter-

mined by the relations and vice-versa. In contrast to a standard metaphysical view, in which ob-

jects are given at first, and then they enter into the relevant relations, in Moderate OSR «we get 

the relata and the relations at once as the internal structure of a whole, neither of them being 

eliminable or reducible to the other one» (Esfeld and Lam, 2008, p. 34). Esfeld and Lam (2011, 

p. 146) mention two main implications of this account: first, on this view, the numerical diversity 

between objects – to be distinguished from their very identity, that is entirely relational – is taken 

as primitive, since it is neither grounded in intrinsic properties, nor in relations: if objects and  

 Weak PII has been also extended to bosons (Muller and Saunders, 2008; Muller and Seevinck 2009), although some 16

details are contentious (see Bigaj, 2015a and 2015b; Caulton, 2013; Huggett and Norton, 2014; Norton 2015).
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relations are on the same ontological floor, then we need at least a very minimal notion of objects 

to start with. Second, Moderate OSR admits extrinsic, relational properties as part of the funda-

mental ontology: «if there are physical relations among objects as relata, these objects have rela-

tional properties, and the other way round» (ibid.).  

This position has been applied to both quantum entanglement (Esfeld, 2004) and space-time 

(Esfeld and Lam, 2008). 

1.2. Questioning OSR 

Ontic Structural Realism has been subjected to a variety of objections.  Some of them are general, 17

i.e. they affect OSR as broadly understood. Others are more specific, for they question particular 

forms of OSR. Let us start with the former, undermining OSR as a metaphysical position. A first 

standard objection, formulated by Psillos (2001), is that OSR is too metaphysically visionary: QM 

does not necessarily commit to abandon objects at all, for quantum particles in entanglement states 

can be individuated in virtue of their primitive thinness or haecceity. On these grounds, ESR seems 

a much more defensible position, positing structures as composed by (unknown) individuals. Ac-

cording to Psillos (2001, p. S23),  

   One way to read SR (ed. Structural Realism) is to take it as a modest epistemic thesis that 

emerges from looking into the history of scientific growth. There is no heavy metaphysical 

machinery behind it, nor any absolute claims about what can or cannot be known. It is just 

a sober report of the fact that there has been a lot of structural continuity in theory-change. 

Ladyman and Ross (2007) and Ladyman (2020), however, argue that it is far from clear that either 

standard realism or alternative approaches are more adequate than OSR; «a strong burden of proof 

is on those who would abandon traditional metaphysics» (Ladyman, 2020, sec. 5.) and a form of 

verificationism should be applied in metaphysics: according to Ladyman and Ross (2007), a verifi-

cationist approach suggests to reject the existence of objects we have no reason to believe – objects 

 Other objections to Structural Realism seem to target ESR: that according to which it collapses in standard realism 17

(Psillos, 1995) and the idea that structure is also lost in theory change (Stanford, 2003). Another objection is that Struc-
tural Realism is applicable just to physics, but Ladyman and Ross (2007) and French (2010) engage in extending this 
position to social sciences and biology respectively.
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we cannot know, as argued by ESR. Adopting an agnostic attitude, in fact, would commit one «to be 

agnostic about a literal infinity of matters—whatever anyone can conceive without contradicting 

physics» (Ladyman and Ross, 2007, p. 131).  18

 Another challenge to OSR has been introduced by Chakravartty (2003): OSR, by elimina-

ting – or significantly weakening  – objects, cannot account for causation (i) and for the idea that 

some properties and relations clearly cohere (ii). Concerning i), the following worry emerges:  

    One of the most important explanatory roles served by objects is to provide a means of change. Ob-

jects have properties, and it is because they have these properties that things happen to them [...] 
      How does an objectless ontology account for change? (Chackravartty, 2003, p. 872). 

French (2006) replies to (i) by addressing the notion of objective modal structure (see section 

1.1.3): 

   «Indeed, she can respond to Chakravartty’s concerns by insisting that the explanatory buck stops at a 

point down the chain before we reach objects. That is, she can insist that this active principle lies 
with the relations and properties themselves, and it is these which carry the clout [...]. The OSR [...] 
would simply insist that rather than thinking of this description in terms of causally interacting 
physical objects, we give an appropriately structural description involving causal relationships. 
(French, 2006, p. 181). 

A similar idea is advanced by Esfeld and Lam (2011, p. 156): 

     
    One sense in which the structures can be modal is by being causal [...] Taking the structures to be 

causal is to say that insofar as there are concrete physical relations as the ways in which the funda-
mental physical objects exist, these are powers or dispositions to bring about certain physical effec-
ts.  19

 In particular, Ladyman and Ross (2007) follow Peirce's interpretation of verification: «This verificationism consists 18

in two claims. First, no hypothesis that the approximately consensual current scientific picture declares to be beyond 
our capacity to investigate should be taken seriously. Second, any metaphysical hypothesis that is to be taken seriously 
should have some identifiable bearing on the relationship between at least two relatively specific hypotheses that are 
either regarded as confirmed by institutionally bona fide current science or are regarded as motivated and in principle 
confirmable by such science». (Ladyman and Ross, 2007, p. 29). 

 For a more extensive understanding of causation in OSR, see Ladyman and Ross (2007, chap. 5)19
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At the same time, doing without objects leaves unexplained why certain properties tend to cohere 

and form a 'unity' (ii) – it seems quite implausible that this is just a matter of coincidence. The best 

explanation is just that these properties and relations cohere because there are objects in the structu-

ral ontology. In this respect, French (2006) appeals to a principle of mere compresence – related to 

the idea that coincidences, and nothing more, happen in physics – which «ties together aspects of 

different structures» (p. 185), giving rise to the objects we define quarks, electrons, etc. as mere no-

des in these structures.  

 Another serious objection to OSR claims that OSR makes physical structures collapse into 

mathematical structures, committing to a form of Pythagoreanism (Dipert, 1997) – according to 

which the structure of the world is mathematical. After all, the standard criteria for identifying phy-

sical/concrete structures – such as spatio-temporality and causality – are hardly applicable to the 

quantum structures OSR deals with, in which mathematical components (i.e. symmetry groups of 

group-theory) play a crucial role. The objection goes as follows: if the structuralist features of ma-

thematical theories are essential to physical ontology, then physical and mathematical structures 

turn out to be identical. Differently put, their distinction cannot be established in purely structural 

terms (Van Frassen, 2006).  However, categories such as spatio-temporality and causality are large20 -

ly inaccurate when it comes to interpreting modern physics (Ladyman and Ross, 2007, p. 160). For 

this reason, Ladyman and Ross (p. 158) refuse to engage in drawing the distinction between the ma-

thematical and the physical: «The ‘world-structure’ just is and exists independently of us and we 

represent it mathematico-physically via our theories». By contrast, French and Ladyman (2003b) 

deny explicitly that OSR commits to the view that the world's structure is mathematical and argue 

that physical structures can be distinguished from the mathematical ones because just the former 

stand in a relationship of partial isomorphism with physical phenomena – in fact, in mathematics, 

such isomorphisms obtain between mathematical structures, but not between mathematical structu-

res and the physical world (French and Ladyman, 2003b, p.75).  Moreover, as specified above, 21

 This results from Van Frassen's (2006) idea that OSR ends up with no structure at all: «once adopted, it is not to be 20

called structuralism at all! For if there is no non-structure, there is no structure either. But for those who do not adopt 
the view, it remains startling: from an external or prior point of view, it seems to tell us that nature needs to be entirely 
re-conceived». (Van Frassen, 2006, pp. 292-293).

 However, Ainsworth (2010) has raised a serious objection to this way of drawing the distinction between physical 21

and mathematical structures: after all, provided that there exist isomorphisms between physical structures and physical 
phenomena, physical phenomena are themselves structures; but then «there are, trivially, mathematical structures iso-
morphic to them» (Ainsworth, 2010, p. 51) So, it is not true that just physical structures stand in an isomorphism rela-
tion with physical phenomena.
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physical (modal) structures are causal, although the sense of causality here at stake differs from the 

standard one – where objects, and not relations, have 'causal powers'. 

Lastly, a specific objection to Eliminative OSR, i.e. the relation without relata objection, deserves a 

separate investigation in the next section. In fact, not only is this criticism the most serious challen-

ge to OSR, but it also seems to have unpleasant consequences for other versions of OSR.  

1.2.1. Questioning Eliminative OSR 

Eliminative OSR, which holds that «structure is all there is» and admits no objects in the ontology, 

faces a serious objection concerning the coherence of having relations (structures) without relata 

(objects). This criticism has been raised by several authors (Cao, 2003; Dorato, 1999; Psillos 2001, 

2006; Busch, 2003; Morganti 2004; Chakravartty, 1998, 2003). Esfeld and Lam (2011, p. 148) di-

stinguish three main interpretations of the objection: i) a metaphysical one, concerning the very in-

telligibility of a metaphysical position which posits structures and yet rejects the relata making up 

these structures; ii) an empirical one, claiming that the physical evidence in QM by no means moti-

vates the elimination of objects; iii) a logical one, according to which first order logic requires ob-

jects to quantify over, in a set-theoretic spirit.   

 Let us start with the metaphysical interpretation (i). In Chakravartty’s (1998, p. 399) words 

«one cannot intelligibly subscribe to the reality of relations unless one is also committed to the fact 

that some things are related». In a similar vein, Busch (2003, p. 214) maintains that «the very idea 

of structure presupposes some elements that go together to make up that structure. A relation might 

take anything as its relata, but it always takes something». Without such relata, OSR's conception 

of structure is somehow mysterious: OSR combines concrete elements – spatio-temporality and 

causality – with abstract ones – structures as ontologically subsistent and 'free-standing' –   thus 22

leading to considerable difficulties in understanding what structures in OSR exactly amount to. 

Esfeld and Lam (2008, p.31) and Chacravartty (2003, p. 871) also argue that if OSR does without 

objects, then it is hardly intelligible as an interpretation of the physical world, for the notion of con-

crete structure itself needs something to be related. 

 This introduces interesting analogies between OSR and Shapiro's (1997) mathematical ante rem structuralism (see 22

chapter. 2, sec. 2.2.4).
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 The empirical implications of eliminating relata (ii) are underlined by Ainsworth (2010, p. 

53): although quantum entanglement states provide a serious counter-example to the standard ob-

ject-oriented in metaphysics, it is far from obvious that Eliminative OS can make sense of the phy-

sical features of QM. In fact, even the most deflationary interpretations of QM presuppose objects 

and their properties. Therefore, the available empirical evidence does not actually justify the elimi-

nation of objects from the ontology and – even worse – quantum particles do not really cohere with 

an entirely relational metaphysics which is object-free and property-free.  In particular, while some 23

intepretations of QM do away with objects (Ghirardi, 2007) – at least as fundamental ontological 

units – the elimination of properties from quantum physics is far more controversial. In fact, Ain-

sworth (p. 54) points out that entangled quantum particles still have state-independent properties 

such as mass or charge and that there are cases in which quantum particles are not entangled and yet 

have state-dependent properties (for a more detailed argument, see Ainsworth, 2010, sec. 3.1). A 

related criticism to Eliminative OSR, concerning the difficulties of reducing state-independent pro-

perties to a structural, group-theoretic characterization (Wollf, 2011; MacKenzie, forthcoming) will 

be presented in chapter 4, sec., 4.2.1, when discussing the relationship between objects, structures 

and state-independent properties interpreted as kind properties, i.e. the properties distinguishing 

electrons, muons, etc. 

 The last aspect of the objection is the logical one (iii). Bain (2009) observes that the objec-

tions against the prospects of positing relations without relata rely on a set-theoretic conception of 

structures, in which structures are understood as sets of objects, and favors category theory as the 

appropriate framework to conceptualize Eliminative OSR. Still, Esfeld and Lam (2011, p. 148) put 

into question both that category theory is independent from set-theoretic concepts and that it is real-

ly relevant for QM. 

 Eliminativists endeavoured in making sense of the ‘relations without relata’ intuition by in-

terpreting structures as universals (Stein 1989; Psillos 2006) or arguing that the relata of the rela-

tions turn out to be structures themselves, with relations all the way down (Ladyman and Ross 

2007; Saunders 2003). Either way, such proposals are contentious, leaving room for the more de-

fensible Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR, which include objects in the structural ontology. 

However, as I am going to show in the next section, both accounts rest on a very thin conception of 

objects and then are subject to variations of the 'relation without relata' objection. 

 The empirical aspect of the 'relation without relata' objection is clearly related to Psillos's (2001) objection according 23

to which OSR is too metaphysically visionary (see section 1.2).
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1.2.2. Related Objections to Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR 

As opposed to Eliminative OSR, Priority-based and Moderate OSR admit both objects and structu-

res in the ontology. What varies in the two positions is the relationship between the two: while  

Priority-based OSR takes structures to be primary and objects to be secondary or derivative on such 

structures, in Moderate OSR objects and structures are on the same ontological floor. Despite these 

differences, both views reduce objects to the relations in which they stand: in fact, recall that in 

Priority-based OSR objects emerge from structures as mere nodes in the relations. Similarly, Mode-

rate OSR understands objects as the bearers of relational properties – in contrast with the received 

view, in which objects are characterized by their intrinsic properties. Consider Priority-based OSR 

first. As pointed out by Esfeld and Lam (2011, p. 148), this approach is not immune from the three 

aspects (i-iii) of the 'relation without relata' objection: 

[...] the commitment to an ontological priority of relations over relata again invites the above mentioned ob-

jection in all its three aspects, for if objects somehow derive from relations, one still is committed to there 

being relations without relata in the fundamental physical domain in the first place.

As previously mentioned, the ontological primacy of relations has been spelled out in accordance 

with a weak notion of discernibility and a weak version of PII (Saunders, 2003), distinguishing ob-

jects in virtue of the symmetric and irreflexive relations holding between them. Still, this proposal 

turns out to be partially controversial in the structuralist literature; weak PII does not actually show 

how to derive objects from relations, since it can at best determine how many objects there are – 

ensuring an epistemic access to them – but not which one in which; a proper individuation of objec-

ts remains to be accomplished, distinguishing objects qualitatively and not just numerically (Lady-

man and Bigaj, 2010). A similar conclusion is advanced by Dieks and Versteegh (2008, p. 926, quo-

ted in Esfeld and Lam, 2011, p. 149): «because of the symmetry any property or relation that can be 

attributed to one object can equally be attributed to any other and we can therefore not single out 

any specific object». Even if we acknowledge that weak PII grounds the numerical diversity of ob-

jects, and nothing more, other worries arise: first, French (2010, p.105) notes that the resulting con-

ception of objects is so thin that the distinction between Priority-based OSR and Eliminative OSR 

appears significantly blurred. What distinguishes a thin notion of objects from no notion of objects 
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at all, or what makes an object thin? According to French (pp. 105-106), Priority-based OSR under-

stands thin objects as merely conceptual objects, with no clear physical correlates. Second, structu-

res, in order to individuate the relata, seem to presuppose their numerical diversity, and then cannot 

account for it (MacBride, 2006).  Either way, we are back where we started, and the 'relation wi24 -

thout relata' re-emerges at a different level: «without distinct individuals that are metaphysically 

prior to the relations, there is nothing to stand in the irreflexive relations that are supposed to confer 

individuality on the relata» (Ladyman, 2020, sec. 4.).   

 At the same time, assuming the numerical diversity of objects as primitive is troublesome 

for different reasons. This is a natural outcome of Moderate OSR: if objects and relations are on a 

par, then the numerical diversity of objects should be established in advance and independently of 

structures. However, the idea of a primitive numerical diversity easily collapses into those concepts 

of primitive thisness or haecceity the structuralist views want to contrast, for they suggest the priori-

ty of objects over relations. In this respect, Esfeld and Lam (2008, p. 33) insist that primitive nume-

rical diversity is a quite different notion:  

    

    A numerical distinction is not a primitive thisness, for it does not establish an identity in time—or 
any other sort of an identity—that is not empirically accessible. Accepting a numerical distinction 
as primitive is motivated by the physical cases—quantum entanglement, space-time points—in 
which there is a plurality of objects without these objects being distinguished from one another by 
any intrinsic properties or relations in which they stand and without primitive thisness being an 
open way out, since there are strong physical arguments against primitive thisness. 

Despite this clarification, French (2010, p. 105) points out that Moderate OSR is still committed to a 

too thin notion of objects: claiming that objects are entirely defined by their relations amounts to 

saying that there are no objects at all – again, we have a version of the 'relation without relata' ob-

jection: relations require an independently grounded identity of objects in order to obtain. 

 Some of these criticisms are addressed by Esfeld and Lam (2011) who considerably revise 

their original moderate position (developed in Esfeld and Lam, 2008) outlining a conceptual – ra-

ther than an ontological – relationship between objects and structures. In particular, objects and re-

 Analogous considerations apply to the mathematical framework and meet with similar difficulties (see chapter 2, sec. 24

2.4.2.).
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lations are one and the same thing and relations are the modes in which objects exist:  «In reality, 25

there is only one type of entity, namely objects that exist in particular ways» (Esfeld and Lam, 2011, 

p. 151). In this framework, it is more plausible to say that objects and structures are given 'at once', 

for objects exist only as standing in the relations and structures are concrete exactly because they 

are ways in which physical objects exist. Of course, this conception involves a deep reconsideration 

of the nature of properties: the standard view of properties as universals instantiated by particular 

individuals is replaced by the idea of properties as modes/tropes, i.e. ways in which objects exist. 

Assuming that on this revised version of Moderate OSR tropes are relations, and not intrinsic pro-

perties, objects appear to be bundles of relations, thus introducing a further interpretation of objects 

as well. 

 In this context, the question of which version of OSR – if any – is correct is yet to be answe-

red. Some reasons to favour non-eliminative interpretations of OSR will be provided in chapter 4, 

where I will show that the interpretation of the relationship between objects and structures in terms 

of ontological dependence and grounding naturally supports the introduction of objects in the struc-

tural ontology. In the same chapter, I will also propose a further interpretation of OSR and a related 

alternative strategy to avoid the 'relation without relata' objection. Interestingly, the debate on scien-

tific OSR and its 'relation without relata' objection is intimately connected with the debate on ma-

thematical structuralism, to which the next chapter is devoted. 

 As specified by Esfeld and Lam (2011), this idea echoes Spinoza’s Ethics (1677), in which the conception of proper25 -
ties as modes was originally proposed.
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2. Individuating Objects in Mathematical Structuralism 

In the present chapter, I will present mathematical structuralism and its main varieties, examining in 

particular how mathematical objects and their structural properties are individuated. 

To begin with, following Hellman and Shapiro (2019), I will provide a brief historical background 

of the debate, focusing on some early structuralist ideas in Dedekind (1872; 1888). On this basis, I 

will provide a more precise characterization of the philosophical core of mathematical structuralism 

by referring to Benaceraff (1965), which opened the way to a more recent and explicit development 

of structuralist claims in the philosophy of mathematics. 

Along the lines of Reck and Price (2000), Parsons (1990) and Hellman and Shapiro (2019), 

some important taxonomic distinctions will be drawn, i.e. those between methodological/philoso-

phical positions and eliminative/non-eliminative forms of structuralism; within non-eliminative 

structuralism, in re and ante rem/sui generis structuralism will be also distinguished. With regard to 

the first distinction, I will focus on the philosophical views and illustrate the relative, universalist 

and pattern forms of structuralism as a general framework for mathematical structuralism. Concer-

ning the second distinction, I will refer to Hellman’s (1989) eliminative modal account and Shapi-

ro’s (1997) non-eliminative ante rem approach (as opposed to set-theoretic in re structuralism) re-

spectively. 

 I will then assume Shapiro’s (1997) view as a more promising version of structuralism, 

whose conception of mathematical objects can be compared with the interpretation of physical ob-

jects in Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) illustrated in chapter 1. In particular, I will draw a compari-

son between ante rem structuralism and scientific Priority-based OSR, which admit objects in the 

ontology and yet define them in purely structural terms. 

The second part of the chapter highlights one of the most critical aspect of ante rem structu-

ralism, i.e. the identity problem concerning objects in structures with non-trivial automorphisms, as 

appealed to in Burgess (1999) and Keränen (2001). As before, this criticism recalls the 'relation wi-

thout relata' objection concerning scientific OSR. Lastly, different responses to the identity problem 

(Ladyman 2005; MacBride 2006; Shapiro 2006a; 2006b; 2008; Ladyman & Leitgeb, 2008) will be 

discussed, evaluating their pros and cons. 
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2.1. Mathematical structuralism: the state of the art 

The theoretical core of mathematical structuralism can be adequately presented by considering the 

following quotation from Hellman and Shapiro (2019, p.1): 

The theme of structuralism is that what matters to a mathematical theory is not the internal nature of 
its objects – numbers, functions, functionals, points, regions, sets, etc. – but how these objects relate to 
each other. 

A similar way of expressing the same idea is the following: 

Mathematics is concerned principally with the investigation of structures of various types in the com-
plete abstraction from the nature of individual objects making up the structures (Hellman, 1989, vii). 

According to Reck and Price (2000, pp. 341-342), these intuitive assumptions correspond to three 

structuralist theses: 

    (1) that mathematics is primarily concerned with “the investigation of structures”; (2) that this involves 

an “abstraction from the nature of individual objects”; or even, (3) that mathematical objects “have no 

more to them than can be expressed in terms of the basic relations of the structure”.

For short, let us re-label theses (1)-(3) as follows: 

(1) Structures

(2) Abstraction

(3) Relations

Theses (1)-(3) offer some promising guidelines to briefly reconstruct the historical background 

of mathematical structuralism – specifically focusing on the role of Dedekind (1872; 1888) as a 

forefather of a structuralist perspective on arithmetic.
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2.1.1. Historical Background

As pointed out by Hellman and Shapiro (2019, chapter 2) the early origins of mathematical 

structuralism trace back to some significant transformations in mathematics in the 19th century, 

with the progressive abandonment of the role of (Kantian) intuition and the need for understan-

ding the a priori and the necessity of mathematics in purely formal terms.

Such change was largely motivated by the emergence of the axiomatic method and mo-

del-theory and by the introduction of new ideal elements in both geometry and arithmetic (i.e. 

imaginary points and complex numbers respectively).  This resulted in a significant ‘move 26

away’ from intuition and in a stronger focus on formal and abstract features of mathematical 

theories, opening the way to a structuralist understanding of them.

In geometry, a new interpretation of the discipline came up: in contraposition with the 

standard idea of a real and applied science, investigating matter and extension, geometry began 

to be considered a formal and rigorous science, independent of the intuitive content of the theo-

ry; Grassman (1844), Hilbert (1899) and Poincarè (1908) marked the structuralist turn of geome-

try and led to its interpretation as the science of pure forms (Grassman, 1844). On this view, 

geometry is concerned with formal structures and abstracts away from the internal nature of 

geometrical terms, defined solely with respect to the relations between them – thus showing a 

first commitment to the structuralist theses (1)-(3).  27

Hilbert’s (1899) Grundlagen Der Geometrie represented the culmination of this structuralist 

trend, in which the logical relations between ideas completely replaced spatial intuitions:28

We think of . . . points, straight lines, and planes as having certain mutual relations, which we indi-
cate by means of such words as “are situated,” “between,” “parallel,” “congruent,” “continuous,” 
etc.  The complete and exact description of these relations follows as a consequence of the axioms 
of geometry. 

 Hellman and Shapiro (2019, pp. 9-10) mention three main ways of introducing these new entities in mathematics:     26

postulation, implicit definition and construction.

 See Grassman (1972, p. 47, quoted in Hellman and Shapiro, 2019, p.11): «no meaning is assigned to an element other 27

than that. It is completely irrelevant what sort of specialization an element really is…it is also irrelevant in what respect 
one element differs from another, for it is specified simply as being different, without assigning a real content to the 
difference». 

 Intuitions preserved a role in the source of geometrical axioms but, as noticed by Hellman and Shapiro (2019, p. 18), 28

«Once the axioms have been formulated, intuition is banished».
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As a natural outcome of the ‘banishment’ of intuitions, any interpretation of a theory was fixed 

up to implicit definitions and isomorphisms. First, implicit definitions are set of sentences that 

specify the meaning of a newly introduced term contextually, i.e. as a function of the meaning of 

the larger expressions in which they occur.  Second, an isomorphism is a one-to-one function 29

from the domain of one model to the domain of another model, in which all the relevant relations 

are preserved.  Shapiro (1997, p. 91) presents isomorphisms as follows:30

   

    Suppose, for example, that the first system has a binary relation R. If f is the correspondence, then 

f(R) is a binary relation of the second system and, for any objects m, n, of the first system, R holds 

between m and n in the first system if and only if f(R) holds between f(m) and f(n) in the second 
system. Informally, it is sometimes said that isomorphism "preserves structure". 

Consider a more formal definition of isomorphic systems:

    Two systems S = (R1..., Rn) and S'= (R'1 ..., R'n) are isomorphic (S ≅ S') iff there is bijective function 

f  : D → D' such that if Ri is a k-ary relation in S, then (∀x1 ..., xk ∈ D) [Ri (x1 ..., xk) R'i (f (x1)..., 

f(xk))].  (Schiemer and Wigglesworth, 2019, p. 1207).

The isomorphism between systems is an equivalence relation that is standardly used to define 

criteria of identity for abstract structures: taking [S] to be the abstract structure of the system 

S, the following Fregean abstraction principle obtains:

 See Antonelli (1998, p. 151). Implicit definitions play a prominent role in modern mathematics and especially in 29

formal axiomatics. They are also crucial in several philosophical debates, i.e. in neologicism (Hale and Wright, 2001) 
and in mathematical structuralism (Shapiro, 1997).

 The notion of isomorphism should be distinguished from that of automorphism, which is significant for the discus30 -
sion on the identity problem affecting ante rem structuralism (cf. section 2.3). An automorphism is an inner isomorphi-
sm, i.e. an isomorphism from the structure to itself preserving the internal relations. An automorphism is trivial when it 
is just given by the relation of identity defined on every structure; structures with trivial automorphism (such as the na-
tural numbers structure) are called rigid structures. By contrast, an automorphism is non-trivial when it is not an identi-
ty mapping: consider for example the change of sign in the complex numbers structure, mapping each number with its 
conjugate. Structures with non-trivial automorphisms (i.e. the relative numbers structure, the complex numbers structu-
re, the Euclidean plane, etc.) are defined non-rigid structures.
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(1) [S] = [S'] ⟷ S ≅ S'

Defining theories by means of implicit definitions and isomorphism, the derivation of theo-

rems was no longer dependent upon any specific interpretation of the geometrical elements, 

but just upon their stipulated relations.

Let us now investigate the historical background of a structuralist approach in arithme-

tic, that is more relevant for the present discussion. Dedekind’s (1888) Was sind und was sol-

len die Zahlen? plays a paradigmatic role in the foundations of mathematical structuralism. 

Specifically, the following definition introducing natural numbers constitutes a manifesto of 

structuralism:

73. Definition. If in the consideration of a simply infinite system N set in order by a function φ we 

entirely neglect the special character of the elements, merely retaining their distinguishability and 

taking into account only the relations to one another in which they are placed by the order-setting 

function φ, then are these elements called natural numbers or ordinal numbers or simply numbers, 

and the base-element 1 is called the base-number of the number-series N. […] With reference to 

this freeing the elements from every other content (abstraction) we are justified in calling numbers 

a free creation of the human mind. The relations or laws which are derived entirely from the condi-

tions […] are always the same in all ordered simply infinite systems, whatever names may happen 

to be given to the individual elements. (Dedekind, 1888, p. 68, original emphasis).

In order to cash out the structuralist import of this passage, some notions stand in need of clarifica-

tion; first, Dedekind defines ‘infinite system N’ as follows:

71. Definition. A system N is said to be simply infinite when there exists a similar function φ of N 

in itself such that N appears as chain (44) of an element not contained in φ (N). We call this ele-

ment, which we shall denote in what follows by the symbol 1, the base-element of N and say that 

the simply infinite system N is set in order by this function φ.

In other words, a set S and a function φ are a ‘simply infinite system’ if φ is a one-to-one function, 

there is an element e that is not in the range of S and the only subset of S that both includes e and is 

closed under φ is S itself. The symbols ‘N’ and ‘1’ suggest that Dedekind understands the simple 

infinite system N as a model of the natural numbers, closed under the successor function.  
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Dedekind implicitly takes simply infinite systems to be isomorphic: «all simply infinite systems are 

similar (i.e. isomorphic) to the number series N and consequently […] also to one another» (1888, 

sec. 132). This provides a structuralist explanation for the last sentence of definition (76), claiming 

that «the relations or laws which are derived entirely from the conditions […] are always the same 

in all ordered simply infinite systems, whatever names may happen to be given to the individual 

elements».

The phrases «neglecting the special character of the elements», «freeing the elements from 

every other content» – defining Dedekind’s abstraction – and «free creation of the human mind» – 

introducing Dedekind’s notion of creation – deserve a special attention. Reck (2003) observes that 

several conceptions of abstraction and creation can be put forward, depending on which interpreta-

tion of Dedekind’s structuralism is endorsed.  In principle, Dedekind’s structuralism is consistent 31

with different forms of structuralism, i.e. specifically, set-theoretic structuralism and ante rem/sui 

generis structuralism, which will be illustrated in the following sections. Despite some interesting 

connections with these views, Reck (2003, sec. 11) attributes to Dedekind a form of logical structu-

ralism, which is strictly connected with the mathematical methodology and still neutral with respect 

to more specific philosophical theses. 

This perspective introduces a precise understanding of Dedekind’s abstraction and creation. With 

respect to abstraction, the following considerations are put forward:

After having constructed a simple infinity, Dedekind tells us to “abstract away” from all the non-

arithmetic properties of the objects in it. All that matters, instead, are the arithmetic truths that hold 

in it, i.e., those truths expressible in the particular language specified by him […](Reck pp. 399–

400).

In this process, arithmetical truths are those that logically follow from the basic principles. Consequen-

tly, a logical notion of abstraction emerges, in virtue of which the properties that are abstracted away are 

the non-arithmetical properties of objects which cannot be expressed in the language of the simply infi-

nite system, i.e. the properties that cannot be defined in terms of the fundamental notions. This strategy 

 For example, on a set-theoretic reading of Dedekind’s structuralism, «neglecting the special character of the elemen31 -
ts» and «freeing the elements from every other content» seem to refer to a sense of abstraction in terms of 'putting 
aside', 'ignoring' the non-structural properties of objects insofar they are considered as 'objects of our investigation'. 
However, the same interpretation appears quite weak if applied to the notion of creation: «what gets created are merely 
certain new objects of study, i.e. objects as seen or investigated by us, not objects in themselves?» (Reck, 2003,  p. 382). 
Other problems arise for the psychologist understandings of Dedekind’s claims, according to which both abstraction and 
creation would denote psychological processes whose result are merely mental mathematical entities. In fact, the idea of 
mental entities requires an owner to be specified, assuming that different people’s models of numbers are somehow 
isomorphic to each other - something that is hard to establish. 
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is motivated by the alleged isomorphism between different simply infinite systems, in virtue of which all 

of them satisfy the same arithmetical truths. As claimed by Hellman and Shapiro (2019, p. 30) «if two 

systems are isomorphic, then the structures obtained from them by Dedekind abstraction are isomor-

phic».

Such interpretation of abstraction sheds light on the the concept of creation as well: to say that 

«numbers are a free creation of a human mind» means that a new system of objects is introduced by ab-

straction and that this system does not coincide with any of the simply infinite systems previously crea-

ted. To put this in Cantor’s (1883) terminology, to create a simply infinite system amounts to uniquely 

define a certain conceptual possibility, i.e. a particular simply infinite system. At this stage, the question 

concerning which system is the natural numbers system arises: «it is that simple infinity whose objects 

only have arithmetic properties, not any of the additional, “foreign” properties objects in other simple 

infinities have» (Reck, 2003 p. 400). On these grounds, the created natural numbers correspond to a sin-

gle collection of objects, i.e. the abstract type of a simple infinite system. All this considered, Dedekind 

(1888) appears to treat natural numbers as sui generis objects – which are different from both ordinary 

objects and from objects in other simply infinite systems – in close analogy with ante rem/sui generis 

structuralism, which will be explored further on.

Some remarks from Dedekind’s (1872) Stetigkeit und Irrationale Zahlen, including the well-

known account of continuity and real numbers, make the interpretation of creation  more precise, 

clarifying that what is actually created is a new set of objects.

Dedekind (1872) observes that rational numbers can be mapped one-to-one in any straight line, as-

suming a point on the line as the origin and an interval as a unit. Rational numbers are not conti-

nuous: there are points on the line which do not correspond to any rational number. However, we 

lack an intuitive understanding of what continuity is; we can just attribute continuity to a line. De-

dekind (1872) aims at filling these gaps by introducing the notion of cuts; Dedekind defines a cut to 

be a division of the rational numbers into two non-empty sets (A1, A2), such that every member of 

A1 is less than any member of A2. Because of the discontinuity of the rational numbers, there are 

some cuts which are not produced by any rational number:

Whenever, then, we have to do with a cut (A1, A2) produced by no rational number, we create a 
new irrational number a, which we regard as a completely defined by this cut (A1, A2); we shall 
say that the number a corresponds to this cut, or that it produces this cut. (Dedekind, 1872, § 4). 
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Note that Dedekind emphasizes that the created real numbers are not identified with the cuts, but 

just correspond to them: this shows that Dedekind introduces new numbers, different from the cuts 

themselves. The identification between the reals and the cuts is rejected because the cuts display 

some properties which would appear odd if applied to the corresponding real numbers (cf. Hellman 

and Shapiro, 2019, p. 29). So, once again, creation appears as a result of an abstraction process: 

«the whole process is seen as involving a process of abstraction in the sense of ignoring all the ad-

ditional properties that cuts have when using them as real numbers» (Reck, 2003, p. 384). 

  Once abstraction and creation in Dedekind (1872; 1888) have been clarified, the structuralist 

insight of Dedekind’s (1888) definition (76) becomes more evident. First, what Dedekind defines is 

the structure of the natural numbers as a whole, since the language and the arithmetical truths for 

natural numbers are determined together. Second, the process of abstraction ensures that the resul-

ting natural numbers system is considered independently of ('abstracting from') their 'foreign', non-

arithmetical properties such as, for instance, for the number 9, being the number of planets in our 

Solar System or, for the number 2, being an element of the set {1, 2, 3}. This is because such pro-

perties appear to be not constitutive, i.e. not tied to the identity of an object. Arguably, non-constitu-

tive, non-arithmetical properties are those properties that an object displays in isolation: «Yes, the 

number 9 has the property of being the number of planets in the Solar System. It is just not a consti-

tutive property; the number 9 would still be the particular number it is even if there was an additio-

nal planet beyond Pluto» (Reck, 2003, p. 408). 

  Lastly, the following sentence from definition (76) «[…]merely retaining their distinguisha-

bility and taking into account only the relations to one another in which they are placed by the or-

der-setting function φ […]» suggests that the nature of natural numbers is fixed by the relations 

between them, which determine the arithmetical, constitutive properties of natural numbers, i.e. for 

the number 3, being the successor of the number 2. 

  On this basis, the theses (1)-(3) outlined by Reck and Price (2001) – (1) Structures, (2) Ab-

straction and (3) Relations above – are satisfied by Dedekind (1888) and spell out the precise sense 

in which Dedekind’s position amounts to a form of structuralism – which, though, still waits for a 

deeper philosophical interpretation. 
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2.1.2. Benacerraf's challenge 

A more explicit philosophical commitment to theses (1)-(3) firstly appeared in the 1960s’, when 

Benacerraf (1965) and Putnam (1967) introduced structuralist claims in the philosophy of mathema-

tics. 

In this context, I will specifically deal with Benacerraf’s "What Numbers Could not 

Be" (1965), since it plays a more significant role in the mathematical structuralism debate.  

This paper presupposes the interpretation of mathematics as founded by axiomatic set-theory, in 

which numbers are identified with sets. However, Benacerraf formulates a serious challenge to set-

theoretic platonism, which is based on the following argument: let us imagine two children, Ernie 

and Johnny, who have learned logic – set-theory in particular – instead of arithmetic. Significantly, 

for Ernie and Johnny, the Peano-Dedekind axioms (PA2) correctly refer to sets and sets are by them-

selves sufficient to (explicitly) define and use the arithmetical operations, including counting math-

ematical objects: any set has k members if it can be put in a one-to-one correspondence with the set 

of numbers less than or equal to k. On this basis, learning numbers would just require associating 

new names to familiar sets; in other words, «old (set-theoretic) truths took on new (number-theoret-

ic) clothing» (Benacerraf, 1965, p. 48). An important feature of sets is that of belonging to other 

sets; thus, if numbers are just sets, it is legitimate to raise the (extra-arithmetical) question concern-

ing whether a number belongs to another number – say, whether 3 belongs to 17. The main problem 

lies in the fact that Ernie and Johnny understand numbers in terms of different interpretations of 

sets: the Von Neumann’s and the Zermelo’s ordinals, which are characterized as follows. 

Von Neumann:   

0 = Ø  

1 = {Ø} 

2 = {Ø, {Ø}} 

3 = {Ø, {Ø}, { Ø { Ø}} 

Zermelo:   

0 = Ø  

1 = {Ø} 

2 = {{Ø}} 

3 = {{{Ø}}} 
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The two accounts refer to different cardinality relations: though they agree that a set has n members 

if and only if it could be put into one-to-one correspondence with the set of numbers less than or 

equal to n, the Von Neumann’s theory also assumes that a set has n members if and only if it can be 

put into one-to-one correspondence with the number n itself. On that view, the number 17 has 17 

members. Nevertheless, this thesis is rejected on the Zermelo’s conception, where 17 is deemed 

single-membered. This means that in Von Neumann’s theoretical framework it is plausible to say 

that 3 belongs to 17, but this is clearly not the case in Zermelo’s. Therefore, the two accounts often 

provide diverging responses to the relevant question, i.e. does a given number belong to another 

given number? However, we have no compelling reasons to privilege one over the other: both Zer-

melo’s and Von Neumann’s characterizations of sets satisfy the conditions for natural numbers. 

Still, the two accounts cannot be both right, for «if the numbers constitute one particular set of sets, 

and not another, then there must be arguments to indicate which.» (Benacerraf, 1965, p. 58). Since 

arithmetic cannot supply those arguments, neither Zermelo’s, nor Von Neumann’s account of sets 

can be actually accepted as the correct one – «exactly one is correct or none is» (p. 57). Consequen-

tly, natural numbers are not sets, after all.  

Benacerraf starts from this basic idea to draw a more radical conclusion, according to which 

not only natural numbers are not set-theoretic objects, but they are no objects at all. In fact, as we 

have no reasons to state which sets numbers correspond to, we have no more reasons to identify a 

number with a particular object or another. In both cases, what really matters is not the intrinsic na-

ture of the sets or objects involved, but that they are arranged in an appropriate progression. Poten-

tially, any sets or objects which constitute an appropriate progression adequately display the rele-

vant properties of the natural numbers because «what is important is not the individuality of each 

element but the structure which they jointly exhibit» (p. 69). The abstract structure is exactly what 

Zermelo’s and Von Neumann’s set-theoretic systems share merely in virtue of being progressions, 

despite their differences concerning which particular sets or objects instantiate this structure. 

This explicitly introduces a structuralist approach, in which numbers turn out to be positions 

– not the specific objects occupying them. Positions are completely reduced to their structural 

properties, that Benacerraf defines as the properties deriving from the relations they bear to one an-

other in virtue of being arranged in these progressions: «mathematical objects have no properties 

other than those relating them to other "elements" of the same structure» (p. 70). 
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Nonetheless, the abstract structures at play, the positions in these structures and their structural 

properties are still somehow vague and in need of further clarification.  

To make these notions more precise, it is useful to appeal to Reck & Price’s (2000) distinction be-

tween a methodological structuralist stance and its philosophical developments. 

2.1.3. Methodological vs philosophical structuralism 

Reck and Price’s (2000) purpose is to explore different varieties of structuralism in the philosophy 

of mathematics and the ways in which they are related to each other. In particular, they distinguish a 

methodological structuralism  – strictly connected with the mathematical practice and philosophi32 -

cally neutral – from those proposals that investigate the semantical as well as the metaphysical is-

sues of structuralism more deeply. In this context, I will specifically take into account the latter, 

which properly introduce the varieties of structuralism that will be crucial in the present discussion. 

In a philosophical perspective, the relativist, universalist and pattern forms of structuralism can be 

distinguished. As I am going to explain, these positions entail different interpretations of the theses 

(1)-(3) illustrated above and of the notion of structuralist abstraction. 

Before moving to the three structuralist approaches and their main distinctions, some pre-

liminary remarks are needed. First, we should define the notions of system and structure: to be a 

system, is to be «a collection of objects together with certain relations on these objects» (Hellman 

and Shapiro, 2019, p. 1). Consider as a standard example the natural numbers system, correspond-

ing to an infinite collection of objects with an initial object and a one-to-one successor function sat-

isfying the axioms of second-order arithmetic. Once systems are defined, a structure is understood 

as the «abstract form of a system, which ignores or abstracts away from any features of the objects 

that do not bear on the relations» (ibid., p. 2). Therefore, the structure of the natural numbers is a 

sort of universal, a one over many shared by all the natural numbers systems. Second, we should 

shed light on the notion of model, which plays a crucial role in relativist structuralism. A model of a 

given theory is composed by a set or class (the domain of the model) and the relations, functions or 

operations ranging on that domain, which provide an interpretation of the primitive terms of the 

theory. The related notion of satisfaction of formulae accounts for an assignment of relations and 

 Corresponding to early structuralist ideas presented by Hilbert (1899) and Dedekind (1888).32
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operations to the primitive symbols of the given theory, such that a unique truth-value is determined 

for each sentence of the language. 

 With these premises, let us begin with relativist structuralism and its main features. 

Relativist structuralism starts from the standard set-theoretic conception of arithmetic (for this rea-

son, it is also defined set-theoretic structuralism) where the Peano-Dedekind axioms (PA2) are for-

mulated in second-order logic and the two non-logical symbols 1 (individual constant) and s (suc-

cessor function) define all the other mathematical symbols. Nevertheless, this position denies that 

the reduction of numbers to sets can be understood in any absolute sense. Indeed, one can arbitrarily 

pick any model M of PA2, since what we identify as the natural numbers entirely depends on this 

initial and provisional choice, whose reference is fixed until another model is selected. The notion 

of truth is expressed in a pragmatic and relativistic way as well, since all that matters is consistency 

with the relevant framework. However, the definition of both reference and truth appears to be un-

problematic in relativist structuralism, since all models of PA2 are isomorphic; in this respect, Reck 

and Price (2000, p. 350) claim that «[…] while truth has been defined in a relative way, a non-rela-

tive notion of “truth in arithmetic” is actually implied: truth in all models of PA2 ». This idea also 

clarifies a first interpretation of structural abstraction: when we initially pick a model, we comple-

tely abstract from the peculiar properties of the objects within that model, in the sense of ignoring 

them, i.e. non considering them in our investigation. 

On the one hand, relativist structuralism represents a form of eliminative structuralism; 

Reck and Price (pp. 353-354) mention two main reasons for holding this interpretation. First, there 

is no appeal to any unique or special system of the natural numbers – any model of PA2 can play the 

role of the natural numbers system, the real numbers system, etc., and none of them is privileged. In 

this respect, we should not consider any of these models as the natural number system; there are no 

natural numbers whatsoever, in accordance with Benacerraf (1965). Secondly, mathematical struc-

tures themselves are conceived in purely set-theoretic terms, i.e. as isomorphic types within the set-

theoretic hierarchy. 

  On the other hand, this is not to deny that abstract structures exist at all; relativist structural-

ism is in principle consistent with a form of in re Aristotelian realism, in which structures exist but 

are ontologically posterior to the systems instantiating them (cf. Hellman and Shapiro, 2019, p. 2). I 

will go back to this issue in the next section, when comparing relativist/set-theoretic structuralism to 

ante rem structuralism. 
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From the point of view of the mathematical practice, relativist structuralism turns out to be 

quite a natural approach, as it allows mathematicians to conceptualize different branches of mathe-

matics (arithmetic, analysis, group theory, etc.) in a unified, set-theoretic perspective. Still, sets are 

understood as entities of a special kind, and this seems to suggest a realist or a platonist approach, 

conflicting with the overall structuralist framework: 

Also, what is so special about sets that they deserve to be treated differently, i.e., granted some special, 
non-structuralist kind of reality? Put the other way around, if we can treat sets that way, why not the 
natural numbers, the real numbers, and other mathematical objects as well? (Reck and Price, 2001, p. 
352). 

Let us now turn to the universalist variety of structuralism. Universalism interprets mathematical 

statements as referring not to any model of PA2, but to all these models taken at the same time. 

Mathematical statements are treated as universal if-then statements, that universally quantify over 

the relevant systems by referring to all models, all one-place predicates and all one-place functions 

altogether. This introduces a different sense of structural abstraction: the specific features of the 

single models are abstracted away through a generalization process. 

 Universalist structuralism can be seen more clearly as a form of eliminative structuralism, 

because it avoids a commitment to unique and special models (whose specific features are not here 

ignored as objects of our investigation, but generalized in the universal if-then statements) and to 

structures as objects in general (no extra mathematical structure is added over and above the 

relational systems, even as ontologically posterior to them). This position is affected by the so-

called non-vacuity problem, according to which the universal if-then statements are vacuously true 

(including, for example, if PA2, then 1+ 1= 0) since there is nothing that satisfies the antecedent, i.e. 

if there are no models of PA2. This concern has led to different proposals: some refer to set theory 

as providing the needed models (along the lines of relativist structuralism) whereas others – such as 

the modal and nominalist varieties of universalism – invoke a modal turn.  

Finally, pattern structuralism argues that the PA2 models – being isomorphic – exemplify the 

same abstract structure or pattern. Significantly, the notion of pattern constitutes the notion of a new 

kind of abstract entity, which is fundamentally different from the relational systems corresponding 

to it. In this respect, Reck and Price (2000, p. 363) claim that «what we really study in arithmetic, in 

the end, are not the various particular models of PA2, but something in addition to them: a 
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corresponding pattern». For this reason, pattern structuralism consists in a non-eliminative form of 

structuralism: firstly, it clearly does not do without abstract objects; new abstract entities, the 

patterns, are posited over and above the set-theoretic relational systems. Secondly, it is committed 

to a special and unique structure of natural numbers – precisely, the natural numbers pattern. On the 

one hand, a pattern represents a universal, since each pattern has different exemplifications; for 

example, the natural number pattern is instantiated by both the Zermelo and the Von Neumann’s 

ordinals. On the other hand, as pointed out by Hellman and Shapiro (2019, p. 2) they are 

distinguished from traditional universal, such as properties, because «[...] a given property applies 

to, or holds of, individual objects, while a given structure applies to, or holds of, entire systems».  33

2.1.4. Eliminative vs non-eliminative structuralism 

Reck and Price’s (2000) taxonomy of relativist, universalist and pattern structuralism allows us to 

more precisely draw the distinction between eliminative and non-eliminative structuralism. This 

dichotomy, explicitly introduced by Parsons (1990), distinguishes a structuralism without structures 

from a structuralism with structures.  On the one hand, the eliminative side, relying on universalist 34

structuralism, rejects the existence of structures at all: mathematical statements do not actually 

single out any specific system of natural numbers. By contrast, they are generalizations over all 

systems of objects instantiating a structure and they just require that the relations and functions of a 

given domain satisfy the relevant conditions. Consequently, the reference to both particular objects 

and the abstract structure is simply avoided or eliminated – any reference to the structure is just a 

convenient tool to denote all the relevant isomorphic systems. In the structuralist literature, 

eliminative structuralism has largely inspired (but is not reduced to) Hellman’s (1989) modal 

structuralism.  Hellman's basic idea is that mathematical statements universally quantifying over 35

systems can be replaced by statements universally quantifying over possible structures. In this way, 

mathematical statements can be non-vacuously true even if there are no systems of objects 

 However, this last point is contentious: after all, systems work as individuals when patterns apply to them, and uni33 -
versals can be in principle applied to objects which are internally structured. 

 This terminology has been later introduced by Hellman (1996). Note also that the distinction between eliminative and 34

non-eliminative views is differently understood in the debate on scientific OSR, where it distinguishes a structuralism 
without objects from a structuralism with objects.

  For example, Chihara (2004) has articulated a different form of eliminative structuralism.35
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instantiating the structure – even if no actual structures exist: all that is required is the merely 

possible existence of structures. Such proposal meets with serious difficulties, first of all the 

ambiguity concerning the notion of modality adopted. Parsons discusses (2008, sec. 3.15) the 

logical, physical, metaphysical and mathematical interpretations of modality. Since all these 

interpretations raise problems for modal structuralism, as Hellman (1996) himself acknowledges, 

Hellman proposes to endorse a primitive conception of modality, that is even more controversial – 

especially as far as the task of clarifying an appropriate epistemology for modal structuralism is 

concerned (see Hale, 1996). 

 On the other hand, non-eliminative structuralism leaves room for a further distinction 

between in re structuralism and ante rem structuralism, based on relativist and pattern structuralism 

respectively. In re and ante rem varieties of non-eliminative structuralism do no longer engage in 

eliminating mathematical entities and share a general commitment to the existence of structures. As 

pointed out by Wigglesworth (2018, p. 224) what distinguishes the two positions is the dependence 

relation among structures and the systems instantiating them: 

[…] the core thesis of in re structuralism is a dependence claim: for all abstract structures S, the 
existence of S depends on the existence of some system exemplifying the structure S. This dependence 
thesis differentiates in re structuralism from ante rem structuralism, according to which no such 
dependence between structures and systems holds. 

In re structuralism corresponds to set-theoretic structuralism – or, in Reck and Price’s (2000) 

terminology, to relativist structuralism – which traces back to the early origins of mathematical 

structuralism in the 1960s. As mentioned before, the core of this structuralist approach consists in 

an interpretation of structures in purely set-theoretical terms; on this view, structures are not 

eliminated tout court as objects – as it happens in the eliminative versions of structuralism. Still, the 

existence of structures as sui generis entities is denied, and that motivates the label in re denoting 

this form of structuralism. Structures are nothing over and above the sets instantiating them, so that 

there is not a sui generis (e.g. a unique) structure of the natural numbers, of the reals numbers, etc.: 

mathematical structures cannot exist without systems existing as well. In other words, a (reductive) 

dependence claim between abstract structures and set-theoretic systems holds.  

 From the semantical point of view, this means that mathematical terms can be treated at 

face-value provided that the adopted mathematical theory is set-theory itself; if other mathematical 
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theories are at place, then the relevant terms are to be translated in set-theoretical terms – a 

revisionist semantical approach is introduced. Moreover, multiple representations of sets are 

available (i.e. Von Neumann and Zermelo’s interpretations), thus leading to the Benaceraff’s (1965) 

problem. On the contrary, ante rem structuralism assumes background structures existing 

independently of and prior to the systems instantiating them: structures are sui generis entities 

and,  as such, no dependence relation between them and the corresponding systems obtains. This 36

allows mathematical statements to be interpreted at face value, since they do not generalize over all 

systems of objects but exactly refer to the positions within the natural numbers, the real numbers 

structure, etc. In this picture, mathematical objects are entirely defined by their structural properties 

and their relations with the other objects in the same structure. 

Shapiro (1997) and Resnik (1997) have developed very similar accounts of ante rem 

structuralism. In particular, they both assume that mathematical structures are patterns existing 

independently of their concrete instantiations. Moreover, they both interpret mathematical 

statements as mind-independently true or false and assign a crucial role to the notion of 

isomorphism, in virtue of which any structure can be instantiated by a class of isomorphic 

systems.   37

Still, the two positions differ for a number of reasons; first, Shapiro is more explicitly 

committed to semantical as well as metaphysical issues and elaborates a genuine theory of 

structures, which is more full-fledged and more realist in character than Resnik’s account – in 

which structuralism is understood as quite independent of the realist/anti-realist debate. Second, 

while Resnik endorses an epistemology that relies on some Quinean intuitions,  Shapiro outlines 38

an original epistemological system which introduces concepts like those of abstraction and implicit 

definition. Third, in Shapiro’s position, a more detailed discussion of both abstract structures and 

the positions within them is provided. 

It is worth to observe that other forms of mathematical structuralism, going beyond the 

present taxonomy, have been recently developed and deserve some serious attention; among them, 

 For this reason, Hellman and Shapiro (2018) label ante rem structuralism sui generis structuralism.36

 Actually, these intuitions precisely concern non-algebraic structures, whose relational systems are categorical, i.e. 37

isomorphic to each other. However, not all mathematical theories display this feature (for example, group theory inclu-
des non-isomorphic relational systems) and Shapiro and Resnik suggest dealing with them in a more derivative way.

 In particular, Resnik (1997) refers to indispensability considerations, and to the familiar Quinean doctrines of holism 38

and naturalism, though providing significant refinements and clarifications of them in the framework of mathematical 
structuralism.
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category structuralism (Awodey, 1996), modal set-theoretic structuralism (Linnebo, 2013) and 

abstractionist forms of structuralism (Linnebo and Pettigrew, 2014) play a prominent role in the 

mathematical structuralism debate. Still, they are not strictly related to the present discussion and 

their investigation is a topic for another work (see Reck and Schiemer, 2020, sec. 3.1., 4., and 

Hellman and Shapiro, 2019, for a more comprehensive analysis).  

 In the remainder of this chapter, I will specifically explore Shapiro’s (1997) non-eliminative 

ante rem structuralism, which offers a deep – and intuitively compelling – insight into mathematical 

structuralism. However, even this position is not exempt from serious challenges (i.e. the identity 

problem) which will be discussed in detail in section 2.3. 

2.2. Shapiro's non-eliminative ante rem structuralism 

Shapiro aims at introducing a structuralist position which combines realism in ontology 

(mathematical entities exist) and realism in semantics (mathematical statements have not-vacuous 

truth values) with an acceptable epistemology, thus responding to the so-called Benacerraf’s 

dilemma (1973). According to Benacerraf, the semantical and the epistemological desiderata are 

inconsistent. On the one hand, ontological realism embraces a convincing semantics, whereby 

mathematical statements are interpreted at face-value. Still, the abstract nature of these objects – 

which makes them not located in space-time and not causally effective – introduces serious 

epistemological problems.  On the other hand, ontological anti-realism about objects ensures a 39

more straightforward epistemology but cannot account for a corresponding semantics, which would 

require objects to refer to. 

The task of reconciling the epistemological and the semantical requirements is performed by 

providing a more precise definition of mathematical structures and the positions within them. 

I will firstly present Shapiro’s conception of mathematical structures, which are posited in such a 

way that is supposed to avoid the epistemic access problem. 

  Especially because in this context Benacerraf (1973, pp. 671-673) presupposes a causal theory of knowledge (cf. 39

Goldman, 1967): «I favor a causal account of knowledge on which for X to know that S is true requires some causal 
relation to obtain between X and the referents of the names, predicates, and quantifiers of S. [....] [But] [...] combining 
this view of knowledge with the “standard” view of mathematical truth makes it difficult to see how mathematical kno-
wledge is possible. [...]» 
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2.2.1. Shapiro’s theory of structures 

The core of Shapiro’s view consists of the label ante rem that characterizes this form of 

structuralism: structures exist independently of and prior to the concrete systems instantiating them. 

In this perspective, abstract structures behave as universals, which will not cease to exist if the 

corresponding concrete systems are removed. At the same time, structures may be treated as 

particular objects in themselves, which display existential and epistemological conditions. Such 

conditions are laid down according to a novel axiomatic theory of structures (Shapiro, 1997, pp. 

95-5). In particular, this theory specifies eight axioms for the existence of structures. The axiom of 

infinity (1) posits the existence of structures with infinite places; the axioms of abstraction (2), 

subclass (3) and reduction (4) state that given an initial structure, infinite others may be obtained by 

adding or reducing places; according to the axiom of power-structure (5), if there is a structure, then 

another structure exists with as many places as there are subsets of the former one; the axiom of 

replacement (6) establishes that for any function that maps each place in a structure ∑ with each 

place in another structure ∑x, there is a structure that is as large as the set-theoretic union of the 

places of both structures. The last two axioms illustrate existential conditions for structures in more 

general terms. The axiom of coherence (7) claims that if k is a coherent set of formulae expressed in 

a second-order language, then a theory satisfies k (i.e. it describes a single structure or different 

structures which are isomorphic). In other words, «any class of second order sentences that is 

coherent characterizes at least one ante rem structure» (Hellman and Shapiro, 2019, p. 53). The 

axiom of reflexivity (8), finally, states that the first seven axioms hold provided that k is a coherent 

body of formulae in the theory of structures. It is important to notice that the notion of coherence, 

which plays a crucial role in Shapiro’s analysis, should be distinguished from the notion of 

consistency (no contradiction is derivable from k) and rather defined in an informal and primitive 

way.  However, the reference to coherence as a criterion for the existence of structures has been 40

considered highly questionable, and in principle no clearer than Hellman’s (1989) modal notion of 

mere possibility. 

Shapiro’s theory of structures is apparently modelled on set-theory, but justified on different 

grounds, as the set-theoretic terminology can be replaced by a not set-theoretic second order 

 This is explained by two main reasons: firstly, a consistent theory does not necessarily entail completeness at the sec40 -
ond order, and then it is possible to have consistent but not satisfiable theories. Secondly, consistence, in order to deny 
that certain derivations are possible, is generally based on modal notions, and this would require resources which are 
external to theory of structures defined by Shapiro (1997).
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language. In fact, Shapiro suggests that structures are endowed with an intrinsic explanatory power 

that would enable them to justify and explain themselves, with no need of extra-structural 

resources:  

   

   In short, on any structuralist program, some background theory is needed. The present options are 

set theory, modal model theory, and ante rem structure theory. The fact that any of a number of 

background theories will do is a reason to adopt the program of ante rem structuralism. Ante rem 

structuralism is more perspicuous in that the background is, in a sense, minimal. On this option, we 

need not assume any more about the background ontology of mathematics than is required by 

structuralism itself. (Shapiro, 1997, p. 96). 

This conclusion – which is related to the more radical claim that mathematics accounts for itself – is 

largely controversial and does not adequately tackle Benacerraf’s (1973) dilemma.  

Still, Shapiro more specifically deals with the 'problem of access' by individuating three 

main ways in which mathematical structures can be known, depending on the nature of the 

structures at play. Firstly, small, finite structures can be abstracted through a process of pattern 

recognition from the concrete systems instantiating them.  Secondly, larger, finite structures can be 41

known by both (indefinitely) extending the first method and defining equivalence classes among 

already given objects, so as to obtain a new structure. Lastly, infinite complex structures – to which 

any extension of pattern recognition cannot be applied – are solely accessible via implicit 

definitions, introduced by the seventh axiom illustrated so far and mainly focused on the notion of 

coherence. These different strategies help defining a stratified epistemological system which overall 

seems to better respond to Benacerraf’s epistemic challenge. 

Besides providing existential and epistemological conditions of structures, an ante rem 

theory of structures requires that identity conditions for structures are specified as well: «if we are 

to have a theory of structures, we need an identity relation on them» (Shapiro, 1997, p. 93).  42

Shapiro takes the identity among structures to be primitive and to be largely determined by the 

 For a slightly different understanding of patter recognition, see Resnik (1997).41

 The relevance attributed to the identity conditions of structures further distinguishes Shapiro’s (1997) position from 42

some Resnik’s views: «Resnik [1981] seems to hold that there is no such identity relation, arguing that there is no “fact 
of the matter” as to whether two structures are the same or different, or even whether two systems exemplify the same 
structure (but see Resnik [1988, 411 note 16]» (Shapiro, 1997, p. 92).
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isomorphic relations between them, which posit structures into a one-to-one correspondence 

preserving the relevant relations: 

We take identity among structures to be primitive, and isomorphism is a congruence among structures. 
That is, we stipulate that two structures are identical if they are isomorphic. There is little need to keep 
multiple isomorphic copies of the same structure in our structure ontology, even if we have lots of 
systems that exemplify each one. (ibid.). 

The notion of isomorphism, in fact, fits better with ante rem structuralism (where structures are 

axiomatized directly) than the notion of structural-equivalence (which identifies structures with 

equivalent types of systems, thus establishing ‘sameness’ of structures from the systems 

instantiating them). 

It is then worth noting that, in Shapiro's (1997) view, the following principle holds: 

(2)  [S] = [S'] ⟶ [S] ≅ [S'] 

This principle is to be distinguished from the abstraction principle (1) ([S] = [S'] ⟷ S ≅  S') 

presented in section 2.1.1, in which the right-hand side (isomorphism on systems) is re-carved to 

introduce the left-hand side (identity of structures). By contrast, Shapiro defines an identity relation 

on structures themselves: «because structures themselves are in the ontology, we need an identity 

relation on structures» (Shapiro, 1997, p. 92).  

Moreover, as observed by Shapiro (p. 93), structures are identical if they are isomorphic, but the 

converse does not hold – in accordance with the conditional expressed in principle (2) – for it is 

subject to some counter-examples. Shapiro (1997, p. 91) mentions the following case: 

  

    Intuitively, one would like to say that the natural numbers with addition and multiplication exempli-

fy the same structure as the natural numbers with addition, multiplication, and less-than. How- 

ever, the systems are not isomorphic, for the trivial reason that they have different sets of relations.
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2.2.2. Shapiro’s conception of objects 

With these clarifications at hand, let us now examine the nature of places in abstract structures. 

Shapiro distinguishes two main ways of thinking of them: firstly, consistently with in re 

structuralism, they can be understood in terms of the objects occupying them, as the so-called 

'places-are-offices' perspective shows. According to this interpretation, places just correspond to 

offices or roles, which can be played by different sorts of objects or people. In Shapiro’s example 

(p. 10): 

[…] we speak of different people who have held the office of Speaker of the House, different people 
who have played shortstop, and different pieces of wood and plastic that have played the role of white 
queen’s bishop. 

  

In this perspective, the relevant properties and relations concern the objects occupying the positions, 

and not the positions themselves. 

Secondly, mathematical positions can be articulated according to the 'places-are-objects' 

perspective, in which (empty) places are legitimate objects in themselves, denoted by singular terms 

and displaying their own properties and relations. According to Shapiro, then, even though 

mathematics investigates structures in the first place, mathematical singular terms actually refer to 

places, independently of any objects occupying them, and thus mathematical statements can be read 

according to their surface grammar.  Significantly, Shapiro deems the difference between a place 43

and an object a relative one: though there is an intuitive distinction between places and objects, the 

notion of object depends on the structure at hand: «what is an office from one perspective is an 

object – and possibly an officeholder – in another» (Shapiro, p. 10). For example, mathematical 

structures may include places which are occupied by other structures. Moreover, if places in a 

structure are proper objects, then these objects occupy the places as understood in the 'places-are-

objects' perspective and structures turn out to be systems that exemplify themselves. 

 This holds in particular for pure mathematics, to which Shapiro implicitly restricts his investigation.43
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2.2.3. The 'places-are-objects' perspective 

Places as objects are entities of a special kind, whose essential identity is completely determined by 

the structure they belong to: according to Shapiro, to say that the number two is the second position 

in a particular progression (i.e the ante rem progression of the numbers) suffices to characterize it as 

a completely determinate entity:  

Roughly speaking, the essence of a natural number is the relations it has with other natural numbers. 
There is no more to being the natural number 2 than being the successor of the successor of 0, the 

predecessor of 3, the first prime, and so on.  (Shapiro, 1997, p. 6). 44

Hence, Shapiro’s view is more explicitly committed to the third structuralist thesis (3) outlined by 

Reck and Price (2001), according to which «mathematical objects have no more than can be 

expressed in terms of the basic relations of the structures». 

In other words, all that matters about mathematical objects are their structural properties, 

whose nature should be examined in more details. Schiemer and Korbmacher (2018) argue that 

structural properties in ante rem structuralism are consistent with both a definability account and an 

invariance account. The definability account describes structural properties as the properties which 

are determined through the primitive relations of a given structure, definable in the language of the 

relevant mathematical theory. As claimed by Shapiro (2008, p. 286): «define a property to be 

structural if it can be defined in terms of the relations of a given structure». The invariance account, 

by contrast, deem structural the properties that can be inferred through a process of abstraction 

(Dedekind’s abstraction): in Linnebo’s (2008, p. 64) words,  

[…]a structural property can now be characterized as a property that can be arrived at 
through this process of abstraction, or, equivalently, a property that is shared by every 
system that instantiates the structure in question. 

 Cf. Benaceraff (1965, p. 70): «to be the number 3 is no more and no less than to be preceded by 2, I, and         44

  possibly o, and to be followed by 4,5, and so forth. And to be the number 4 is no more and no less than to be  
  preceded by 3, 2, 1, and possibly o, and to be followed by…».
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This means that a property of an object within a system is structural if it remains invariant under 

structure-transformation and, then, it is shared by the corresponding objects in isomorphic systems. 

 The reduction of objects to their structural properties has been expressed by Parsons (1990, 

pp. 334-5; 2008, p. 106) in terms of an incompleteness claim about objects, which further clarifies 

their very peculiar nature. According to Parsons, places in structures are incomplete in two main 

ways: first, they are incomplete as fictional characters, in the sense that «fictional objects are taken 

to be undetermined with respect to properties and relations whose holding or not cannot be 

reasonably inferred from the story» (Parsons, 1990, p, 334). Second, the incompleteness of 

mathematical objects is even more radical than that of fictional characters, because while some 

properties of a novel's character can be understood independently of the novel itself,  the structural 45

properties of places as objects cannot be defined outside the structure. Parsons clarifies this point as 

follows:  

   

  There is at least some level of understanding of this kind of simple mathematical notions like 

addition, multiplication, or set membership, and of more complex ones such as curve or surface or 
computation. On a purely structuralist view, however, none of these notions is fixed in a way in 
which the non-fictional vocabulary used to describe a fictional situation is. (Parsons, 1990, p. 335). 

I will go back to the definition of Shapiro's 'places-are-objects' perspective in terms of their structu-

ral properties in chapter 5, in which I will develop my own account of Weak Mathematical Structu-

ralism (WMS). In this context, I will favour the invariance account of structural properties and 

show that Shapiro's conception of objects is subject to some counter-examples – concerning non-

structural properties of objects – which pave the way to a different conception of objects in non-

eliminative structuralism.  

 In the next section, it will be useful to compare Shapiro’s interpretation of mathematical ob-

jects with OSR’s articulation of quantum particles in the philosophy of science, as the two positions 

raise related problems concerning the attempt of defining objects in purely structural terms. 

 For example, we have some notions of Sherlock Holmes even independently of Conan Doyle's novel: «Sherlock 45

Holmes is a detective in a sense that we can take to be fixed, also when we consider other detectives (real or fictitious). 
We have, independently of the story, an understanding of notions such as that of a detective, of a murder, of London, of 
Baker Street(since these are real places)» (Parsons, 1990, p. 335).
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2.2.4. Objects in OSR vs objects in ante rem structuralism: a comparison 

Shapiro's places as objects have a number of analogies with objects as understood in OSR. Howev-

er, as I showed in chapter 1, OSR comes in a variety of flavours, so it is worth to investigate which 

version of OSR appears comparable with ante rem structuralism. Some ontic structuralists point to 

Eliminative OSR as the scientific structuralist counter-part of ante rem structuralism (Busch, 2003). 

However, here I take a different route. Recall that Eliminative OSR does not actually have room for 

objects in the fundamental ontology of the world. By contrast, ante rem structuralism is committed 

to the existence of mathematical objects insofar as they are understood as mere places in the struc-

tures they belong to. Indeed, the 'places-are-objects' perspective takes places to be objects in them-

selves, with their own properties and relations. At the same time, Moderate OSR posits objects and 

structures on the same ontological floor, a strategy that does not plausibly fit well with ante rem 

structuralism – where structures are prior to objects and obtain independently of any examplifica-

tions. For this reason, I will focus on the comparison between what I called Priority-based OSR and 

ante rem structuralism. Both views accepts the existence of objects but reduce them to nodes or po-

sitions in the structures they belong to, claiming that objects are nothing but the relations in which 

they stand. As a result, they are secondary or derivative on structures – in a way that will be speci-

fied in chapters 4 and 5. In ante rem structuralism this idea is expressed by the reference to struc-

tural properties. Priority-based OSR is not as explicit on this, but the appeal to a contextual identity 

for quantum particles clearly suggests that physical objects are identified with their relational prop-

erties which – together – constitute the relevant physical structures. On this basis, it is plausible to 

say that physical objects – exactly as mathematical ones in ante rem structuralism – are entirely de-

fined by their structural properties (see chapter 4, sec. 4.2.1, for a more specific understanding of 

structural properties in OSR). Even though Priority-based OSR acknowledges that quantum parti-

cles may have intrinsic properties, these properties – the totality of which is shared by quantum par-

ticles in entanglement structures – are not relevant for their individuation, which thus turns out to be 

entirely structural. The same holds for ante rem structuralism, where numbers are determined for 

their very identity by the structure. In other words, objects in OSR and objects in ante rem struc-

turalism share what Linnebo (2003, p. 97) defines the Scarce Properties Intuition, captured by 

Shapiro's (1997, p. 73) claim that «there is no more to the individual numbers “in themselves” than 

the relations they bear to each other».  Translated in the terms of OSR, the Scarce Properties Intu46 -

 For a criticism of this thesis in ante rem structuralism, see Linnebo (2003, pp. 97-98). 46
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ition results in the following assumption: «these putative objects [the objects posited by OSR, if they 

exist] have no identity or distinguishing features beyond what is conferred by the 

structure» (French, 2010, p. 98).  

The comparison between mathematical structuralism (i.e. ante rem structuralism) and OSR can be 

outlined as follows: 

Mathematical structuralism: a number is a place in the number structure and the number structure exists in-
dependently of any exemplifying concrete system.  

Ontic structural realism: an electron is a node in the electron structure and the electron structure exists inde-
pendently of any exemplifying concrete system. (ibid.) 

It is worth noting, however, that French (2006; 2010) regards the comparison between mathematical 

and scientific structuralism as misleading: 

     

    The quantum structure, say, does not exist independently of any exemplifying concrete system, as in 
the ante rem case, it is the concrete system! But this is not to say that such a structure is simply in 
re, because the ontic structural realist does not—or at least should not—accept that the system, 
composed of objects and relations, is ontically prior to the structure. Indeed, the central claim of 
OSR is that it is the structure that is both (ultimately) ontically prior and also concrete. (French, 
2006,  p. 176). 

Still, note that, on Priority-based OSR, quantum particles – despite spatio-temporal and causally 

effective – are treated as if they were nodes/positions, for what really matters about them are their 

structural, state-dependent properties. If we insist on the distinction between physical and mathema-

tical structures (see French and Ladyman, 2003b),  nothing prevents us from drawing a metaphysi47 -

cal comparison between the properties of physical and mathematical objects, yet keeping in mind 

that while the former inhabit the physical world, the latter are ascribable to the abstract, mathemati-

cal level described by ante rem structures. The comparison advanced here just aims at suggesting 

 For a specific interpretation of the relationship between physical and mathematical structures see chapter 4. (sec. 47

4.2.2).
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that both physical and mathematical objects are reduced to their structural properties, with obvious 

problems in both frameworks. OSR is subject to the 'relation without relata objection', concerning 

originally the eliminative interpretations of OSR but also troublesome for those non-eliminative 

conceptions, such as Priority-based OSR, positing a very thin notion of objects, actually indistin-

guishable from a 'no-objects at all' conception. In the next section, I will show as ante rem structura-

lism raises related worries. In chapter 4 and 5, I will advocate a unified strategy to avoid these diffi-

culties by articulating a more substantial conception of objects – to be applied in both the scientific 

and the mathematical domain – where objects are endowed with both structural properties and non-

structural properties, sufficient to establish the numerical diversity of objects. 
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2.3. Ante rem structuralism and the identity problem  

As scientific OSR, Shapiro’s ‘places-are-objects’ perspective is subject to a number of objections; 

in particular, three main problems can be distinguished: 

1) the 'objects problem': to which extent are positions in a structure legitimate objects in 

themselves? In fact, places as objects – though more substantial than places as offices – appear to 

be too structurally defined to avoid resulting in a position where there are no objects (or even 

acceptable entities) at all.   48

2) The 'reference problem': even if positions, after all, can be admitted as proper objects, how can 

we effectively refer to them?   

3) The 'identity problem': on a structuralist conception of objects, structurally indiscernible objects 

are to be numerically identified with each other, in contrast with the mathematical practice. 

In addition to problems (1)-(3),  a quite separate issue is that of cross-structural identities, 49

concerning whether, for example, the natural number 2 should be identified with the real number 2.  

Shapiro (1997, p. 82) holds that while identifying numbers from different structures could be 

convenient – even wise, occasionally – cross-structural identities are a matter of decision and 

stipulation, not a matter of discovery. More precisely, there are no cross-structural identities to start 

with, and such identities are eventually established by decision and convenience. Shapiro (2006, pp. 

128-131) advances a different interpretation, according to which places from different structures are 

distinct but semantically indeterminate. More specific remarks about this will be made in chapter 5, 

sec. 5.3.3. 

 In what follows, I will specifically focus on the identity problem, which has raised a wider 

debate in the structuralist literature. Roughly speaking, the identity problem concerns whether 

Leibniz’s Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles (PII) can be maintained within a structuralist 

 This worry has been introduced in Russell (1903), Benaceraff (1965) and Kitcher (1983); More recently, Parsons 48

(2008, p. 107) has sustained that «it is possible to have genuine reference to objects if the ‘objects’ are impoverished in 
the way in which elements of mathematical structures appear to be».

 Explicitly illustrated by Leitgeb (2020, part B, sec.1-3.) 49
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framework. This issue specifically emerges when considering non-rigid structures that allow for 

non-trivial automorphisms (internal symmetries that are not identity mappings). Such structures are 

composed by distinct mathematical objects that – if interpreted as mere positions, in accordance 

with Shapiro (1997) – turn out to be structurally indiscernible. The simplest case of non-trivial 

automorphism is a 2-elements unlabelled graph with no edges, in which the two nodes are 

structurally indiscernible. Complex and relative numbers structures provide other interesting 

examples.  Consider in particular the relative number structure < ℤ, + >, given by the set of relative 50

numbers (0, 1, 2, ...; –1, –2, ...). In this case, the change of sign of the relevant elements introduces a 

non-trivial automorphism, for which + 1 is mapped with – 1, + 2 with – 2, etc. If we describe 

relative numbers in purely structural terms and assume the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles 

(PII), there is no way to distinguish between + 1 and – 1: the statement "+ 1 is identical to – 1 " 

appears to be true, and this similarly obtains in any structure ∑ upon which an automorphism G can 

be defined. However, such conclusion is in contrast with the mathematical practice: either ante rem 

structuralism is incoherent, or it simply does not apply to structures with non-trivial automorphism 

– which, though, are very important cases in mathematics. 

Let us now examine two main formulations of this problem in Burgess (1999) and Keränen (2001). 

2.3.1. Burgess’s objection 

Burgess (1999) provides a first characterization of the identity problem in ante rem structuralism. 

The author observes that – despite Shapiro’s attempts of making the idea of ante rem structures 

more precise, clarifying their existential conditions – some mysterious elements remain. These 

elements still concern the definition of mathematical objects as possessing structural properties 

only. Significantly, this interpretation is not particularly controversial in the cases Shapiro refers to, 

i.e. the natural numbers structure. Natural numbers, albeit completely reduced to their structural 

features, can be univocally determined by their structural properties: in fact, each natural number 

has a structural property – expressed in a first-order language – that individuates it as opposed to all 

the other numbers in the same structure, e.g. the property of coming first in the natural number 

order, next to first, next-next to first and so on. Still, things get more complicated when handling 

other mathematical structures. Burgess specifically discusses the complex numbers structure and 

 Other examples can be found in graph theory, group theory, geometry, etc. 50
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the Euclidian structure which – along with the relative numbers structure presented in section 2.3 – 

represent interesting cases of non-trivial automorphisms. 

Let us examine the first case: in the complex numbers structure, the relevant equations have 

two roots, which are the additive inverse of each other. Burgess (1999, pp. 287-288) mentions the 

following example: «there we have two roots to the equation z2 + 1 = 0, which are additive inverses 

of each other, so that if we call them i and j we have j = −i and i = − j.» Thus, a non-trivial 

automorphism switches j and i, making them indiscernible as far as their structural properties are 

concerned. Given that Shapiro himself acknowledges that the two objects are mathematically 

distinct, this introduces an evident inconsistency within ante rem structuralism.  

The situation is even more problematic in the second case: the Euclidian plane is 

homogenous, then each two points p and q in the plane are affected by an internal symmetry – 

exactly as complex numbers, the points in the Euclidian structures are structurally indistinguishable 

in spite of being clearly distinguished in Euclidian geometry. 

Shapiro (1997) does not directly face these objections, and this, according to Burgess (1999, 

p. 288), is «the most serious omission of the entire book». Actually, Shapiro takes into account 

some intuitive examples (1997, p. 125) drawn from team sports; nevertheless, Burgess argues, they 

are not really helpful, as they refer to games – like baseball – which do not include internal 

symmetries, whereas they avoid to mention sports – for instance, football – in which these 

symmetries could be rather found.  

2.3.2. Keränen’s objection 

Keränen (2001) outlines a more extensive understanding of the identity problem in ante rem 

structuralism.  The identity problem challenges ante rem structuralism as a form of realism about 

structures, where structures are understood as free-standing entities independent of the systems 

instantiating them. By contrast, nominalist structuralist views are arguably immune from this 

concern, as they reduce the ontology of structures to the ontology of the systems instantiating them. 

Before getting into the details of Keränen's argument, some clarifications on the labels at hand are 

needed. As Keränen points out, ante rem structuralism can be identified as a form of realism about 

structures, as it is standard in the structuralist literature. The reference to nominalist structuralist 

views is less clear if we adopt the taxonomy illustrated so far, but it seems to point to both 

eliminative structuralism (such as Hellman's, 1989, modal structuralism) and non-eliminative in re 
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structuralism (such as set-theoretic structuralism)  – to those accounts that, contrary to ante rem 51

structuralism, deny that structures are sui genesis entities existing independently of the systems 

instantiating them. 

Keränen begins by setting out the identity conditions that Shapiro’s ante rem structuralism 

should fulfill. In fact, ante rem structuralism is supposed to deal with objects, as the 'places-are-

objects' perspective shows, and not with more generic entities. Objects, unlike entities, require 

precise identity conditions: 

Given two singular terms 'a' and '&' that denote objects of a given kind, there is a definite fact as to 
whether or not the identity statement 'a = 6' is true (think apples). By contrast, given two singular 
terms 'a' and 'b' that denote entities, there need be no definite fact as to whether or not 'a = b' is true 
(think waves). Thus, one might call objects 'properly individuated' entities.  (Keranen, 2001, p. 313) 

In particular, the following criteria are laid down: 

1) Given an interpreted language L and two singular terms a and b, the conditions under which 

a and b denote the same object should be specified in L. 

2) The account of identity provided in (1) should be applied to all the objects in L, and not only 

to the objects denoted by the singular terms a and b. 

Given requirements (1) and (2) and two quantifiers ∀x and ∀y ranging over the domain of discourse 

L, Keränen outlines an identity schema (IS) as follows, which should be completed by filling out 

the blank. 

(IS): ∀x∀y(x = y ⇔ _____). 

Keränen distinguishes two main ways of meeting with conditions (1) and (2) and then completing 

(IS): the general properties account (relying on properties which can be possessed by more than one 

 The reference to set-theoretic structuralism as a form of nominalism seems more contentious, but such identification 51

is suggested by several remarks in Keränen (2001).
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object in the same structure) and the haecceity-account (i.e. where haecceity defines a single object, 

distinguishing it from all the other objects in the same structure). An ante rem structuralist should 

adopt the general-properties account, as any reference to a primitive haecceity of mathematical 

objects would contradict the spirit of mathematical structuralism itself – which interprets places as 

irreducibly structural and primitively defined by the structure, not by intrinsic properties. However, 

Keränen aims at showing that no general-properties account is actually available to ante rem 

structuralism – any attempt of defining such account will result in the identity problem, at least 

when it comes to structures with non-trivial automorphisms, such as < ℤ, + >. 

 Let us then briefly reconstruct Keränen’s argument (see sec. 3; 4) and examine how an ante 

rem structuralist might proceed in defining identity conditions for places in a structure. First of all, 

if applied to ante rem structuralism, a plausible general-properties account should admit as the 

relevant properties intra-structural relational properties only;  more specifically, «only the 52

properties that can be specified by formulae in one free variable and without individual constants» ( 

Keränen, 2001, p. 317). Assuming this interpretation, any two places in a structure would be 

identical if they share the totality of their intra-structural relational properties, without using 

individual constants.  

Therefore, given a system S, two quantifiers ∀x and ∀y ranging over the places of a structure S of 

the system S, ante rem structuralism would complete the blank of (IS) as follows: 

(STR): ∀x∀y (y = y ⇔ ∀𝜑(𝜑 ∈ ɸ ⇒ (𝜑(x) ⇔ 𝜑(y)))) 

While the resulting identity account appears quite promising in principle, it clearly conflicts with 

the mathematical practice when we consider more specific examples, such as the relative numbers 

structure < ℤ, + >. In this structure, +1 and –1 turn out to be co-referential terms as sharing the 

totality of their intra-structural relational properties, so that the following statement appears to be 

true: +1= –1. This equivalence relation leads to two main implications: first, given that in ante rem 

structuralism places in structures are intended to be the referents for singular terms, identifying +1 

and –1 entails a radically revisionist approach towards the surface grammar of objects. This 

 This applies Benaceraff’s (1965, p. 70) paradigmatic idea that «mathematical objects have no properties other than 52

those relating them to other "elements" of the same structure».
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represents per se a problem for ante rem structuralism, whose main purpose is to embrace an anti-

revisionist semantics for mathematical objects, interpreting mathematical statements at face value. 

Second, ante rem structuralism fails to capture a basic mathematical truth (+1 ≠ –1) and ends up in 

underwriting a mathematical falsehood (+1 = –1). According to Keränen, a broader, and even more 

serious consequence of this approach is the following: 

   The realist account implies that most mathematical theories are inconsistent. For example, since 1 

and –1 are co-referential, we have 0 = 1 + (–1) = 1 + 1 = 2. But, 0 and 2 do not have the same intra-
systemic relational properties and hence, according to (STR), it is not the case that 0 = 
2» (Keränen, p. 317). 

This is exactly what the identity problem amounts to; a general-property account for ante rem 

structuralism commits to identity statements which, however, are at odds with the mathematical 

practice.  

Significantly, this is not the case in nominalist structuralism (i.e. in re/eliminative 

structuralism), where structures are exemplified by systems and a non-structural background 

ontology is already in place; on this view, extra-structural properties can be admitted in the relevant 

set of properties of the general-properties account, and eventually solve the identity problem raised 

by +1 and –1 in < ℤ, + >. 

For example, the set-theoretic structuralism can simply say that the '1-place' of (ℤ, +) is 

individuated by the property 'being occupied by the "1-element" in (ℤ, +)' where (ℤ, +) is any 

system exemplifying the structure (ℤ, +). (p. 320). 

That being said, Keränen argues that an ante rem structuralist could in principle appeal to two last 

strategies to escape the identity problem:  

(1) to provide a general-properties account which allows treating as distinct two intra-

structurally indiscernible places. 
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(2) To claim that no general-properties account (or, more broadly, that no account of identity) is 

needed at all in ante rem structuralism. 

For reasons of space, I cannot here reconstruct these strategies in detail (for a more exhaustive 

understanding of them, see Keränen, 2001, section 6). However, it is worth noting that in Keränen’s 

analysis, neither of them succeeds – ante rem structuralism cannot resist the identity problem, no 

matter which strategy it opts for. 

Therefore, Keränen concludes that the very idea of structures as ‘free-standing’ objects, independent 

of the systems instantiating them, is in jeopardy; differently put,  

Benacerraf was right all along: if mathematical entities have no properties besides the ones relating 
them to the other elements in the same structure, they are not properly individuated objects at all. We 
can now see why he was right. (Keränen, 2001, p. 329). 

So, given the aforementioned difficulties, ante rem structuralism – as a form of realism – turns out 

to be a not viable option, and nominalist structuralist views – which do not apparently meet with the 

identity problem – should in general be preferred. 
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2.4. Some responses to the identity problem 

Several solutions to the identity problem as raised by Burgess (1999) and Keränen (2001) have been 

proposed in the literature. In the following sections, I will focus on Ladyman (2005), MacBride 

(2006) Shapiro (2006a; 2006b; 2008) and Ladyman and Leitgeb (2008)  as the most promising stra-

tegies. Crucially, the majority of them contrasts Keränen’s idea that neither option (1) (to furnish a 

general-properties account in which indiscernible places are distinct) nor option (2) (to deny that an 

identity account is required) works for ante rem structuralism, attempting to accommodate them to 

different extents. In particular, some proposals introduce weaker forms of PII to deal with in a struc-

turalist context (Ladyman, 2005), where mathematical objects are weakly discernible. On that view, 

one can state the non-identity of mathematical objects without violating PII (or, at least, violating 

just the stronger versions of PII, which demand for an absolute or relative discernibility of objects). 

Others treat identity as a primitive notion (Ladyman and Leitgeb, 2008; Shapiro, 2006a; 2006b; 

2008; along with Ketland, 2011; Menzel, 2018), arguing that the identity and diversity of places in a 

structure is accounted for by the structure itself. According to this solution, ante rem structuralism is 

not compelled to accept some versions of PII and is consistent with the mathematical practice, whi-

ch sometimes concedes that indiscernible objects may be distinct. 

 Nevertheless, as it will emerge in the following discussion, both these lines of reasoning are 

not immune from further objections, thus leaving room to other possible ways of tackling the identi-

ty problem. 

2.4.1. A weaker version of the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles (PII) 

Recall that one of the main conclusions of the identity problem is that an entirely structural 

definition of objects (that involved by the 'places-are-objects' perspective) cannot account for those 

cases which violate the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles (i.e. structures with non-trivial 

automorphisms). This, according to MacBride (2006) introduces a serious dilemma for ante rem 

structuralism: either indiscernible places are identical, or their difference is to be found in primitive 

haecceities. Both horns of the dilemma are troublesome: the former amounts to bad news for ante 

rem structuralism, which fails to vindicate the widely accepted mathematical truth that such places 

are in fact distinct mathematical objects. The second horn, instead, is basically an old news for an 
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ante rem structuralist, whose view would inevitably collapse into traditional platonism – where 

objects are defined by intrinsic identities or haecceities, rather than by their structural relations.  

 However, Ladyman’s (2005) purpose is to show that an alternative variant of PII can be 

accommodated in structures with non-trivial automorphisms, thus introducing a third way to the 

dilemma. This would recover a version of Keränen's option (2), where the general properties 

account is meant to include relational properties.  

Such proposal is based on Quine’s (1960, p. 230) distinction between absolute, relative and 

weak discernibility (see chapter 1, sec. 1.1.3). Ladyman (2005, p. 220) focuses on the automorphi-

sm case of the complex numbers +i and –i: while they cannot be either absolutely or relatively di-

scernible – they can be permuted while leaving the structure unchanged – they are weakly discerni-

ble in virtue of the symmetrical, but irreflexive relation holding between them, i.e. 'being the additi-

ve inverse of'. Since an object cannot bear this relation with itself, it follows that +i and –i are at 

least numerically distinct, in spite of being structurally indiscernible. This strategy easily generali-

zes to other automorphism cases, such as the relative numbers +1 and –1 (which are the additive 

inverse of each other) and points in the Euclidian space (standing in the relation of 'being a distance 

d apart'). On this view, ante rem structuralism is able to distinguish indiscernible places insofar as 

the weakest form of PII and the notion of weak discernibility are established. 

Crucially, the same argument has been advanced by Saunders (2003) in the context of the 

debate on the individuality of quantum particles in entanglement states (cf. chapter 3, sec. 1.1.3). 

This, according to Ladyman (2005), helps to corroborate the tenability of weak PII, which fits the 

individuality of both physical and mathematical objects. 

However, such proposal is subject to a serious challenge, formulated by MacBride (2006) 

and investigated in the next section. 
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2.4.2. The dilemma re-established 

MacBride (2006) observes that the structuralist interpretation of objects proposed by Shapiro (1997) 

– in which objects are nothing over and above the relations in which they stand – and the related 

identity problem echo the familiar conception of objects as bundles of universals.  Not 53

surprisingly, this doctrine traditionally meets with a similar problem, concerning objects which are 

numerically distinct and yet exhibit the same universals. It is noteworthy that in this context an 

analogous dilemma emerges: either the bundle theory cannot account for the diversity of objects – 

and then such objects are indiscernible – or a special category of objects, i.e. bare particulars, 

should be introduced. 

 On the basis of this analogy, MacBride aims at evaluating what is questionable in 

Ladyman’s (2005) proposal. In doing so, MacBride takes into account Russell’s objection to the 

bundle theory.  According to Russell, symmetric and irreflexive relations (for example, the spatial 54

relation of being a mile apart for Max Black’s two spheres) are not able to distinguish structurally 

indiscernible objects. This is because universals are standardly capable of repetition. If we assume 

the theory of objects as bundles of universals – according to which objects are essentially universals 

– then objects should be capable of repetition as well. This means that an object could in principle 

stay in the relation of 'lying at a certain distance' from itself, thus being in two places at once. As a 

consequence, spatial relations do not ensure that two objects a and b are distinct just because they 

are a certain distance apart. 

 Russell (1911-12) concludes that «the terms of spatial relations cannot be universals or 

collections of universals, but must be particulars capable of being exactly alike and yet numerically 

diverse» (118), thus introducing bare particulars as a separate category of objects. MacBride (2006, 

p. 66) points out that this is because «the obtaining of irreflexive relations cannot constitute but 

presupposes the numerical diversity of the terms they relate».   

 Such objection can be easily rephrased in the context of mathematical structuralism and the 

identity problem as addressed by Ladyman (2005). MacBride assumes that mathematical 

structuralists actually endorse a conception of objects as bundles of relations. Similarly to what 

happens with the interpretation of object as bundles of universals, the fact that two mathematical 

 See Allaire (1963); the argument was firstly endorsed by Moore (1900).53

 Cf. Russell (1911; 1912).54
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objects – say, +i and –i in the complex numbers structure – stand in the symmetrical and irreflexive 

relation 'being the additive inverse of' does not suffice to establish that they are distinct 

mathematical entities. In other words, Ladyman’s solution conflicts with the structuralist idea that 

objects are nothing but bundles of relations and the numerical diversity between them remains to be 

accomplished: «Ladyman assumes without question that irreflexive relations are capable of 

constituting – without presupposing – the diversity of the (otherwise indiscernible) terms they 

relate» (MacBride, 2006, p. 67). In fact, Ladyman does not motivate this assumption, and he simply 

invokes the same argument proposed in the context of the philosophy of science by Saunders 

(2003). However, this is far from being a justification of the present strategy and indeed shows that 

scientific structuralists too should further justify the appeal to a weak form of PII. 

 Along the lines of Russell, MacBride ends up supporting a conception of objects as bare 

particulars: objects should be constituted independently of the relations between them and even 

before such relations can obtain. In other words, objects should be predicatively constituted. Unless 

a clearer attempt of understanding them impredicatively is provided – specifying how there could be 

objects, not distinguished in advance, whose numerical diversity depends on their bearing an 

irreflexive relation to one another – then Ladyman's (2005) solution to the identity problem is 

subject to a serious objection.  55

 On these grounds, other strategies have been advocated, showing that no account of identity 

is actually needed to tackle non-trivial automorphism cases – thus opting for the second possibility 

(2) ruled out by Keränen, i.e. an account of identity is dispensable.  

 The notions predicative and impredicative have been introduced by Russell (1908) and refer to the distinction bet55 -
ween predicative and impredicative definitions, which played a prominent role in the debate between Russell (1908) 
and Poincarè (1906) about the nature of logical paradoxes. Informally, definitions are impredicative if they refer to a 
totality to which the defined entity belongs. They are predicative otherwise. Linnebo (2017) mentions «let 𝜋 be the ratio 
between the circumference and diameter of a circle» as a case of predicative definitions, in which 𝜋 is defined solely 
with respect to some given circle. By contrast, «let n be the least natural number such that n cannot be written as the 
sum of at most four cubes» is a case of impredicative definitions, for it generalizes over all natural numbers, n included. 
Impredicative definitions have been considered controversial and viciously circular by Poincarè, Russell and Weyl, whi-
le Gödel (1944) has argued that such definitions are legitimate ones. See Linnebo (2017) for a more extensive analysis.
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2.4.3. Renouncing PII 

This route has been explored to different extents by Shapiro (2006a; 2006b; 2008) and Ladyman 

and Leitgeb (2008) who share the basic idea that structurally indiscernible objects in non-rigid 

structures should be given a primitive notion of identity which, consistently with the mathematical 

practice, suffices to take them as distinct with no need of committing to a form of PII. 

 Let us start by evaluating Shapiro's (2006a) contribution to the debate. Shapiro (2006a, p. 

134) rejects the idea that a non-trivial resolution of the identity problem is a requirement for ante 

rem structuralism:  

    Is the individuation task a reasonable demand on a philosophical or scientific theory? This raises the 

age old problem of the identity of indiscernibles. I do not see how there can be a non-trivial 
resolution of the individuation task for any view that holds that the usual array of mathematical 
objects exist. The reason is that there are too many objects and not enough formulas.  

Recall Keränen's requirement for individuation, which Shapiro presents as follows: 

(IND): ∀x(x = a ≡ _____).  

In order for this requirement to be satisfied non-trivially, the blank should be filled with a formula 

that does not have a singular term denoting a. The problem is that numbers are uncountable, while 

formulas are countable. Shapiro takes real analysis as an example: assuming the (IND) 

individuation task, countable-many reals will be individuated but most of reals will be left un-

individuated, since the mathematical language provides us with just countable-many formulas. 

Differently put, the mathematical language does not have the resources to characterize each object 

univocally. On this basis, Shapiro claims that asking for a non-trivial resolution of the individuation 

task is too much to ask to ante rem structuralism and that just a trivial individuation is available: 

    In any case, someone who opts for realism in ontology and accepts the individuation task must ei-
ther introduce haecceities or adopt some equally trivial resolution. Presumably, this route is not 
available to the ante rem structuralist, due to the slogans about how places-in-structures are charac-
terized. (Shapiro, 2006a, p. 135).
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As pointed out by Shapiro, taking into account haecceites conflicts with the slogans of ante rem 

structuralism – like «the essence of each mathematical object consists of its relations to other places 

in the same structure» – put forward in Shapiro (1997). Still, leaving haecceites aside, there is ano-

ther option available, that is to accept that two distinct mathematical objects can have their essential 

properties in common and yet be distinct. 

   

    If we do not invoke haecceities, then why should we think that distinct objects always have distinct 

essences? Why think that two distinct objects cannot have all of their essential properties in com-

mon? Thus, I do not see how the ante rem structuralist is committed to a crucial premise for the 

identity of indiscernibles [...] (Shapiro, 2006a, p. 140) 

Unfortunately, also this claim appears to contradict some of the earlier commitments by Shapiro's 

(1997). For this reason, Shapiro engages in analyzing away those claims which seem to commit him 

to a non-trivial solution of the identity problem. Shapiro specifically refers to the following remark:

  

    Quine’s thesis is that within a given theory, language, or framework, there should be definite criteria 

for identity among its objects. There is no reason for structuralism to be the single exception to this 

(Shapiro, 1997, p. 92).

In particular, Shapiro regrets the use of the expression 'criteria for identity' which is misleading in 

suggesting a non-trivial solution to Keränen's (2001) individuation task. Shapiro (2006a, p. 140) 

specifies that if 'criteria for identity' stands for individuation,  then he hereby takes the remark 56

back: 

 Shapiro appears to drop this ambiguity insofar as «[...] the individuation task is not to merely distinguish any pair of 56

distinct objects from each other, but to individuate each object. As Keränen puts it, the job is to specify for each object 
a, ‘the fact of the matter that makes a the object it is, distinct from any other object’, by ‘providing a unique characteri-
zation thereof ’»(Shapiro, 2006a, p. 134).
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    What I meant [...] was that if we are to develop a theory of structures, then there must be a determi-

nate identity relation between structures [...] Surely the same goes for places within a given structu-

re [...] When it comes to mathematical objects—places within a given structure—identity must be 

determinate. 

In fact, to say that the identity of places in a structure must be determinate does not mean that iden-

tity is to be defined in a non-trivial way – which is actually not possible in ante rem structuralism. 

By contrast, as clarified in Shapiro (2006b; 2008), identity seems to be presupposed in the mathe-

matical practice.

The rejection of Keränen's individuation task goes together with the rejection of the 

Leibnizean PII: PII is consistent with two interpretations, none of which actually satisfies Keränen's 

demand for individuation: first, if a metaphysical interpretation of the principle is in place, entailing 

that objects come pre-packaged as metaphysical primitives which can be univocally characterized 

by language, formulas and properties, why should we suppose that we are able to univocally pick 

objects, including abstract ones? Second, if one adopts a Quinean interpretation of PII – in which 

objects are not given in advance but depend on our conceptual schemas – then a distinguishability 

principle obtains: a and b should be identified as long as we cannot distinguish them by means of 

our conceptual resources. Shapiro notes that this principle is definitely weaker than PII, for it does 

not say that we ought to uniquely characterize a pair of objects, but just that we should be able to 

(numerically) distinguish it. 

 Keränen (2006) questions that Shapiro's trivialization of the identity problem is an effective 

one, and argues that further discussion is needed. In fact, even if Shapiro rejects haecceitism and 

endorses the idea that two distinct objects can share their essential properties, he still ends up 

embracing a form of haecceitism, which undermines the very motivations for introducing 

structuralism in the first place. That is because Keränen (2006, p. 156) maintains that there cannot 

be distinct objects which are essentially indistinguishable: «you must still think that there is 

something about the world that is responsible for the objects being two and not one». Denying that 

non-essential properties are up to this task, Shapiro has no choice but to admit primitive facts to 

distinguish structurally indiscernible objects. But this amounts to adopt haecceitism, contradicting 

the very spirit of structuralism: while many systems can instantiate a structure, ante rem 

structuralism claims that the structure itself is unique. By contrast, with heacceitism, the problem 

re-emerges at the level of structures, committing to «indefinitely many distinct copies of the same 
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structure» (Keränen, 2006, p. 159). In a similar vein, Keränen (p. 154) objects that Shapiro has 

provided compelling reasons to abandon PII, exactly because, once again, «given any domain of 

objects, there is some fact that metaphysically underwrites the distinctness of any two distinct 

objects in that domain» and this fact should be accounted for by the properties of objects, consisting 

with a form of PII.  

 This leads to Shapiro's (2006b) response; Shapiro first concedes, for the sake of the 

argument, that Keränen's criterion of individuation for ante rem structuralism is a legitimate one. If 

this is the case, one further option is to embed structures with non-trivial automorphisms in richer, 

rigid structures which meet the criterion. Specifically, Shapiro suggests to replace cardinal 

structures with their corresponding ordinal structures – and this seems to work for both the 

automorphism on the complex numbers structure and the Euclidian plane. 

    

    The complex number structure would be replaced with ℝ2, with complex addition and multiplica-

tion defined in the usual way. In effect, this allows us to use the linear order on the real numbers to 

distinguish i (⟨0,1⟩) from −i (⟨0,−1⟩): since the real number 1 can be distinguished from −1, the pair 

⟨0,1⟩ is distinguished from ⟨0,−1⟩. Keränen wonders what rigid structure might be associated with 

the Euclidean plane. The structure of ℝ2 works here too, if we include the operations of complex 

analysis. (Shapiro, 2006b, p. 169).

Still, lifting the concession to Keränen's criterion, Shapiro concludes that a primitive notion of iden-

tity should be rather introduced.  Shapiro considers as an example set-theory, in which facts about 57

membership work as primitives – and that means that there is no need to provide an account of 

them. Unless set-theorists elaborate an account of membership, thus leaving room for further di-

scussion, «[...]why isn’t identity another primitive? Why do we have to give an ‘account’ of identi-

ty?» (Shapiro, 2006b, p. 170). Significantly, a primitive notion of identity is not inconsistent with 

ante rem structuralism: in fact, identity can be considered among the relations of a given structure, 

so that haecceities turn out to be relational properties. On these grounds, haecceitism does not force  

 That is also because, as specified in Shapiro (2008, p. 295), to embed non-rigid structures in rigid structures under57 -
mines the prospects of interpreting mathematical language at face value, which was one of the main motivations for 
adopting ante rem structuralism.
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one to abandon either the earlier slogans of ante rem structuralism (such as «the essence of each 

mathematical object consists of its relations to other places in the same structure») or – even more 

seriously – a structuralist approach on the whole. By contrast, understanding the identity of places 

as primitive shows that ante rem structuralism fits well with the mathematical practice. 

 This last point is further discussed in Shapiro (2008): considering the automorphism on +i 

and –i in the complex numbers structure, Shapiro (p. 287) notes that «the fact that it is a theorem of 

complex analysis that −1 has two distinct square roots seems to be enough to distinguish them, or at 

least enough to convince us that there are two, and not just one».  In other words, it is a 58

mathematical fact that indiscernible places in non-rigid structures are distinct, «for the identity 

relation is presupposed throughout the enterprise of mathematics» (Shapiro, 2008, p. 293). Shapiro 

calls this the faithfulness constraint, i.e. to provide an interpretation that reflects the mathematical 

methodology as much as possible. 

 The same strategy is advocated by Ladyman and Leitgeb (2008), who compare 

mathematical structures with unlabelled graphs and focus on the unlabelled graph G' with two 

nodes and no edges as a simple case of non-trivial automorphism. 

 G’     ○             ○

In G', the two nodes can be permuted while leaving the graph unchanged: neither node in G can be 

said to be the node a and the node b – they are structurally indiscernible. This is an interesting case 

of non-trivial automorphism, because there is not a symmetric and irreflexive relation holding bet-

ween the nodes which can weakly individuate them; so, the graph G' violates even weak forms of 

PII.  However, this is far from being a problem for graph theory for «the fact that G’ consists of 59

precisely two nodes is simply part of what G’ is» (Ladyman and Leitgeb, 2008, p. 392). Once again, 

this is largely motivated by the way graph theorists use graphs in the mathematical practice: the two 

nodes in G', though interchangeable, cannot collapse into one another, because they would result in 

 Specifically, Shapiro proposes to treat the automorphism on +i and –i in the complex numbers structure by under58 -
standing 'i' as a parameter in natural deduction systems (see Shapiro, 2008, sec. 3).

 The edgeless graph G' is contrasted with a graph G having an edge between the two nodes: such graph can be consi59 -
dered as the graph-theoretic counter-part of the automorphism on +1 and –1 in <ℤ, +> and +i and –i in ℂ. Considering 
G, Ladyman and Leitgeb acknowledge that the two nodes are discernible in virtue of the symmetric and irreflexive rela-
tion holding between them, i.e. x is connected to y by an edge (in G), consistently with Ladyman (2005). However, of 
course this solution is not applicable to the edgeless graph G' they take into account, thus showing that a different solu-
tion to the identity problem is required. 
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a different (smaller) graph. On this basis, we are actually justified in defining the graph G' as a gra-

ph with exactly two nodes and no edges. Along the lines of Shapiro (2006b), Ladyman and Leitgeb 

(2008) advance the idea that the identity and the non-identity between nodes are considered among 

the structural relations that the nodes bear to each other. Differently put, each node is identified 

with its structural relations – exactly as ante rem structuralism requires – with the only difference 

that structural relations include identity as an irreducible fact.  

This example of the graph G' is meant to vindicate two main conclusions: 

    (i) the identity or difference of places in a structure is not to be accounted for by anything other than 

the structure itself, and that 

   (ii) mathematical practice provides evidence that this is exactly the way in which mathematicians 

themselves conceive of places in structures. (Ladyman and Leitgeb, 2008, p. 389). 

Still, a number of questions remains open. To begin with, Button (2006) has criticized this approach 

by raising an epistemological and a metaphysical objection. First, it is unclear how we can have an 

epistemic access to primitive identity facts. Second, it is questionable whether indiscernible objects 

whose distinguishability relies on a primitive notion of identity (such as the two nodes in G') are 

objects in a proper sense. Ladyman and Leitgeb address both issues by invoking the mathematical 

practice: we can have access to graphs like G' simply because these graphs exist (and, being 

isomorphic, G' is unique) and are actually used in graph theory. Similarly, the nodes in G' – and the 

other indiscernible mathematical objects whose identity is presupposed in mathematical 

methodology – have a legitimate objecthood for graph-theorists quantify and apply them precisely 

as if they were objects. 

 Another serious criticism has been put forward by Parsons (2008, p. 108). Parsons claims 

that the solution to the identity problem provided by Ladyman and Leitgeb (2008) (and, apparently, 

that suggested by Shapiro 2006a; 2006b) brings about a 'dismissive attitude' which is given intuitive 

force and motivations by the reference to the mathematical practice. Parsons appears to suggest that 

taking identity as a basic relation of the structure, simply assuming that is a mathematical theorem 

that a ≠ – a in a structure with non-trivial automorphism, leaves largely un-explained which is the 

negative and the positive term and what it means to take them as the positive and the negative term 

respectively – something that ante rem structuralism, as a philosophical position, is supposed to 
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spell out.  On this basis, Parsons acknowledges that the debate is likely to continue. In much the 60

same way, I hold that it is worth to explore alternative solutions to the identity problem. To this aim, 

in chapter 5, I advance a third way to approach the identity problem which involves neither a 

primitive notion of identity nor the reference to a weak form of PII. Before doing that, a deeper look 

at the metaphysical claims involved in both scientific and mathematical structuralism is needed, 

along with a more precise understanding of those metaphysical notions which capture these claims 

in contemporary analytic metaphysics.  

  For this reason, Parsons (2008, p. 108; see also Parsons, 2004, chapter 4) has proposed his own solution to the iden60 -
tity problem. The core idea is that structures can be distinguished in basic and constructed structures. Basic structures 
(such as the natural numbers structure, the real numbers structure and sets) do not come with the obligation of being 
constructed within other structures. By contrast, constructed structures (such as fields) need to be derived from basic 
structures, inheriting their main properties. The point is that basic structures should not have non-trivial automorphisms, 
so that indiscernible objects in structures with non-trivial automorphisms can be distinguished in virtue of the properties 
of the basic structures they are constructed upon. However, Parsons acknowledges that some structures cannot be so 
easily constructed from basic structures: a contentious example is the Euclidean plane. 
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3. A (Non-Foundationalist) Metaphysical Toolkit for Structuralism 

So far, scientific and mathematical structuralism have been illustrated, focusing on scientific OSR 

and mathematical ante rem structuralism respectively. The two accounts have lot in common, not 

only with respect to the notion of objects they outline – and the related objections – but also as 

concerns the relationship between objects and structures. Typically, objects are secondary or 

derivative on structures. The present chapter aims at clarifying this relationship in light of some 

concepts which enjoy a privileged status in contemporary metaphysics: fundamentality and priority. 

For example, Jonathan Schaffer says that «metaphysics is about what is fundamental, and what 

derives from it» (2009, p. 379). The interest in the fundamental reflects the idea that some entities 

of our world are its basic building blocks, which make up or build everything else that exists 

(Bennett, 2017). Priority is a related concept. It captures the idea that some entities are dependent in 

some ontological sense on others one. So understood, priority fits well with the view that the reality 

we inhabit is hierarchically structured. While this picture is admittedly vague, it captures the idea 

that lower-level entities are ontologically prior to higher-level ones. At the bottom of the hierarchy, 

the fundamental physical entities lie. If, among other things, metaphysics is in the business of 

elucidating fundamentality and priority, then scientific and mathematical structuralists can benefit 

from some concepts of the metaphysicians' toolkit to clarify their theses. In the present chapter, 

such deeper metaphysical perspective will be examined in general. More specific remarks 

concerning scientific and mathematical structuralism will be provided in chapters 4 and 5 

respectively.  

 Standardly, priority and fundamentality are the basic notions Metaphysical Foundationalism 

(MF) is committed to. This picture has raised a broad discussion on metaphysical dependence – 

more precisely, on ontological dependence and grounding as the notions which best capture the idea 

that reality is structured and hierarchically arranged in different levels. Not surprisingly, the notion 

of fundamentality has been often expressed in terms of ontological independence or being 

ungrounded. Dependence, grounding and their main formulations will be presented in details, 

showing that despite significant analogies, they are ultimately two different notions. The debate on 

MF is also deeply entangled with the concept of metaphysical explanation, for investigating the 

structure of reality requires an interpretation of explanation that is distinctively non-causal in 

character: «talk of metaphysical explanation is bound up with talk about reality’s 

structure» (Thompson, 2019, p. 109). Significantly, both grounding and dependence have a strict 
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link with metaphysical explanation, but just the former has been even identified with metaphysical 

explanation, for reasons which will be reconstructed below. 

 However, MF is subject to different counter-examples, as recently discussed by Bliss and 

Priest (2018), which deeply undermine the concepts of fundamentality and priority as traditionally 

understood; among the alternatives to MF, the most significant positions are Infinitism, which states 

that there are no foundational elements, and Coherentism, according to which everything depends 

upon/is grounded in everything else. Although both approaches are explanatorily desirable and 

metaphysically plausible, they are not immune from objections. On this basis, I will articulate Weak 

Structuralism (WS) as a further alternative to MF, based on a mutual – but not exactly symmetrical 

– grounding relation. In fact, WS will suggest a natural counter-example to MF, which questions the 

standard properties of grounding and deserves to be taken seriously along with the other non-

foundationalist accounts. WS will emerge as a middle-ground approach which is both logically 

acceptable and metaphysically favourable.  
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3.1. Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF) 

Metaphysical Foundationalism is the view that reality has a foundation. The most common version 

of MF is pluralistic MF, which assumes a multitude of basic elements as the fundamental consti-

tuents of reality.  As acknowledged by Tahko (2015), the fundamental level is generally taken to be 61

smaller than the upper levels, so that the structure of reality resembles a cone. The idea that there is 

a scale to the structure of reality is best vindicated by the Standard Model of particle physics, admit-

ting 16 fundamental particles at the bottom and all the other entities in the world at different levels 

up to the ultimate end of the spectrum. Actually, MF is consistent with three main interpretations of 

the structure of reality (closed; open at the upper level but closed at the lower level; open at the lo-

wer level but closed at the upper level) involving specific differences but still committed to the 

broadest claim that there is a fundamental level. More specifically, MF claims that reality is hierar-

chically arranged with chains of entities ordered by anti-symmetric (AS), transitive (T) and anti-re-

flexive (AR) relations of dependence/grounding terminating in something fundamental – the exten-

dability assumption (everything metaphysically depends upon/is grounded in everything else) is re-

jected (¬ E). 

To put it more schematically, MF is committed to the following theses:  

1. Hierarchy: reality is hierarchically structured by ontological dependence and grounding relations 

which are anti-symmetric (AS), anti-reflexive (AR) and transitive (T).  

2. Fundamentality: there is something fundamental (¬ Extendability).  62

The hierarchy assumption (1) and the fundamentality assumption (2) will be assumed as the main 

critical target of the discussion, because they adequately capture the theoretical core of foundationa-

lism and the importance of dependence and grounding in structuring reality. 

 The focus on these theses also highlights the role of the non-extendability (¬E) conception 

in MF; in fact, this property delineates a precise link between metaphysical dependence and funda-

mentality (1) which is significantly challenged in the non-foundationalist perspectives I am going to 

 Pluralistic MF is opposed to monism, which identifies the fundamental level with a unique element (Shaffer, 2009).61

 Bliss and Priest (2018) also mention the (3) Contingency Thesis (whatever is fundamental is merely contingently 62

existent) and the (4) Consistency Thesis (the dependence structure has consistent structural properties). However, these 
theses are controversial and also not directly related to the topics here presented. For this reason, I focus on the Hierar-
chy and the Fundamentality assumptions, which are required by any version of MF as sufficient and necessary.
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take into account. As acknowledged by Bliss and Priest (2018), there are two main ways of making 

sense of the fundamentality assumption: being well-founded and having a lower bound. To say that 

a relation is well-founded is to say that «[…] (i) chains ordered by the relation downwardly termina-

te in a fundamentalium, and (ii) that there is a finite number of steps between any member of a 

chain and the fundamentalium that it terminates in.» (Bliss and Priest, 2018, p. 6). By contrast, ha-

ving a lower bound is defined as follows: «where a relation is bounded from below, there need not 

be a finite number of steps between any member of that set and the fundamentalium that grounds it» 

(ibid.). Both interpretations admit a fundamental basis and then are compatible with ¬ E. However, 

more specific examples of being well-founded and having a lower bound make the distinction bet-

ween them more precise. A standard case of being well-founded is set-theoretic well-foundedness: 

«An order < on a domain is said to be well-founded if every non-empty subset of that domain has a 

minimal element» (Cotnoir and Bacon, 2012, p. 187). To put it in grounding terms, «the grounds of 

any truth that is grounded will “bottom out” in truths that are ungrounded» (Fine, 2010, p. 100). The 

idea of well-foundedness clearly rules out the possibility of having an infinite structure which does 

not itself terminate – the fundamentale of a given structure is part of the structure itself. However, 

some have observed that well-foundedness so understood is too strict, for it leaves aside infinite 

structures which though are in principle acceptable in MF (Dixon, 2016; Rabin and Rabern, 2016). 

This is the sense of fundamentality which is captured by having a lower bound. A structure can be 

infinitely descending – thus violating well-foundedness – and yet being founded in an independent 

element that is not part of the structure at play: 

    Consider an infinite chain of dependence f <...d3 < d2 < d1, where the chain of dependent entities dn 

terminates in some minimal element f. Now, if we take a subset of that chain of dependence wi-

thout the minimal element f, then we are left with a chain that lacks a <-minimal element, hence 

violating the set-theoretic definition of well-foundedness [...] A lower bound of a set does not 

need to be an element of the set itself. Consequently, the chain f <...d3 < d2 < d1, is bounded from 

below. (Tahko, 2018, sec. 2.). 

Therefore, having a lower bound expresses a distinct and broader sense in which fundamentality 

can be understood, which is partially consistent with the idea of non-terminating structures. Still, 

the most common interpretation of MF is intuitively committed to chains of entities which are fini-
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tely grounded, and then well-founded. This is the interpretation of ¬ E I will mainly contrast in the 

following discussion, showing that there is room for alternative – and still largely un-explored – 

conceptions. Let us now explore ontological dependence and grounding as standardly formulated in 

a foundationalist perspective. 

3.1.1. Ontological Dependence 

Ontological dependence captures a variety of relations of non-self-sufficiency. Broadly speaking, 

ontological dependence is a metaphysical and explicative notion which conveys a distinctively non-

causal priority relation among entities; as standard examples, consider the following claims: 

1) «a set ontologically depends upon its members».  

2) «electricity ontologically depends upon electrons». 

3) «God is ontologically independent» (Tahko, 2015, p. 94).  

In particular, an entity is said to be dependent on another entity either for its existence or for its 

identity – including its properties as well. Early analyses of dependence proceeded in existential-

modal terms, by focusing on the concepts of necessity and possibility. This fits well with the first 

claim (1), in which a form of rigid existential dependence holds: a set cannot exist if its elements do 

not exist as well. In the second claim (2), a more generic notion of existential dependence is at play: 

the existence of electricity depends on the existence of (some) electrons. Let us define it generic 

existential dependence. 

 A more recent trend is that of analyzing dependence in non-modal terms, and specifically in 

terms of essence or identity. The third case (3) is an example of essential independence – it is part 

of the essence of God to be ontologically self-sufficient. For a case in which essential dependence 

holds, consider the relation between an event and its participants: «it is part of the essence of Socra-

tes' death that it exists only if Socrates exists» (Lowe, 2013, p. 195). Identity dependence captures a 

further way of understanding case (1): a set depends for its identity on the identity of its members, 

in a sense which will be specified above. 
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Let us then define these varieties of dependence more formally and start with rigid existential de-

pendence: 

Rigid existential dependence (EDR): x depends for its existence upon y =
df 

Necessarily, x exists only 

if y exists. 

(EDR) is rigid because the existence of x depends on that very y – and not, for example, on entities 

which are of the kind of y. The main problem of this formulation of dependence is that it is too 

coarse-grained, for it fails to capture a variety of cases: Tahko (2015, p. 96) mentions the dependen-

ce of a living organism on its parts. While it is correct to say that an organism depends for its exi-

stence on its parts, we know that such parts can change and yet the organism survives: «which ob-

jects those parts are is inessential – and consequently it is not the case that it depends for its existen-

ce, in the sense defined by (EDR), upon any one of those parts» (ibid.). The present example is bet-

ter accounted for by generic existential dependence, presented as follows:

Generic existential dependence (EDG): x depends for its existence upon Fs =df Necessarily, x exists 

only if some Fs exist. 

In (EDG), the existence of x just requires that some Fs exist; consider again an organism and its 

parts. On (EDG), it is clear that the existence of an organism depends for its existence on the exi-

stence of proper parts, without any constraints on which parts they should be.

Despite being broader than (EDR), (EDG) is still subject to those counter-examples which affect a 

modal-existential analysis of dependence. The first counter-example is from Tahko and Lowe 

(2020) and shows that modal-existential dependence is committed to identifying an object with its 

essential properties, where essential properties are taken to be property instances. Taking into ac-

count the relationship between Socrates and his life, the existence of Socrates's life depends on the 

existence of Socrates, but also the existence of Socrates depends on the existence of Socrates' life. 

This requires identifying Socrates with his life – Socrates' life is anything different from Socrates 

himself, for its existence necessarily coincides with his – although several considerations suggest 

that they cannot be identical, «his life was long, but came to an abrupt ending, while Socrates him-

self was snub-nosed» (Tahko, 2015, p. 98). Another serious objection has been raised by Fine 

(1994) with respect to necessary existents such as numbers. In particular, the modal-existential ana-
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lysis of dependence has the unpleasant implication of making everything existentially dependent 

upon necessary existent objects. Take Socrates and the number 2: necessarily, the number 2 exists if 

Socrates does, but this does not mean that Socrates depends for its existence on the existence of the 

number 2 – this would be an evidently wrong conclusion. 

On these grounds, alternative and more fine-grained accounts of dependence have been pro-

posed, i.e. essential dependence and identity dependence, which are developed in non-modal terms. 

In fact, there are several cases of dependence which intuitively go beyond modal-existential depen-

dence – in both its rigid (EDR) and generic (EDG) version. The third case (3) illustrated above, 

concerning the essential independence of God, provides a simple example. 

Essential dependence has been introduced by Fine (1995) as an attempt of accounting for the idea 

that «the relevant connection between the existence of x and of y is not that it be necessary that x 

exist only if y does but that it be an essential property of x that it exist only if y does» (Fine, 1995, p. 

272). For this reason, this interpretation of essential dependence is defined essential (existential) 

dependence, and it includes a rigid and a non-rigid version. Rigid essential (existential) dependence 

is defined as follows:

Rigid essential (existential) dependence (EDER): x (rigidly) essentially existentially depends upon y 

=
df 

It is part of the essence of x that x exists only if y exists. 

As in rigid existential dependence, (EDER) requires that it is part of the essence of x that x exists 

only if that very y exists.

(EDER) is to be distinguished from generic essential (existential) dependence:

Generic essential (existential) dependence (EDEG): x (generically) essentially existentially depends 

upon y =
df 

It is part of the essence of x that x exists only if some Fs exists. 

A different version of essential dependence is Fine's (1995) constitutive essential dependence, based 

on the view that essence is expressed in the form of real definitions, i.e. propositions or collections 

of propositions in which we can distinguish the defined term and the terms through which it is defi-

ned, that in this case function as the terms on which the defined objects depend: «we may take x to 

depend upon y if y is a constituent of a proposition that is true in virtue of the identity of x or, alter-

natively, if y is a constituent of an essential property of x» (Fine, 1995, p. 275). 
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Constitutive essential dependence relies on the notion of constitutive essence, to be distinguished 

from consequential essence:

    

     A property belongs to the constitutive essence of an object if it is not had in virtue of being a logical 

consequence of some more basic essential properties; and a property might be said to belong to the 

consequential essence of an object if it is a logical consequence of properties that belong to the 

constitutive essence. (Fine, 1995, p.  276)

Therefore, constitutive essential dependence drops not only the modal terminology, but also the re-

ference to the notion of existence, which is controversial on its own.  Significantly, Fine's costituti63 -

ve essential dependence can be symmetric in the case of simultaneous definitions: 

    Let us suppose that it is of the constitutive essence of Jeeves and Wooster that the first be valet to 

the second. Then under one view, it will be of the consequential essence of Jeeves to be valet to 

Wooster and also of the consequential essence of Wooster to have Jeeves as valet. Thus any consti-

tutive essence of two objects will 'dissolve' into consequential essences of each [...] . Indeed, it is 

plausible to suppose, once simultaneous definitions are allowed, that no sequence of definitions will 

generate a cycle, with x being defined in terms of y, y in terms of z, and so on all the way back to x. 

(Fine, 1995, pp. 283-284).

Let us now consider identity dependence (Lowe, 1989; 1994; 2005; Tahko and Lowe, 2020), which 

figures as a special case of essential dependence – in fact, on the definitional account of essence 

(Fine, 1995), «a thing’s essence may be said to constitute its identity» (Tahko, 2015, p. 101). Identi-

ty dependence is defined as follows:

Identity dependence (ID): x depends for its identity upon y =df There is a two-place predicate ‘F’ 

such that it is part of the essence of x that x is related by F to y. 

 Fine (1995, p. 274) refers to the following shortcomings of an existential form of dependence: «in one respect, exi63 -
stence is too weak; for there is more to what an object is than its mere existence. In another respect, existence is too 
strong; for what an object is, its nature, need not include existence as a part. In the essentialist/existential account, the 
missing strength is recovered by importing into the connection of dependence between the being of the two objects 
what properly belongs to the being itself».
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It is important to observe that the relevant notion of identity is not that expressed by the sign '=', 

referring to the logical or numerical identity relation that each object has with itself. By contrast, 

identity here corresponds to the individuality of an object – what it really is, or which kind of object 

it is: «to say that the identity of x depends on the identity of y is to say that which thing of its kind y 

is metaphysically determines which thing of its kind x is» (Tahko, 2015, p. 100). In other words, the 

individuality of an object is metaphysically determined by the individuality of another object, thus 

suggesting that (ID) is a form of metaphysical determination.64

Take again the first case (1), where a set depends for its identity on the identity of its members, as a 

specific example of (ID). This is a consequence of the criterion of identity of sets, that is the Axiom 

of Extensionality – stating that two sets are identical if they have the same members: 

    

    We can exemplify (ID) by letting x be {z} and y be z, in which case we have that {z} depends for its 

identity upon z, because there is a two-place predicate – namely ‘being a member of the singleton 

set’ (also known as the unit set function) – such that it is part of the essence of {z} that it is the sin-

gleton set of z. (Tahko, 2015, p. 101).

As opposed to Fine's constitutive essential dependence, (ID) is asymmetrical: while a singleton de-

pends for its identity upon its members, the converse does not hold:

   

    For example, since it is part of the essence of singleton Socrates that it is the set whose sole member 

is Socrates, it is not part of the essence of Socrates that he is the sole member of singleton Socrates. 

(Lowe, 2013, p. 196). 

The asymmetry of (ID) is established by the following principle: «if x is not identical with y and x 

depends for its identity upon y, then y does not depend for its identity upon x» (Tahko and Lowe, 

2020, sec. 4.2). In fact, x and y cannot depend on each other for their identity, because this would 

entail that both x and y lack well-defined identity criteria, thus introducing a form of vicious circula-

rity. 

 Although it is noteworthy that individuality is sometimes considered as stronger than this and related to other criteria, 64

such as identity conditions, location, persistence, etc.
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As it will emerge in the following chapters, some of these formulations of dependence play 

a crucial role in the characterization of both scientific and mathematical structuralism. Let us now 

investigate grounding and its relation with ontological dependence.

3.1.2. Grounding  

The literature on grounding is vast and intricate. A first issue concerning grounding is whether it is 

simply the same as ontological dependence or rather an ultimately different notion. Both views have 

been endorsed in the debate. In this context, I take grounding to be a distinct and, for some reasons, 

even a preferable notion. Before making this case, let us sum up the main formal features of groun-

ding on the orthodox view (Fine, 2001, 2012; Schaffer, 2009; Rosen, 2010), which are deeply re-

considered in non-foundationalist accounts, such as, for instance, those discussed by Bliss and Prie-

st (2018).  

 On its broadest construal, grounding captures the idea that some things obtain in virtue of 

some other things. Like dependence, grounding is an explicative and a priority relation. What are 

the relata of the grounding relations? On the relational account of grounding, claiming that groun-

ding is a predicate capturing certain relations, the relata of grounding are real-world entities, typi-

cally facts, propositions, or states of affairs. This view – which is also the most common in the 

grounding literature – contributes to distinguish grounding from ontological dependence, which ob-

tains between entities. By contrast, the operational interpretation of grounding – which focuses on 

the explanatory role that grounding plays in the metaphysical discourse – takes grounding to be ex-

pressed by a sentential operator, namely the operator because (i.e. p because q) and endorses a neu-

tral approach concerning the relata of the grounding relations – which can be entities on the one 

hand and facts/propositions/states of affairs on the other hand.  In what follows, for the sake of 65

simplicity, I will maintain that both entities and facts can be the relata of grounding, provided that 

the relational and the operational interpretations of grounding are inter-translatable.  

 A second important distinction concerns full and partial grounding. Partial grounding is ge-

nerally defined in terms of full ground: x partially grounds y just in case there is something else to-

gether with x such that jointly fully ground y (Fine, 2012, Raven, 2015). The analogy with explana-

tion is helpful to illustrate this. As we can distinguish between a full explanation from its contribu-

 That is because on the operational account (p because q), p and q are taken to be sentences with no obvious con65 -
straints on the ontological category these sentences denote.
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ting parts, we can separate between full and partial grounds, which are akin to the contributory parts 

of a full explanation. For instance, take the conjunction A&B. Each of A and B is a partial ground of 

A&B and each of A and B contributes to a complete explanation of A&B. But typically, neither A 

nor B on its own suffices to fully ground or fully explain A&B (Fine, 2012, p. 50). 

 A third distinction is that between immediate and mediate ground, which is helpful to identi-

fy a hierarchy in the grounding relations; immediate grounds are those that do not need to be media-

ted to ground other entities/facts. For example, the immediate grounds of the conjunction P&Q are 

P and Q. But if we take (P&Q) & R, we need first to identify the immediate grounds of (P & Q) and 

R respectively. As a result, P, Q and R are mediate grounds of the conjunction (P & Q) & R conside-

red altogether. Moreover, grounding can be strict or weak. As acknowledged by Tahko (2015, p. 

107), this distinction is more troublesome, but an intuitive understanding is the following: while 

strict grounds belong to an explanatory level that is somehow more fundamental than that of the 

grounded entities/facts, weak grounds occur at the same level of the grounded entities/facts. This 

raises the worry that «some facts could even be weak grounds for themselves!»  (ibid.), in contrast 66

with the view that grounding is anti-reflexive, as it is specified below. 

 With these tools, grounding can be introduced as a strict partial order,  thus capturing its 67

main formal features: anti-symmetry (if x grounds y, y does not grounds x), anti-reflexivity (nothing 

grounds itself) and transitivity (if x grounds y and y grounds z, then x grounds z). In a standard un-

derstanding of grounding, well-foundedness is also assumed, with chains of grounding terminating 

in an ungrounded foundation. Significantly, the same properties have been associated with meta-

physical explanation; for example, canonically grounding cannot be symmetric, because this means  

having not only entities or facts grounding each other, but also entities or facts explaining each 

other, contradicting the standard idea that genuine explanations should be anti-symmetric. Each of 

these grounding features has been challenged, as it will emerged in sections 3.2. and 3.2.1. 

Lastly, a further distinction – which is not always explicitly addressed in the grounding literature – 

concerns two kinds of grounding claims: we can separate between claims of the form ‘x’s existence 

is grounded in that of y’ (Fine 2012) from claims of the form ‘x’s identity is grounded in that of y’– 

 As an example of a weak ground, Tahko (2015, p. 107) considers the following: «Jack’s being Jill’s sibling, which 66

explains Jill’s being Jack’s sibling, and also the fact that Jack and Jill are a pair of siblings. Here Jack’s being Jill’s si-
bling and Jill’s being Jack’s sibling occur at the same level of explanatory hierarchy». 

 The definition is from Raven (2013).67
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developed in strict analogy with the essentialist account of dependence (Raven, 2015).  As I am 68

going to show in chapters 4. and 5., this distinction has interesting applications when it comes to the 

formulation of (scientific and mathematical) structuralist views in grounding terms.  

 Let us now consider the relationship between grounding and dependence. As anticipated, 

even though grounding and dependence are intimately related, it is plausible to take grounding as a 

separate notion. First of all, grounding has a stronger connection with the concept of metaphysical 

explanation: if x grounds y, then x metaphysically explains (or helps explaining) y. Grounding ex-

planations are metaphysical in the sense that they involve something that determines non-causally 

and synchronically the identity and/or the existence of something else. In this respect, Fine (2012, p. 

37) associates grounding with «a distinctive kind of metaphysical explanation, in which explanans 

and explanandum are connected [...] through some constitutive form of determination». Ontological 

dependence, like grounding, has a clear explanatory role. Still,  

     
    [...]the link to explanation is weaker: even though the existence of water depends on the existence of 

hydrogen and oxygen, it does not seem to be the case that the existence of hydrogen and oxygen 
explains the existence of water (Tahko, 2015, p. 104). 

In this specific case, what needs to be explained is the ability of hydrogen and oxygen to form water 

molecules, something that ontological dependence leaves actually un-explained. In the next section, 

I will more sharply define the relation between grounding and metaphysical explanation, which is 

crucial for the present discussion. What is important to observe here is that there are also other rea-

sons to keep grounding and dependence apart. In fact, grounding has a stricter link with the notions 

of priority and fundamentality as well: while it is the case that grounds are prior to and more fun-

damental than the grounded facts/entities, at least some interpretations of dependence – the modal 

ones – admit dependence in absence of priority. Consider for instance rigid existential dependence, 

where saying that x ontologically necessitates y does not commit to assume x as ontologically prior 

to y.  69

 Raven (2015, p.14) claims that «when a relation of ground obtains then it does so in virtue of the natures of the (con68 -
stituents of the) grounds, the grounded, or both». For a systematic account of the relation between grounding and identi-
ty, see Correia (2017) and Correia and Skiles (2019).

As acknowledged by Tahko (p. 105), it would be quite odd to say that parents, whose existence ontologically necessi69 -
tates the existence of their children, are ontologically prior to their children. However, it is noteworthy that essential 
dependence and identity dependence – exactly as grounding – surely express priority, as clarified by Koslicki (2012).
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Lastly, the formal features of grounding suggest that grounding is stricter than dependence: in fact, 

grounding – as a strict partial order – cannot be reflexive. By contrast, reflexivity can be in principle 

accepted in ontological dependence, claiming that something ontologically depends on itself.  

 It is worth mentioning that grounding has also interesting connections with causation, moda-

lity, truth-making and reduction. For an extensive analysis of these notions, which are not directly 

relevant for the present discussion, see Tahko (2015, sec 5.5.). However, a quick note on reduction 

and grounding is needed, for it has implications on the articulation of scientific structuralism in 

grounding terms (see chapters 4. and 5.): as pointed out by Tahko (p. 113) «although many of the 

examples might tempt one to think that the grounded entity reduces to whatever it is that grounds it, 

this is not how grounding is typically understood». This is true if reduction is understood as an iden-

tity relation between grounds and what is grounded. In fact, on this view, the anti-symmetry, transi-

tivity and anti-reflexivity of grounding appear to be violated. The idea that grounded entities/facts 

do not reduce to the entities/facts grounding them has been also supported by Audi (2012, pp. 

101-102) «grounded facts and ungrounded facts are equally real, and grounded facts are an “addi-

tion of being” over and above the facts in which they are grounded». This runs counter the interpre-

tation of the grounded entities/facts as an ontological free lunch (Cameron, 2008; Schaffer, 2009; 

Sider, 2012), i.e. as entities/facts which do not come with ontological costs and do not affect the on-

tological commitments of a theory, considered with respect to the fundamental/grounding entities 

only. However, reduction has been differently interpreted and the question whether grounding is a 

reductive notion actually depends on the conception of reduction adopted.  70

 For example, an understanding of reduction in terms of essence has resulted in the grounding-reduction link (Rosen, 70

2010): if q reduces to p, then p grounds q.
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3.1.3. Grounding and Metaphysical Explanation 

Grounding theorists disagree on the tightness of the link between grounding and metaphysical ex-

planation. Some say that grounding is metaphysical explanation (Dasgupta 2014, Raven 2015, 

Thompson, 2018), endorsing the so-called unionist approach. Others opt for a weaker tie (Audi, 

2012; Koslicki, 2012; Maurin, 2018; Shaffer, 2012; Trogdon, 2012), claiming that grounding and 

metaphysical explanation are just closely related. This is the separatist approach.   71

 Before presenting the unionist and the separatist approaches, what metaphysical explanation 

is should be cashed out. As introduced in section 3.1.2., metaphysical explanations involve a non-

causal determination relation between entities or facts: x metaphysically explains y if x non-causally 

and synchronically determines y. However, something more should be said in order to identify me-

taphysical explanations as opposed to other kinds of non-causal explanations (for instance, mathe-

matical explanations). According to Thompson (2019, p. 104), metaphysical explanations have a 

distinctive epistemic import and, as such, they are answers to questions – specifically, answers to 

what-makes-it-the-case questions. Answers of this sort should be distinguished from answers to why 

questions, which are provided by different kinds of explanations (which include, among others, ca-

sual explanations).  Of course, metaphysical explanation is a broad and complex notion, but 72

Thompson's (2019) account suffices for the present purposes and offers a useful starting point to 

evaluate the separatist and the unionist approaches. 

 Let us start with the separatist approach, taking grounding and explanation to be distinct no-

tions. The question concerning the relationship between them naturally arises. Typically, on this 

view, grounding backs metaphysical explanation and explanation tracks grounding. This perspecti-

ve relies on the analogy with causation and causal explanations, developed by Schaffer (2012, p. 

124): 

    Grounding is something like metaphysical causation. Roughly speaking, just as causation links the 
world across time, grounding links the world across levels. Grounding connects the more funda-
mental to the less fundamental, and thereby backs a certain form of explanation. 

 The labels unionism and separatism are from Raven (2015).71

 To understand the distinction between explanations as answers to what-makes-it-the-case questions and as answer to 72

why questions, consider the following example provided by Thompson (2019, p. 104): «Asking what makes it the case 
that the mug is broken demands an answer that has to do with its parts being disconnected; that is what the mug’s being 
broken consists in. Asking why the mug is broken solicits a different kind of explanation (such as that the kitten knoc-
ked it off the desk)».
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In other words, as causal relations in the world are distinguished from the causal explanations trac-

king them, grounding relations – capturing the hierarchical structure of reality – just back metaphy-

sical explanations, without being identical to them. 

 By contrast, the unionist approach identifies the two notions. Grounding is explanatory by 

its very nature. Therefore, grounding does not simply share with metaphysical explanation anti-

symmetry, anti-reflexivity and transitivity; grounding itself just is metaphysical explanation. Since 

true grounding claims are generally considered objective, on this account the same goes for meta-

physical explanation – which then lacks some of its typical epistemic features, such as context-sen-

sitivity and dependence on subjective understanding. A pointed out by Maurin (2018, p. 1591), this 

is problematic, for «then the kind of explanation grounding is turns out to be radically different 

from explanation in the ‘normal’ mind-involving sense». 

 An argument for endorsing the unionist view is the following: were grounding a relation that 

just backs metaphysical explanation, we would need a more precise account of the relationship bet-

ween the two. However, grounding and explanation cannot be related by grounding itself, because 

metaphysical explanation is generally assumed to clarify grounding, and not viceversa, as pointed 

out by Thompson (2018, p. 114):  

     If an appeal to explanation is to shed light on the notion of ground, part of what must be understood 
is how ground and explanation are related. Here we are told that the relationship between ground 
and explanation is in fact one of ground, but ground was what we were seeking elucidation of in 
the first place! 

In this context, I am not going to privilege one view over the other, since both the separatist and the 

unionist approaches are controversial. More modestly, I refer to some principles (as explicitly for-

mulated by Maurin, 2018, p. 1576) which – though generally associated with unionism – suffice to 

establish the link between grounding and metaphysical explanation without necessarily committing 

to their identity: 

Inheritance: grounding ‘inherits’ (some of) its properties from explanation (among others, see Ra-

ven, 2013).  
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Involvement: (metaphysical) explanation is such that grounding plays a – possibly indispensable –

role in it. (Audi, 2012).  73

These principles – no matter if grounding is or just backs metaphysical explanation – give us com-

pelling reasons to take grounding as more suitable than dependence in order to provide a deep in-

sight into the metaphysical structure of reality. More specific benefits of grounding will be illustra-

ted in chapters 4 and 5. For the time being, in the following sections I will focus on grounding and 

how it can be reconsidered within a non-foundationalist perspective. As I am going to show, since 

grounding and metaphysical explanation are (at least) intimately related, a broader, non-foundatio-

nalist conception of explanation is also suggested. 

3.2. Metaphysical Foundationalism reconsidered: non-foundational accounts 

With these clarifications at hand, I will now examine Bliss and Priest’s (2018) taxonomy, in which 

different alternatives to Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF) are illustrated. These accounts stem 

from different combinations of the main foundationalist properties (AS, T, AR and ¬ E) and their 

negation. The authors outline sixteen possibilities, ten of which – positions (1); (2); (3); (4); (7); (8); 

(13); (14); (15); (16) – are considered logically acceptable.  

Tab.1. 

 It is important to observe that Inheritance and Involvement are linked with other principles (see Maurin, 2018, p. 73

1577). In particular, Inheritance is often taken to entail Informativeness (that grounding is like explanation informs us 
about the nature of grounding) while Involvement is associated with Justification (the fact that there are metaphysical 
explanations justifies grounding). Still, in this context, I refer to Inheritance and Involvement – which are more univer-
sally accepted among grounding theorists – as the minimal requirements to account for the relation between grounding 
and explanation.
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Among these ten logically possible options, the following special cases can be individuated: 

Atomism (A): nothing is grounded in something fundamental. 

Foundationalism (F): everything is a fundamental element or is ultimately grounded in something 

fundamental.  

Foundationalism (F’): only the fundamental elements are grounded in themselves. 

Foundationalism (G): the fundamental element is unique. 

Infinitism (I): there are no fundamental elements. 

Coherentism (C): everything is grounded in everything else. 

According to Bliss and Priest, these cases (A, F, F', G, I, C) are not only logically, but also metaphy-

sically possible: in fact, one may argue that metaphysical foundationalists do not provide compel-

ling reasons to demonstrate that MF is the correct (and the unique) description of reality. The com-

mitment to AS, T, AR and ¬ E is based on the appeal to intuitions, as MF is certainly close to the 
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common sense and the search for a ground – in order to avoid an explanatory regress – intuitively 

terminates in something fundamental. However, as noted by Morganti (2018, p. 258), «the preva-

lence of foundationalism may well be due exclusively to the intrinsic limitations of our cognitive 

faculties». By contrast, a meta-induction argument seems to support non-foundationalism: some 

past hypotheses concerning the fundamental level have been now abandoned, suggesting the possi-

bility that there is no such fundamental level. Of course, one could argue that the foundation of rea-

lity is a yet to be discovered (set of) element(s). Still, this at least shows that the intuitions founda-

tionalists appeal to do not effectively replace proper arguments. Moreover, they mainly refer to cau-

sal explanations, which are standardly anti-symmetric and well-founded.  As far as metaphysical 74

explanations are concerned, the relevant non-foundationalist alternatives are actually advantageous 

in terms of explanatory power: if compared with MF, they clearly supply additional explanatory re-

sources, which capture further aspects of reality and favour a broader notion of explanation. In this 

respect, Thompson (2018, p. 116) argues that brute or fundamental facts come with a theoretical 

cost, because they are something that the theory leaves un-explained: «other things being equal, a 

theory that carries a commitment to fewer brute facts is to be considered superior because it has 

more explanatory power—it leaves fewer things unexplained». By contrast, non-foundationalist 

views deny that these brute facts exist at all: everything is simply explained (at least partially) by 

everything else, consistently with a holistic conception of metaphysical explanation. 

Let us now present Infinitism and Coherentism, which prove particularly useful for the present pur-

poses in so far as they more radically question the standard properties of grounding. 

3.2.1. Infinitism and Coherentism 

Both Infinitism and Coherentism are understood as alternatives to Metaphysical Foundationalism 

and they are the metaphysical counter-parts of analogous epistemic positions. Epistemic Infinitism 

introduces an anti-symmetric, transitive and anti-reflexive chain of believes without a foundation. 

Epistemic coherentism, by contrast, posits a Quinean, highly integrated web of believes. In both 

cases, justification emerges from the overall picture. Let us now present Infinitism and Coherentism 

as metaphysical approaches.  

 This highlights the idea that metaphysical explanation constitutes an explanation of a special sort, distinguished from 74

causal explanation (where, for instance, is not the case that something is self-caused): in Bliss and Priest’s (2018, p. 12) 
terms, «what goes for causation here does not (necessarily) go for metaphysical dependence».
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 Infinitism corresponds to the combination of anti-symmetry (AS), transitivity (T), anti-re-

flexivity (AR) and extendability (E). This position preserves the idea of a strict partial order, and 

this justifies the commitment to AS, T and AR. Nevertheless, the idea that grounding relies on a 

fundamental, ungrounded basis is dropped, so that the extendability assumption (E) can be accep-

ted, as opposed to Metaphysical Foundationalism. Hence, according to Infinitism, reality has a hie-

rarchical structure, but its grounding relations do not terminate in something fundamental – the 

structure of reality can be open-ended either in the direction in which the grounding relations go or 

in both directions. Therefore, Infinitism violates the first sense of fundamentality – being well-foun-

ded – specified above, for it clearly cannot be finitely grounded. One could though question wether 

a version of having a lower bound – that is the second, broader sense in which fundamentality can 

be understood – holds in an infinitist model; in principle, infinititely descending grounding chains 

are compatible with the idea of a lower bound, that is an independent fundamental element in which 

the elements of the chain are ultimately grounded. According to Tahko (2018) some more extreme 

interpretations of Infinitism fail to respect even this condition, i.e. those assuming an infinite com-

plexity, with non-fundamental entities being grounded in further non-fundamental entities in the lo-

wer level all the way down, without a termination and then without a full foundation. Another pos-

sibility is that of an infinite repetition, in which the same structure infinitely repeats itself (the fun-

damentalia being consequently identifiable at least at the level of general types of entities). Such 

structure is defined by Schaffer (2013, p. 505) a «boring infinite descent». 

 Infinitism is open to criticisms because an infinite regress is apparently introduced: in an 

infinitist framework, «reality cannot have an infinitist structure because, if it did, everything would 

simply fail to ‘obtain’ either its existence and/or the distinctive features that make it the existent that 

it is» (Morganti, 2018, p. 260). Still, as explained by Morganti (ibid.), a regress is not necessarily 

vicious: in analogy with epistemic infinitism, an infinitist structure of reality is in principle consi-

stent with an emergentist model of being, in which both the existence and the properties of entities 

are not transmitted from one level to another, but they simply emerge as a whole from the overall 

structure.  75

 In contrast to Infinitism, Coherentism (¬ AS, T, ¬ AR and E) abandons the very idea of a 

hierarchical, pyramidal structure of reality and – contradicting AS – posits entities which are sym-

metrically dependent on each other, so as to obtain cycles or loops. Since each loop leads back to 

the starting point, the AR assumption is violated as well: this motivates a serious objection to Cohe-

 Morganti mentions hierarchical cosmological models of the universe as specific examples of infinitist structures.75
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rentism, according to which genuinely informative metaphysical explanations presuppose anti-re-

flexive relations. Not surprisingly, grounding itself is generally taken to be anti-reflexive (see sec-

tion 3.1.2). Morganti illustrates some possible strategies to avoid this objection: first, the anti-refle-

xvity of grounding can be questioned without ending up with logically impossible intepretations of 

reality, as Bliss and Priest's (2018) taxonomy shows. Second, weaker interpretations of anti-reflexi-

vity can be endorsed in a coherentist model, such as quasi-reflexivity: «something is related to (in 

our case, partially grounds) itself if and only if it is related to something other than itself» (Morgan-

ti, 2018, p. 264). Of course, weakening anti-reflexivity in this way commits one to abandon anti-

symmetry as well, thus renouncing the standard principle that a cannot ground a. However, as poin-

ted out by Morganti (2018), the cost of dropping AS comes with significant explanatory advantages 

and then it is worth to take Coherentism as a relevant philosophical option.   76

 Coherentism plays a crucial role in the present discussion, because it offers a novel non-

foundationalist framework to interpret various structuralist positions. In particular, Morganti (2018) 

considers scientific Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) – and its main varieties explored in chapter 1 – 

as an interesting case-study in favour of metaphysical Coherentism. OSR typically claims that ob-

jects – if they exist – are derivative on the structure they belong to, which is supposed to belong to 

an upper, more fundamental level. Still, OSR can be also understood in a coherentist sense, with 

objects being determined by mutual dependence relations which occur at the same, 'horizontal' le-

vel.  

 In the next section, I will outline my own account of Weak Structuralism (WS) as a more 

moderate variety of Coherentism. At this stage, I will present WS as a broad methodological ap-

proach, which needs to be more specifically applied to be fully understood. In this context, my aim 

is just to state whether this view can be considered as a further account that combines the explanato-

ry advantages of Coherentism with some intuitions of Metaphysical Foundationalism. If this is the 

case, then WS can be put to work in both scientific and mathematical structuralism, where it may 

have interesting implications concerning the relationship between objects and structures and the in-

terpretation of objects. 

 For another defense of Coherentism, see Bliss (2014), claiming that the potential infinite regress generated by Cohe76 -
rentism is not necessarily vicious.
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3.2.2. Introducing Weak Structuralism (WS) 

Weak Structuralism (WS) appears as a specific application of two of the three perspectives (i.e. 

Foundationalism, Infinitism and Coherentism) illustrated above. In particular, WS can be presented 

as a mixture of Coherentism and Foundationalism, whereby some (although not all) features of each 

view are fruitfully maintained and combined. In fact, WS involves a mutual (not exactly symmetri-

cal) grounding relation and, under a peculiar interpretation to be explored below, the non-extendabi-

lity assumption; for reasons of terminological coherence, the latter will henceforth be referred to as 

the fundamentality (F) assumption. 

 While Coherentism adequately accounts for the (symmetrical) interdependence between ob-

jects of the same structure, WS addresses the relation between objects and the structure they belong 

to. In other words, objects are not only related to each other by symmetrical grounding relations – 

as in Coherentism – but they also stand in a mutual grounding relation with the structure they be-

long to. This relation includes an upward direction (from objects to structures) involving the identity 

dimension and a downward direction (from structure to objects) in which the existential dimension 

is at play. Following Lowe (2005) and Tahko and Lowe (2020), I understand identity as what makes 

objects the very objects they are. The bi-directionality of the relation relies on the distinction bet-

ween existential and identity grounding claims (introduced in section 3.1.2.) and can be characteri-

zed by two grounding claims holding at the same time, which I shall define Object Identity and Ob-

ject Existence: 

1) Objects Identity: objects are fully grounded for their identity (not for their existence) in the iden-

tity of the structure they belong to. 

2) Structure Existence: structures are fully grounded for their existence (not for their identity) in the 

existence of the objects constituting them. 

For the sake of simplicity, these claims are formulated in terms of entities, but note that they can be 

also rephrased in terms of facts. Each claim is asymmetrical on its own (AS) and does not lead back 

to the starting point, so that there is not something that has to be self-grounded (AR). However, WS 

is defined by the mutuality (M) of the global picture, for both claims are required to make WS cohe-

rent: objects cannot be individuated without structures, but structures themselves cannot exist wi-
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thout the relata constituting them. Of course, the present account requires introducing a distinction 

between a symmetric and a mutual conception of grounding.  

a) Symmetric grounding: if x grounds y, then y grounds x.  

b) Mutual grounding: if x grounds(I) y, then y grounds(E) x. 

In Mutual Grounding, take x to be structures and y to be objects. The subscripts (I) and (E) denote 

relativization to existence and identity respectively: if structures ground objects for their identity, 

then objects ground structures for their existence.  

A third grounding claim defines identity criteria for structures independently of objects themselves. 

3) Structure Identity: the identity of structures is fully grounded independently of objects themsel-

ves, with reference to higher, more abstract structures.  

Consistently with the metaphysical picture suggested by Metaphysical Foundationalism, Structure 

Identity suggests that there is actually a more fundamental level – that of high-order structures – 

ultimately grounding objects and structures, which instead are on the same ontological floor. A 

more precise characterization of claims (1-3) should be provided, clarifying first of all what objects, 

structures and 'higher' structures exactly amount to. However, recall that in this chapter my inten-

tion is just to outline WS as a promising conceptual framework which can be possibly implemented 

in scientific and mathematical structuralism – where Object Identity, Structure Existence and Struc-

ture Identity will be spelled out with respect to the relevant context.  

 For now, let us lay out some preliminary considerations which will be useful in the follo-

wing chapters. In scientific structuralism, objects correspond first and foremost to quantum particles 

and structures to the physical relations in which they stand, such as quantum entanglement. In ma-

thematical structuralism, objects are numbers (e.g natural numbers) and structures the abstract ma-

thematical structures they are embedded in (e.g. the natural numbers structure). In both domains, 

the problem of providing identity criteria for physical and mathematical structures naturally arises. 

In chapter 1, I showed that ontic structuralists describe physical structures in terms of symmetry 

groups of group-theory, which are the mathematical counter-part of quantum entanglement states. 

According to this interpretation, which historically traces back to Cassirer, Born, Weyl and Edding-

ton, quantum systems are reducible to the relations of symmetry groups. In mathematical ante rem 
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structuralism, Shapiro (1997) individuates structures by referring to their isomorphism types, as il-

lustrated in chapter 2. Therefore, both scientific and mathematical structuralism identify abstract, 

'higher' structures (symmetry groups and isomorphism types respectively) which are useful to indi-

viduate the physical and mathematical structures at hand. 

 Once I have specified what the entities in Objects Identity (1), Structure Existence (2) and 

Structure Identity (3) could be, it is worth noting that WS has two major outcomes, resulting from 

the combination of claims (1) - (3): 

i) Object Identity (1) and Structure Existence (2) entail a peculiar interpretation of objects, 

whose identity is determined by the relevant structures, but whose existence is necessary to 

posit relations (and hence structures) themselves. On this view, objects cannot be individuals 

in a proper sense (they are entirely defined by the structure and then lack intrinsic properties) 

but rather they are more generic entities or things which are subject to the predication of 

properties and may exist independently of structures. I label such entities quasi-thin objects, 

endowed with both structural properties and non-structural kind properties, i.e. the properties 

establishing the set of kinds in which physical and mathematical objects come sorted. On the 

one hand, physical kind properties qualify quantum particles as electrons, muons, etc.; on the 

other hand, mathematical kind properties qualify numbers as naturals, relatives, reals, etc. I 

will develop this conception in both scientific and mathematical structuralism, interpreting 

quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objects and numbers as quasi-thin mathematical ob-

jects. The focus on kind properties and their specific features allows us to explain what ma-

kes physical and mathematical objects quasi-thin: in particular, kind properties provide us 

with tools to consider such objects numerically distinguishable independently of structures. 

As I am going to show in chapter 4, sec. 4.2.2, the concept of numerical distinguishability 

should be kept distinct from the thicker notion of identity – which, as showed by Object 

Identity (1), is entirely structural. More specific definitions of quasi-thin objects, kind pro-

perties and their advantages will be provided in chapters 4 and 5. Some clarifications con-

cerning how WS differs from other positions in scientific and mathematical structuralism 

will also be given in due corse. 

ii) Structure Identity (3) clarifies WS's conception of fundamentality (F). Although WS includes 

two different grounding relations, their mutuality within the overall picture ensures that ob-

jects and structures belong to the same fundamental level; hence, the resulting grounding 
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relation appears to be not well-founded in the standard sense (i.e. finitely grounded). Still, 

the individuation of structures via higher structures (symmetry groups for physical structures 

and isomorphism types for mathematical structures) provides a bound from below for both 

Object Identity and Structure Existence: given that objects are grounded for their identity in 

structures, both objects and structures are bounded from below for their identity in higher 

structures, which are not part of the grounding chain obtaining between objects and structu-

res.  The idea of a lower bound captures adequately WS's conception of fundamentality, 77

which clearly differs from that presupposed by Infinitism and Coherentism (assuming forms 

of extendability) but at the same time is weaker than the form of non-extendability adopted 

in Metaphysical Foundationalism, where entities are well-founded or finitely grounded.  

These clarifications make it plausible to say that WS involves mutuality (M), anti-reflexivity (AR), 

transitivity (T), and weak-fundamentality (W-F) – understood as being bounded from below. If mu-

tuality is interpreted in accordance with principle (b) above (i.e. according to Mutual Grounding), 

thus including two distinct interpretations of the grounding relation, then it seems compatible with 

AR. Therefore, WS also advocates a possible strategy to preserve anti-reflexive relations in a con-

text of mutual dependence, distinguished from that proposed by Morganti (2018) for Coherentism. 

This particular combination of properties distinguishes my own proposal from the other non-foun-

dationalist options considered by Bliss and Priest, for it endorses both a coherentist ingredient with 

respect to the relationship between objects and structures, and a foundationalist ingredient with re-

spect to the relationship between structures and high-order structures. My intention is to argue that 

WS introduces a special case of grounding which can be taken seriously along with the other non-

foundationalist approaches. First – if M and AR are consistent – WS can be accepted as logically 

possible. 

 Second, WS appears to be worth endorsing not only as a logically plausible option, but also 

as an explanatorily promising position. On the one hand, similarly to Infinitism and Coherentism, 

WS entails a broader, non-foundationalist approach to metaphysical explanation; in particular, WS 

advances a holistic explanation, tracking the relation of Mutual Grounding, where objects and struc-

 Of course, the grounding question arises also for higher-order structures; in this respect, several options may be open; 77

their identity can be either grounded in even higher structures, or assumed as primitive. However, I will not go into de-
tail as regards the issue of the identity of high-order structures, although I acknowledge that this is an open question that 
is worth to explore.
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tures are on a par but structures ground/explain objects for their identity and objects ground/explain 

structures for their existence. This interpretation seems to be explanatorily advantageous, by provi-

ding a wider range of hypotheses in the description of the physical reality. On the other hand, WS 

does not seem affected by the typical vicious-regress objections that generally concern non-founda-

tionalist positions, thus being also metaphysically advantageous:  the reference to a mutual, but not 78

properly symmetric grounding relation and to the idea of having a lower bound allows drawing a 

new link between grounding and fundamentality, in which objects and structures are on the same 

ontological floor and yet ultimately grounded in what I called higher structures. 

The metaphysical benefits of WS will be discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 5, where this position 

will be applied to scientific and mathematical structuralism respectively.  

 Bliss and Priest (2018) deem these objections not well-motivated and concerning causal, rather than metaphysical 78

explanation. However, I am here presupposing that these worries should be considered, also because they are connected 
with some typical criticisms to (not foundationalist) structuralist ontologies, i.e. those raised by MacBride (2006) who 
argues that relations presuppose the individuality of objects, rather than grounding it, and Lowe (2012) according to 
whom a coherent structuralist ontology should include at least some self-individuating entities.
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4. Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) and Quasi-Thin Physical Objects 

In chapter 3, I outlined Weak Structuralism (WS) as a promising conceptual framework which 

combines the explanatory advantages of non-foundationalism with some intuitions of the received 

view. In this chapter, I am going to apply this position to scientific structuralism, defining it Weak 

Scientific Structuralism (WSS). Before doing so, I will investigate the metaphysical commitments 

of Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) and its main varieties. In the scientific structuralist literature, the 

relationship between objects and structures has been accounted for in terms of supervenience and 

ontological dependence. Ontological dependence, in particular, turns out to be a suitable notion to 

make sense of the metaphysical claims at hand in OSR. French (2010) has submitted a taxonomy of 

the main OSR views in terms of dependence, showing that Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR 

and Moderate OSR (illustrated in chapter 1) can be articulated by referring to different forms of de-

pendence (see chapter 3). 

 Significantly, ontological dependence has some features which suggest a non-eliminative 

approach to objects, thus ruling out Eliminative OSR – which is subject to the serious 'relation wi-

thout relata' objection (chap. 1, sec. 1.2.1) – as a meaningful interpretation of Quantum Mechanics 

(QM). However, in chapter 1 (sec. 1.2.2) I argued that Priority-based and Moderate OSR presuppo-

se a very thin conception of object, which is not immune from variations of the 'relation without 

relata' objection. In this respect, I will develop Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) as a further 

variety of OSR. WSS, consistently with the broader metaphysical picture outlined in chapter 3 (sec. 

3.2.2), is expressed in terms of grounding, and in particular in terms of Mutual Grounding – which 

in this context will be applied to the physical objects and physical structures OSR is concerned 

with. Some general advantages of adopting grounding – rather than dependence – in order to inve-

stigate the structure of reality have already been presented in chapter 3. More specific benefits of a 

grounding-based interpretation of OSR will be advanced in this chapter, showing that grounding fits 

better with the prospects of securing the explanatory role that structures play in OSR. Mutual 

Grounding allows re-considering the relationship between objects and structures and to introduce 

quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objects. Quasi-thin physical objects – to be distinguished 

from thin objects as understood in both Priority-based and Moderate-OSR – seem to provide a stra-

tegy to avoid the 'relation without relata' objection. At the same time, Mutual Grounding – despite 

being a reciprocal relation – is consistent with the idea that structures are ultimately prior to objects. 
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4.1. The metaphysical commitments of OSR  

OSR, as opposed to Epistemic Structural Realism (ESR), is a metaphysical thesis entailing the in-

terpretation of structures as ontologically self-subsistent entities and the metaphysical decomposi-

tion of objects in purely structural terms. As I showed in chapter 1, both the relationship between 

structures and objects and the nature of objects have been differently characterized in the main va-

rieties of OSR, which I defined Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. 

Accordingly, these views are associated with different metaphysical theses, which it is worth taking 

into account. 

 Let us consider Priority-based OSR, which offers a useful starting point to evaluate the me-

taphysical import of OSR. Priority-based OSR admits both structures and objects in the inventory 

of what there is. Still structures bear all the ontological weight. This results in the idea that structu-

res are fundamental and prior to objects. Concerning the fundamentality of structures, Priority-ba-

sed OSR is committed to the claim that that structures – not objects – belong to the ontological fun-

damental level. As nicely put by McKenzie (2014, p. 353): 

    
   Even if there should exist a set of ‘fundamental objects’ […] it is not the case that such objects 

would qualify as truly fundamental. Rather, in their view, the most basic metaphysical level of the 
world is constituted solely by the structures that our best physical theories describe. 

The priority of structure is typically expressed by saying that putative physical objects are depen-

dent, in a fashion yet to be clarified, upon relevant structures. For examples, French (2010, p. 104) 

takes OSR as committed to the view that «each fundamental physical object depends on the structu-

re to which it belongs». In similar vein, Ladyman and Ross (2007, p. 130) say that «according to 

OSR (ontic structural realism), even the identity or the individuality of objects depends on the rela-

tional structure of the world». On this interpretation, Priority-based OSR appears to be committed 

to two theses, which I shall call the Fundamentality Thesis and the Priority Thesis respectively. 
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Fundamentality Thesis. All fundamental physical entities are structures. 

Priority Thesis. Fundamental structures are prior to putative physical objects if these exist.  79

  

When it comes to the articulation of Eliminative OSR, it is important to observe that this view en-

tails a reductive reading of the Priority Thesis. In fact, recall that Eliminative OSR has no room for 

objects even at a non-fundamental level. Hence, while the Fundamentality Thesis is maintained, the 

Priority Thesis amounts to some form of ontological reduction. On this interpretation, the Priority 

Thesis can be rephrased as a Reduction Thesis: putative fundamental physical objects ontologically 

reduce to structures. On this view, objects can be regarded as empty places of the priority relation in 

question. 

 The Fundamentality Thesis rules out that objects are fundamental entities. However, some 

ontic structuralists favour a more moderate interpretation of the Fundamentality Thesis, one accor-

ding to which only some fundamental physical entities are structures and others are objects. This is 

the case for Moderate-OSR, which replaces the Fundamentality Thesis and the Priority Thesis with 

a Parity Thesis, according to which structures and objects are ontologically on a par, or equi-fun-

damental. Thus, this view is not an eliminative one. Yet it is not a priority-based either, for objects 

and structures symmetrically depend on each other.  

 Any form of OSR should find a clear articulation of the Fundamentality Thesis, the Priority 

Thesis and their variations, i.e the Reduction Thesis (rephrasing the Priority Thesis in Eliminative 

OSR) and the Parity Thesis (rephrasing both the Priority Thesis and the Fundamentality Thesis in 

Moderate OSR). In what follows, I will consider an interpretation of them in terms of dependence, 

which appears more suitable than supervenience. In sec. 4.2. I will refer to grounding and its advan-

tages to examine the metaphysical commitments of Weak Scientific Structuralism in light of the 

considerations put forward in chapter 3. 

 The Fundamentality Thesis and the Priority Thesis rephrase in a structuralist sense the fundamentality assumption 79

(there is something fundamental) and the hierarchy assumption (reality is hierarchically structured by ontological de-
pendence and grounding relations which are anti-symmetric, anti-reflexive, and transitive), which Bliss and Priest 
(2018) attribute to Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF). In Priority-based OSR, the Fundamentality Thesis takes struc-
tures to be the fundamental entities of reality, while the Priority Thesis states that structures are prior to objects in the 
sense that only structures belong to the truly fundamental level, whereas objects belong to a less fundamental one.
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4.1.1. OSR and dependence 

According to French (2010, p. 98) «there is a lack of clarity regarding the relationship between ob-

jects and structures, and it is also one that effects a separation between the eliminativist and non-

eliminativist forms of ontic structural realism». To the aim of filling this gap, some ontic structura-

lists have invoked the notion of supervenience. For example, recall that Ladyman and Ross interpret 

OSR as the view that the world has «an objective modal structure that is ontologically fundamental, 

in the sense of not supervening on the intrinsic properties of a set of individuals» (2007, p. 130). 

The problem with supervenience is that that this notion is too coarse-grained for capturing the prio-

rity of structures over objects, and it does not guarantee an explanatory connection between them. 

Supervenience tracks only a modal covariation between certain things, thereby leaving us in the 

dark about why it holds. For example, McKenzie (2014, p. 357) argues that: 

      
    supervenience is not at all explanatory of any relationship between the sub- and supervenient relata; 

it is often regarded as at best an indication that it is worth looking for an explanation of the evident 

connection between them, while not explanatory of it.  80

By contrast, ontological dependence captures more precisely the relationship between objects and 

structures. In fact, as suggested in chapter 3 (sec. 3.1.1), ontological dependence is a metaphysical 

and explicative notion which expresses a non-causal priority relation between things.  

Significantly, different forms of dependence elucidate different forms of OSR, providing a taxono-

my in which Priority-based OSR, Eliminative OSR and Moderate OSR are distinguished. 

French (2010, p. 105) describes Priority-based OSR as follows:   81

1) The identity of the putative objects/nodes is (asymmetrically) dependent on that of the relations 

of the structure.  

 Wollf (2011) raises a different objection to supervenience, focused on the link between reduction and supervenience: 80

«for A to reduce to B, A has to supervene on B. For A to supervene on B, there cannot be a change in A without a chan-
ge in B» (ibid. p. 611). However, the modal force carried by supervenience is too weak to establish such a reduction 
claim; moreover, counterexamples from physics shows that supervenience does not hold in the case of representations 
and symmetry groups. Consequently, representations do not reduce to symmetry groups.

 French (2010) defines this view Weak Structural Realism (WSR).81
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Priority-based OSR understands the relation between objects and structures asymmetrically (objects 

are admitted in the ontology, though as less fundamental than the structures they belong to) and fo-

cuses on the notion of identity, which on this view is understood contextually and defined with re-

spect to weak PII (see chapter 1, sec. 1.1.3). According to French, the asymmetrical notion of de-

pendence at play is adequately captured by Lowe’s (2005) identity dependence (ID) which, as pre-

viously mentioned, is asymmetrical and, as such, vindicates the Fundamentality Thesis and the 

Priority Thesis which are crucial in Priority-based OSR. 

ID: x depends for its identity upon y = df there is a two-place predicate “F” such that it is part of the 

essence of x that x is related by F to y.  

Let us turn to Eliminative OSR. On this view, there is no question concerning the identity of objects 

as there is no room for objects in the ontology: «what exists then are not objects in any ontological 

sense» (French 2010, p. 106). Fairly obviously, there is no question concerning the existence of ob-

jects either – they are not genuine structure-occupants or relata of relations. Since Eliminative OSR 

denies the ontological robustness of objects, it is questionable whether a dependence relation ap-

plies at all. However, one could follow French (2010) and grant that objects and structures stand in 

a merely conceptual relation, according to which objects are interpreted as useful theoretical con-

structs which are entirely reduced to their structural features (in accordance with the interpretation 

of the Priority Thesis as a Reduction Thesis): 

    

   Our putative objects only exist, in a sense, if the relevant structure exists and the dependence is such 
that there is nothing to them—intrinsic properties, identity, constitution, whatever—that is not ca-
shed out, metaphysically speaking, in terms of this structure. […] this account amounts to claiming 
a form of mere conceptual dependence between objects and structure. (French 2010, p. 106). 

If this is the case, then the following definition of Eliminative OSR can be provided: 

2) the very constitution (or essence) of the putative objects is dependent on the relations of the 

structures.   
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This intuition is clarified by Fine’s (1995) rigid essential (existential) account of dependence 

(EDER), which captures adequately the reformulation of the Priority Thesis as a Reduction Thesis. 

Objects solely exist (i.e. as theoretical constructs) if the relevant structure exists and there is no-

thing to them (identity, constitution, etc.) which can be defined independently of the structure: 

EDER:  x depends essentially existentially upon y = df it is part of the essence of x that x exists only 

if y exists. 

Lastly, Moderate OSR introduces a symmetrical relation of dependence between objects and struc-

tures, that are ontologically on a par. As explained by French (2010, p. 104):  

3): the identity of the objects/nodes is (symmetrically) dependent on that of the relations of the 

structure and viceversa.   

French expresses this conception by the (rigid) modal-existential account of dependence (EDR), 

which allows for symmetrical relations  and is laid out as follows: 82

EDR: x depends for its existence upon y = df necessarily, x exists only if y exists. 

However, the modal-existential account of dependence is subject to several counter-examples (chap. 

3, sec. 3.1.1). Moreover, this account does not capture the essential/identity dimension that is clear-

ly involved in OSR. For this reason, Wolff (2011) suggests to interpret Moderate OSR in terms of 

essence, and specifically in terms of Fine's (1995) notion of constitutive essential dependence. In 

fact, costitutive essential dependence admits symmetric dependence in the case in which objects are 

simultaneously defined. On this basis, Fine distinguishes this form of dependence from priority – 

which is clearly asymmetrical:  «this will lead to a mutual dependence, without priority, which 83

might well be what moderate structural realists intend» (Wolff, 2011, p. 15). Differently put, consti-

 Tahko and Lowe (2020, sec. 2.1.) consider as an example the relation between Socrates and its life, which are said to 82

be dependent on each other.

 In introducing non-circular simultaneous definitions, Fine claims that «given mis cycle-tolerant notion of dependen83 -
ce, priority can then be defined as the non-reciprocal case» (Fine, 1995, p. 284).
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tutive essential dependence fits well with the Parity Thesis which is implicitly endorsed by Modera-

te OSR. 

  

4.1.2. Supporting a non-eliminative approach towards objects  

A reflection on ontological dependence itself allows us evaluate the tenability of each form of OSR. 

Wolff (2011, p. 2) discusses the role of ontological dependence in scientific structuralism and ar-

gues that «only certain forms of structural realism can be articulated using ontological dependence». 

Significantly, ontological dependence cannot serve the purpose of accounting for an eliminative in-

terpretation of the relation between objects and structures. Ontological dependence is not an elimi-

native relation and requires that both the relata of the relation (objects and structures) should exist. 

To say that x ontologically depends on y means that y is prior to x, which is less fundamental than y; 

but this does not mean that y is to be eliminated: «unlike supervenience, ontological dependence is 

an explanatory relation and unlike a reduction claim, a claim of ontological dependence does not 

eliminate one of the relata. (Wolff, 2011, p. 12)».  

 By these means, the appeal to ontological dependence – which appears to be an adequate  

and fine-grained tool to account for the relationship between objects and structures – favours non-

eliminative views, thus leaving us with Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. According to Wolff 

(2011), Priority-based OSR – as captured by Lowe’s (asymmetrical) identity dependence (ID) – ap-

pears to be the most compelling alternative to eliminative OSR:  

    Of the three versions of ontic structural realism discussed at the beginning [the three forms recogni-
zed by French, 2010, Ed.] only thin-object OSR comes close to being articulated using essential 
dependence as the relation between objects and structure» (Wollf, 2011, p. 16). 

In fact, Moderate OSR meets with some difficulties even if it is interpreted according to the Finean 

notion of constitutive essential dependence: while in a structuralist framework it is plausible to say 

that an object is defined by the role it plays in a structure, and then by the relations of the structure, 

the other way round seems quite odd, for standardly roles in a structure are determined by the struc-
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tural relations, and not by the objects occupying them (Wolff, 2011, p. 15).  Even more seriously, a 84

symmetric notion of dependence clashes with the standard idea that explanations are asymmetric 

(see Lowe, 2003). Of course, an alternative is to understand the relationship between objects and 

structures as a mere conceptual relation (Esfeld and Lam, 2011) where relations are the modes in 

which objects exist (see chapter, 1, sec. 2.1.2). Still, on this re-elaboration of Moderate OSR, objec-

ts are actually identified with the relations in which they stand and it is unclear how Moderate OSR 

differs from Eliminative OSR.

Similarly, as mentioned in chapter 1, Priority-based OSR is questionable for the conception 

of thin objects it is committed to, which turn out to be too weak and too structurally defined to be 

admitted in the structural ontology and to be properly distinguished from the structure they belong 

to – thus being subject to variations of the 'relation without relata' objection affecting Eliminative 

OSR. Moreover, on this view, other worries concern the individuation of the relevant physical struc-

tures; as observed by O' Conaill (2014, p. 288) «French does not clarify whether the identities of the 

relations are to be understood as individual essences or as the relation of identity applied to each of 

the (structural) relations». In other words, the very identity of physical structures, on which they 

identity of objects depends, remains to be spelled out.  

 This is related to the problem of establishing which structures (concrete or abstract) deter-

mine objects for their identity:  if we assume that the relevant structures are concrete, as OSRists 85

tend to suggest, then the concreteness of structures depends on the spatio-temporality of the objects 

constituting them. However, each physical structure can be abstracted in a corresponding mathema-

tical structure, with objects being mere nodes or positions within them. So, the problem with Priori-

ty-based OSR (and also with Moderate OSR) is that if physical objects are entirely reduced to their 

structural features, then they are indistinguishable from their mathematical counter-parts. Therefore, 

«the difference between them must be a matter of one kind of object having either a structural featu-

re or a non-structural feature which the other lacks [...]. (O'Conaill, 2014, p. 293)». Arguably, phy-

sical objects and their corresponding mathematical objects share the totality of their structural rela-

tions, so we need to ground their distinction in a non-structural property. Doing so, though, seems to 

undermine the Priority-based OSR's claim that physical objects entirely depend for their identity on 

the structural features of the concrete structures they belong to. On this basis, O'Conaill presents 

 This formulation is due to the fact that Wollf (2011) characterizes the relationship between objects and structures by 84

taking into account structures, the positions/roles within them and the objects which may occupy these positions.

 Recall that this is one of the standard objection to OSR, according to which it is committed to the unpleasant result 85

that physical and mathematical structures should be identified. 
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three possible strategies to understand the relationship between concrete and abstract structures: i) 

taking spazio-temporality to be a structural property (French, 2006); ii) claiming that concrete struc-

tures, but not mathematical ones, have an inherently modal-causal character (French, 2010; Esfeld, 

2009); iii) denying that any distinction between concrete and abstract structures obtains (Ladyman 

and Ross, 2007). Each option raises further problems for Priority-based OSR: first, it is not obvious 

how to characterize spazio-temporality structurally – against (i).  Second, similar difficulties arise 86

when it comes to define the causality of structures, for causal efficacy is intuitively a non-structural 

property of structures – against (ii). Third, identifying concrete and abstract structures raises further 

technical difficulties and seems to run counter OSR, which requires concrete structures to be an in-

terpretation of the physical world – against (iii).  

 In the remainder of the chapter, I will develop an alternative conception of objects, by recal-

ling WS as outlined in chapter 3. As I am going to show, the application of WS to the more specific 

context of OSR – introducing what I shall define Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) – has several 

advantages: first, the appeal to the notion of grounding, rather than dependence, captures more pre-

cisely the metaphysical commitments of OSR. Second, the interpretation of objects as quasi-thin 

objects – endowed with both structural and non-structural properties – provides an alternative stra-

tegy to distinguish physical structures from the corresponding mathematical structures (i.e. argua-

bly, symmetry groups of group-theory) without renouncing the claim that the identity of objects is 

determined by the structures. Third, the notion of shared structure (Landry, 2007) suggests a possi-

ble way to individuate physical structures by means of symmetry groups of group theory. This no-

tion, which has been introduced in the context of a semantic view of scientific theories, has intere-

sting applications in WSS, where it provides a compelling strategy to conceptualize WSS's interpre-

tation of fundamentality. Fourth, quasi-thin physical objects seem to escape the 'relation without 

relata' objection.  

 For a more extensive understanding of this problem, related to the substantivalist-relationist interpretations of space-86

time, see O' Conaill (2014, sec. IV).
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4.2. WSS and Mutual Grounding 

As anticipated, one of the main problems of OSR is the elimination of objects from the fundamental 

ontology of the world – in Eliminative OSR – or, alternatively, the reduction of objects to their 

structural features – in Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR, where objects are either mere nodes 

somehow emerging from structures or bearers/bundles of relations. Weak Structuralism (WS) can 

be adapted to the scientific structuralist framework as a response to these difficulties. In fact, as 

shown in chapter 3, WS relies on a relation of Mutual Grounding which naturally supports the in-

troduction of more substantial objects in the ontology. Before examining this relation, and the diffe-

rent claims it is articulated in, it is worth to dwell on the merits of grounding in the context of OSR. 

The main advantage of invoking grounding to elucidate OSR concerns the link between grounding 

and explanation. This connection permits to safeguard the explanatory priority of structures in ma-

king sense of derivative physical objects – objects are explanatorily dependent on structures. If 

structures ground physical objects, and if groundees (what does the grounding work) explain or 

help explaining what is grounded, then structures explain or help explaining physical objects. As 

shown in chapter 3, the complete story of how to relate grounding and explanation is more compli-

cated than this. Still, the principles of 'inheritance' and 'involvement' (see sec. 3.1.3) suffice in this 

framework to account for the link between grounding and explanation, which is plausibly stronger 

than that presupposed by dependence (cf. Tahko, 2015) and supervenience (which lacks a clear ex-

planatory import). In fact, the very idea of grounding is motivated, at least partially, by the observa-

tion that this notion underlies a variety of claims where something holds because or in virtue of ano-

ther. A second merit of grounding concerns its connection with the notion of metaphysical determi-

nation. McKenzie (forthcoming) argues that ontological dependence does not ensure determination. 

What grounds this worry is the possibility of dependence without determination (McKenzie forth-

coming, pp. 10-11). As an example, McKenzie considers the possible entanglement relation bet-

ween two electrons. If we assume, taking into account the 'relation without relata' objection, that 

relations cannot exist without relata, then this seems to be a case where the entanglement relation 

would be dependent on the two electrons, but it would be incorrect to argue that the electrons (and 

their properties) determine the entanglement relation. To give another example, one might think that 
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particles are dependent on spacetime symmetries without the latter determining the former.  By 87

contrast, grounding is a constitutive form of determination or, as Fine puts it, a «determinative con-

nection» (2012, p. 37). Therefore, grounding is preferable to dependence in OSR because it blocks 

the problematic possibility of dependence without determination.  

 As argued by Wolff (2011), one of the key features of ontological dependence is to be a non-

reductive notion that, as such, is suitable to describe non-eliminative OSR-views. Is grounding non-

reductive as well? As suggested in chapter 3, sec. 3.1.2. the relationship between grounding and re-

duction is controversial. However, some authors (Audi, 2012; Tahko, 2015) – contradicting the idea 

of grounding as delivering an ontological free lunch – have suggested that grounding is non-elimi-

native, and that the grounded entities/facts are an addition of being over and above the facts/entities 

they are grounded in. Therefore, it seems plausible to take grounding, like dependence, as a non-

eliminative notion which fits well with non-eliminative interpretations of OSR. 

 Given the advantages that grounding brings to OSR, we are in the position to recall its non-

foundationalist reformulation – Mutual Grounding – advanced by Weak Structuralism. In fact, Mu-

tual Grounding as defined above (i.e. if x grounds(I) y, then y grounds(E) x) re-conceptualizes the 

relationship between quantum particles and physical structures in a way that allows us to individua-

te a new category of objects – quasi-thin physical objects – distinguished from the conception of 

objects presupposed by both Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. Let us define this view Weak 

Scientific Structuralism (WSS). The main features of quasi-thin objects will be illustrated by inve-

stigating their structural and non-structural properties and by providing two more specific defini-

tions of quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objects. In particular, along the lines of Wolff 

(2011), non-structural properties of quantum particles will be identified with their kind properties – 

distinguishing electrons, muons, etc. On this basis, the two main claims of Mutual Grounding (Ob-

ject Identity and Structure Existence) will be cashed out with respect to quantum particles and phy-

sical structures, claiming that quantum particles – when entangled – are grounded in quantum en-

tanglement structures for their identity, while quantum entanglement structures are grounded in 

quantum particles for their existence. Assuming the difference between Mutual Grounding and 

symmetric grounding (chap. 3. sec. 3.2.2), objects and structures in WSS turn out to be mutually, 

 However, it is not clear if this objection to ontological dependence concerns all forms of dependence illustrated in 87

chapter 3 (sec. 3.1.1); for example, Tahko and Lowe take identity dependence (ID) – which is more fine-grained than 
modal-existential dependence – to express «the determination of the individuality of objects in terms of the individuali-
ty of other objects». (Tahko and Lowe, 2020, sec. 4.2, my emphasis). In a similar vein, Tahko (2015, p. 100) claims: «to 
say that the identity of x depends on the identity of y is to say that which thing of its kind y is metaphysically determines 
which thing of its kind x is».
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but not symmetrically grounded in each other. Significantly, in WSS, objects appear to be substan-

tial enough to respond to the 'relation without relata' objection and yet thin enough to preserve the 

priority of structures, which will be spelled out in accordance with Structure Identity – the third 

grounding claim WSS is based on.  

4.2.1. OSR's structural objects and quasi-thin physical objects 

Let us now introduce quasi-thin objects by comparing them with objects as understood in Priority-

based and Moderate OSR. The focus on these two views is motivated by the fact that Eliminative 

OSR does not admit objects at all in the ontology, which consists of structures only. Both Priority-

based and Moderate OSR seem to suggest an entirely structural characterization of physical objects, 

one in which quantum particles are entirely defined by their structural properties.  

This point is made clear by Busch (2003, p. 214): 

   In insisting on the importance of structural properties over non-structural properties, it seems at first 

sight that the ontic structuralist has adopted a primacy view of second-order properties over first-  
order properties. 

In other words, in OSR structural properties are primary and non-structural properties are seconda-

ry, thus contrasting the standard object-oriented metaphysics which takes non-structural properties 

and structural properties to be first-order properties and second-order properties respectively. A first 

issue concerns how to characterize structural and non-structural properties in OSR more precisely. 

A definition of structural properties has been already suggested in the context of mathematical 

structuralism. In fact, in chapter 2 (sec. 2.2.3), I showed that one way to specify structural proper-

ties of objects (i.e. the invariance account) is to refer to the properties which remain invariant under 

structure-transformations. Significantly, a similar definition can be applied in OSR, where structural 

properties of quantum particles (i.e. state-dependent properties such as position and momentum) are 

generally described as those properties which remain invariant under symmetry-groups transfor-

tions in group theory.  
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As specified by Ladyman (2020, sec. 4.1.):  

     

   We have various representations of some physical structure which may be transformed or translated 
into one another, and then we have an invariant state under such transformations which represents 
the objective state of affairs.  

However, this definition admits exceptions, consisting of the state-independent properties of 

quantum particles. McKenzie (forthcoming) takes kind properties as a prominent example: 

     

     Let us first take it as a datum that the objects of physics come sorted into kinds, as characterized by 
a set of determinate values of determinable physical properties, such as determinate mass, charge, 
and spin. For brevity, let us refer to these determinate properties collectively definitive of kinds as 
the determinate kind properties. (McKenzie, forthcoming, p. 5). 

On McKenzie's view, kind properties are part of the concept of object as opposed to the con-

cept of structure, i.e. they set out the criteria for defining objects in physics. In a similar vein, 

Wollf (2011) refers to kind properties as the properties which qualify particles as electrons, 

muons, etc. Wollf (2011, p.9) specifically refers to mass and spin properties as non-structural, 

kind properties of  quantum particles: 

     How do we make sense of the difference between muons and electrons if not through the difference 
in mass between muons and electrons? Mass is a state-independent property, not a state-dependent 

property[...].  Different kinds of systems can be in a singlet state, and while it is true that neither 

particle can be said to be the spin-up or the spin-down particle, it makes a difference for physics 
what kind of particles are in a particular singlet state, e.g. whether they are electrons or muons. 
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Some clarifications concerning kind properties are needed, since they play a crucial role in the pre-

sent discussion. A first issue concerns whether kind properties are reducible to a structural, group-

theoretic characterization. The problem surfaces in the following passage by (Wolff, 2011, p. 16). 

   The starting point for a structural account of properties like mass and spin is the classification by 

Wigner ([1939]) of particles as irreducible representations of the Poincarè group. [...] Wigner's 

classification reveals how the different kinds of particles belong to a common structure, the structu-

re of the Poincare ́ group, by showing how different kinds of (elementary) particles can be thought 

of as different irreducible representations of that group.

More recent attempts to apply this reduction have been performed by Castellani (1998) and Muller, 

(2009; 2011). For example, Muller (2011, p. 232) claims that «properties of elementary particles 

like mass, charge and spin-magnitude [...] are determined by symmetry relations, which makes 

them acceptable for the structural realist». 

 However, both Wolff (2011) and McKenzie (forthcoming) consider this strategy unsucces-

sful. Wolff (p.16) argues that it is unclear how symmetry groups can be concrete structures, «unless 

we take the particles to instantiate this structure, in which case we might worry that the particles are 

far from being eliminable». More importantly, even if we accept such structural analysis of kind 

properties, state-independent properties are hardly reducible to structures: «the different kinds of 

particles have different values for mass, and accordingly they have to be thought of as different irre-

ducible representations of the same group» (Wolff, 2011, p. 17). As a consequence, representations 

are not reducible to symmetry groups and a structural account of state-independent properties by no 

means supports a reductionist reading of structuralism. Indeed, this poses another serious threat to 

OSR – to be added to the objections illustrated in chapter 1, sec. 1.2.1, 1.2.2 – and specifically to 

Eliminative OSR. 

 Another serious counter-example comes from McKenzie (forthcoming) in the context of 

Quantum Field Theory (QFT). McKenzie takes the fundamental structures to be the symmetry 

groups of QFT, such as the Poincaré Group, and objects to be ‘fundamental’ kinds such as boson 

kinds and fermion kinds. While specific local gauge symmetries uniquely determine the bosons 

kinds that there will be, their specific integer spin and that they are massless (in the case of unbro-

ken symmetries), the symmetry groups do not entail «which kinds of fermions we can expect to be 
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instantiated» because, unlike boson kinds, their determinate kind properties are not «similarly uni-

quely determined» (McKenzie, forthcoming, p. 18). For example, the relevant symmetry groups do 

not entail the determinate masses of fermions that we can expect to find in nature. McKenzie (p.) 

concludes that «thus claims made by structuralists that the ‘properties of elementary particles like 

mass, charge and spin-magnitude [...] are determined by symmetry relations [...]’ (Muller [2011], p. 

232) would in fact seem to be simply untrue».   88

 More broadly, McKenzie's argument aims at showing not only that a reductionist (and thus 

eliminativist) interpretation of OSR fails, but also that Priority-based OSR in the idiom of determi-

nation «must be regarded as unfounded» (p.23). Kind properties are neither reducible to structural 

properties, as already pointed out by Wolff (2011), nor describable in structuralist terms, for there 

are counter-examples from physics – the case of fermions – where state-independent properties are 

not determined by the relevant symmetry groups. In other words: 

   
    
    should the kind properties essential to fundamental objects prove [...] amenable to structuralist ana-

lysis, then, priority-based structuralism will be home and dry. Unfortunately, however, things are 
not so easy in the case of kind properties. On the contrary, it seems that these pose an obstacle to 
priority-based structuralism that we currently have no idea how to circumvent. (McKenzie, forth-
coming, p. 18). 

Along the lines of Wolff (2011) and McKenzie (forthcoming), I support the idea that kind proper-

ties, as state-independent properties, should not be analyzed structurally. However, as I am going to 

show in the next sections, this does not commit one to renounce structuralism, but rather to rethink 

the relationship of fundamentality between objects and structures consistently with the metaphysical 

picture suggested by WSS.  

 Second, there is the question whether kind properties are intrinsic properties. Intuitively, 

non-structural kind properties do not correspond to intrinsic properties, defined as the «properties 

that are independent of whether the object is alone or accompanied by other objects» (Esfeld and 

Lam 2011, p. 144): in fact, kind properties do not fix the identity of objects as individuals, but as 

‘packaged’ into kinds (given by determinate correlations of mass, spin, charge). However, one has 

to acknowledge that the question of the 'intrinsicality' of kind properties is controversial; for exam-

 The remarks contained in this paragraph are taken from Bianchi and Giannotti (2021).88
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ple, McKenzie (forthcoming, p. 8) describes objects as follows: «the category of objects consists of 

pluralities of entities defined in terms of a shared set of determinate kind properties, where at least 

some of these properties are intrinsic properties». However, it is noteworthy that, on McKenzie's 

view, some – not all – kind properties are intrinsic. For example, even if the relevant symmetries do 

not determine the kind properties of fermions, we know that the latter are constrained significantly 

by the symmetries. For example, we know that the determinate properties of fermion kinds should 

be consistent with the possibilities admitted by the representations of the symmetry group in que-

stion. Moreover, symmetry considerations reveal that the fundamentality of specific structures and 

their associated laws impose a limit on the number of fermion kinds that can co-exist consistently. 

To use McKenzie’s example, if the SU(3) gauge symmetry is fundamental, then there cannot be 

more than sixteen kinds of fermions for the theory to be still valid up to arbitrarily high energy sca-

les: «this suggests that at least some of the essential properties of the fundamental kinds are not in-

trinsic properties» and also that «all fundamental kind properties may eventually be established as 

extrinsic» (p. 25). 

 Third, it is worth noting that properties such as mass, spin and charge are essential proper-

ties of quantum particles. This constitutes another strong to objection to OSR, in which essential 

properties are generally understood as structural properties. However, there is a sense in which kind 

properties are still secondary to structural properties and then acceptable for structuralists (and also 

consistent with the metaphysical features of WSS as a weak and yet structuralist position). Kind 

properties distinguish electrons, muons, etc. but, assuming two electrons in a singlet-state, they lea-

ve underdetermined which one is which. It follows that quantum particles are indistinguishable in a 

much stronger sense, and that solely the structure fixes their very identity – what they are as oppo-

sed to all the other objects in the same structure. This entails distinguishing two interpretations of 

identity: primarily, the identity of objects as individuals and, secondarily, the identity of objects as 

kinds. This point is implicitly suggested by Wolff (2011, p. 26): 

   Particles qua individuals are thin objects. To the extent that we understand their identity as indivi-

duals, we understand it in terms of the state they are in. This leaves unaffected their ‘kind identity’, 
that is, their identity as electrons rather than muons. Which kind of particles they are does not de-
pend on any particular state the particles are in. 
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Therefore, while it is true that objects, considered individually, are grounded in structures for their 

identity (particles of the same kind can be switched without entailing a difference for the overall 

state), there is at least one sense in which objects are not exhausted by the role they play in a struc-

ture – when objects are considered as belonging to kinds, corresponding to determinate correlations 

of mass, spin and charge: this is seems to be particularly emphasized by the following passage:  

    
   Different kinds of systems can be in a singlet state, and while it is true that neither particle can be 

said to be the spin-up or the spin-down particle, it makes a difference for physics what kind of par-
ticles are in a particular singlet state, e.g. whether they are electrons or muons. (Wollf, 2011, p. 9). 

In conclusion, despite the intrinsicality of kind properties is controversial, I think that there is fair 

amount of reason for adopting the view that kind properties are i) non-intrinsic, ii) essential (but 

still secondary to structural, state-dependent properties). 

 Kind properties so defined allow introducing quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objec-

ts, defined by the conjunction of structural, primary properties and non-structural, secondary kind 

properties: «we know that, for something to be mass, it will be mass of something». (Busch, 2003, 

p. 214). On these grounds, quasi-thin physical objects can be distinguished from the weaker thin 

objects endorsed by Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR – which, despite admitted in the onto-

logy, are actually reduced to their structural properties, leaving the very distinction between objects 

and structures obscure: «if, as it turns out, structures are in fact the most basic constituents of the 

world, we need to know where structures cease to exist and objects start». (Busch, 2003, pp. 

214-215). Two more specific definitions of quasi-thin physical objects will be suggested in sec. 

4.2.3. For now, let us just observe that quasi-thin physical objects provide us with some tools to un-

derstand what objects could be in OSR and where to set the cut-off between objects and structures. 

Still, quasi-thin objects confront us with two main issues, which will be addressed in due course: 

i) are quasi-thin physical objects substantial enough to avoid resulting in a ‘no-objects-at-

all’ position?  

ii) Are quasi-thin physical objects weak enough to preserve a structuralist framework? 
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4.2.2. Objects and structures: a new relationship of fundamentality 

Let us now develop Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) and reformulate the relationship between 

objects and structures in terms of Mutual Grounding. As I argued in chapter 3, Mutual Grounding 

relies on three main claims, which in this context will be applied to objects and structures in scienti-

fic structuralism. 

1) Objects Identity: quantum particles are fully grounded for their identity (not for their existence) 

in the identity of the quantum entanglement structure they belong to. 

2) Structure Existence: quantum entanglement structures are fully grounded for their existence (not 

for their identity) in the existence of the quantum particles constituting them. 

3) Structure Identity: the identity of physical structures is fully grounded in the identity of the corre-

sponding mathematical symmetry-groups. 

Let us present these claims in more detail and start with Object Identity, which includes two diffe-

rent theses: 

Object Identity (a): quantum particles are fully grounded in the relations of the structure for their 

identity . 

Object Identity (b): quantum particles are not fully grounded in the relations of the structure for 

their existence. 

Object Identity (a) is quite straightforward in the context of OSR; recall that, as entailed by the In-

distinguishability Postulate (IP) in QM (chap.1. sec. 1.1.3.), quantum particles in a singlet-state are 

indistinguishable in isolation: they can be permuted while leaving the relevant state unchanged. 

Therefore, solely the whole quantum entanglement structure they are in grounds their identity.  89

 Such view is generally supported by by a discussion of quantum entanglement in terms of non-separability (see 89

Esfeld, 2004).
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Nevertheless, as the 'relation without relata' objection shows, relations of quantum entanglement 

require things to stand in the relations: Esfeld (2004, p. 613) argues for a non-eliminative metaphy-

sics of relations for quantum particles as follows: 

«relations require things that stand in the relations (although these things do not have to be individuals 
and they need not have intrinsic properties)». 

This idea is nicely captured by Object Identity (b), positing entities which may exist independently 

of the structure they belong to in virtue of their non-structural, kind properties. One could wonder 

how to characterize the existence of objects whose identity is given by the structure: if the identity 

of quantum particles is structurally defined, what does their existence – conceivable independently 

of the structure – exactly amount to? I submit the existence of objects is not reduced to their essen-

tial structural properties, since it also results in their non-structural properties which – as suggested 

by Wolff (2011) and McKenzie (forthcoming) – can be identified with kind properties. The under-

standing of quasi-thin objects requires the distinction between objects on the one hand and entities 

on the other hand: to be an entity is to be the subject of a predication of properties. This is not equi-

valent to being an object or an individual, for which further requirements need to be fulfilled (ha-

ving an intrinsic identity or a ‘primitive thisness’).  On this view, it is not implausible to consider 90

entities which are not objects, i.e. properly individuated entities. Recall that kind properties are able 

to distinguish electrons, muons, etc., thus fixing the identity of quantum particles as kinds – on the-

se grounds, quantum particles appear to be entities. However, as above, kind properties cannot de-

termine the identity of quantum particles as individuals, telling us which one is which – quantum 

particles are not proper objects, endowed with a specific identity distinguishing them from other 

objects of the same kind. Still, kind properties provide us with some tools to account for the nume-

rical diversity of, say, two electrons in a singlet-state, showing that – though indistinguishable – 

they cannot collapse in a single entity. First, some may claim that  numerically distinct objects fall 

under the same kind as a fact about kind-membership. This idea is suggested by McKenzie (forth-

coming) as follows: 

     [...] Since it is presumably part of the concept of an object that it is a particular – that is, something 

essentially distinct from a universal – then it should, at least in principle, be possible for there to 

 Cf. Keränen (2001, p. 313)90
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co-exist numerically distinct tokens of the same kind. [...] That is, we will take it as a given that 
there are many electrons, many photons, many positrons, and so on (assuming for argument’s sake 
that these are fundamental kinds): to do otherwise seems wholly too revisionary for a naturalistic 
thesis. (McKenzie, forthcoming, pp. 5-6). 

Second, and more importantly, kind properties are related to the roles that particles play in physics. 

A deeper investigation into the roles of quantum particles suggests that two electrons in a singlet-

state – despite sharing their mass, spin and charge values – are two and not just one; in fact, as it is 

well-known, the two electrons have equal but opposite spins. As introduced in chapter 1, this can be 

interpreted as a case of weak-discernibility (cf. Saunders, 2003; 2006), whereby the numerical di-

versity of objects is grounded in the symmetric and irreflexive relation "having opposite direction of 

each component of spin to". As claimed in chapter 1 (sec. 1.2.2.) and 2 (sec. 2.4.2) this interpreta-

tion is not without problems, for the irreflexive relation in question seems to already presuppose – 

rather than grounding – the numerical diversity of objects. However, the same situation can be read 

slightly differently, by shifting the focus on spin as a kind property of electrons. On this view, if we 

take kind properties to be connected to the roles that particles of a specific kind play, it is plausible 

to assume that two electrons in a singlet-state numerically differ at least for one kind property – 

their spin value, that is spin-up and spin-down for each particle respectively. The difference in the 

electrons' spin directions shows that they must be two in order to play their proper role in the sin-

glet-state, even though we still do not know which particle occupies which position in the state. 

 Note that this strategy, on which much more should be said in an experimental framework, 

mirrors the solution to the identity problem affecting mathematical structuralism proposed in chap-

ter 5, sec. 5.3.2. I acknowledge that this approach is far more controversial in physics; still, I am not 

here advancing a definitive solution, but simply gesturing at an open path that is worth exploring in 

order to ground the numerical diversity of objects independently of structures. 

 The argument here proposed is based on the distinction between numerical diversity and 

identity. In fact, one could wonder whether the numerical distinguishability of objects suffices for 

establishing their very identity. If so, this would commit one to the idea that the identity of quantum 

particles is non-structural, after all, with obvious problems for structuralism as broadly understood. 

However, as introduced in chapter 3, identity is often taken to involve the individuality of an object, 

i.e. what it really is as opposed to the other objects in the same plurality. In other words, identity 

deals with «ontological issues concerning the metaphysical basis of individuality». On the contrary, 

distinguishability is related to «epistemological issues concerning how we distinguish 
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objects» (French, 2019, sec. 1.). On these grounds, French (ibid.) claims that «distinguishability and 

individuality should be kept conceptually distinct».  A similar point is stressed by Lowe (2009), 91

who distinguishes two senses of individuation (which seem to correspond to identity and numerical 

diversity respectively): a metaphysical one, where «what ‘individuates’ an object [...] is whatever it 

is that makes it the single object that it is» and an epistemic one, that is for one «[...]to ‘single out’ 

that object as a distinct object of perception, thought, or linguistic reference» (Lowe, 2003, p. 75). 

In other words, while metaphysical individuation is an ontological relationship between entities, 

epistemic individuation is an epistemic or cognitive activity. The idea here suggested is that the 

identity of objects, i.e. their metaphysical individuation, is defined by the structure, while the nu-

merical diversity of objects, i.e. their epistemic individuation, is determined by their non-structural 

kind properties, which are related to the roles of particles in QM. 

Consider now Structure Existence which, as Object Identity, involves two distinct claims: 

Structure Existence (a): quantum entanglement structures are fully grounded in quantum particles 

for their existence. 

Structure Existence (b): quantum entanglement structures are not fully grounded in quantum parti-

cles for their identity. 

In the context of scientific structuralism, Structure Existence (a) is motivated by the fact that struc-

tures require spatio-temporal objects to exist in the physical world and then to be distinguished from 

abstract, mathematical structures. In fact, the identification of concrete and abstract structures raises 

serious problems for OSR as a position which aims at describing our contemporary physics. In this 

picture, the distinction between concrete and abstract structures is based on non-structural kind pro-

perties of quantum particles, which define their existence independently of structures. Still, the ap-

peal to non-structural properties does not commit one to renounce the claim that physical objects 

are grounded for their identity in structures – as claimed by O'Conaill (2014) – because in WSS this 

is stated by Object Identity (a); given the distinction between the identity and the existence dimen-

sions, Object Identity (a) is consistent with Structure Existence (a). 
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  At the same time, the identity of structures can be determined independently of objects 

themselves, in accordance with Structure Existence (b). In fact, some problems of individuating ob-

jects and structures symmetrically, as suggested by Moderate OSR, are outlined by Wolff (2011). 

The individuation of physical structures is troublesome in OSR. Here I take physical structures to 

be grounded for their identity in symmetry-groups which are relevant for the statistics of QM, thus 

introducing the third Structure Identity grounding claim. It is worth noting that this interpretation 

does not entail that physical and mathematical structures are identical. Recall that the concreteness 

of structures is established by Structure Existence (a). By contrast, what I mean here is that physical 

structures are represented by and embedded in their corresponding mathematical structures. This 

way of interpreting the relationship between physical and mathematical structures presupposes that 

there exists a hierarchy of structures, in which symmetry-groups occupy the higher, top-level posi-

tion and in this sense constitute the structure (as relations between the physical relations that matter 

for QM) of a structure (as the relations between objects/nodes or positions): in other words, quan-

tum entanglement structures are themselves describable in structural terms. As noticed by Roberts 

(2011), in principle there are even higher, more abstract structures to deal with: «there is an impor-

tant sense in which symmetry groups are describable in terms of their own symmetry group structu-

re»  (p. 57). However, an infinite regress is not desirable, so symmetry-groups can be understood 92

as those structures which are the «least abstractly removed from the real world» (p. 63) or, alterna-

tively, as the structures that do play an effective role for physics, whose identity can be taken as 

primitive.  The relationship between quantum entanglement structures and symmetry groups of 93

group theory should be spell out. Landry (2007, pp. 5-6) refers to the concept of shared structure, 

which can be applied in this context in order to account for the relationship between quantum struc-

tures and higher symmetry groups: «it is enough to say that, in the context under consideration, the-

re is a morphism between the two structured systems (mathematical or physical) that makes precise 

the claim that they share the appropriate kind of structure».  

Differently put, 

    

  As specified by Roberts, p. 57, «The ‘symmetry group structure’ describing a group G itself is called the automor92 -
phism group, Aut G».

 For example, the rotation group SO(3) plays a crucial role in the understanding of momentum in quantum systems.93
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    The relationship of isomorphism between the different levels of the hierarchy should be relaxed to 
one of “shared structure”, of which isomorphism is a special case, but which includes weaker rela-
tionships. The inclusion of these weaker relationships means that the structural realist must demon-
strate the relationship of shared structure on a case-by-case basis, showing that the relevant structu-
re from the high level theoretical model (about which we are sup- posed to be realist) transfers 
down the hierarchy appropriately. (Branding, 2011, p. 56). 

Of course, much more should be said on the relationship between QM and group theory. For rea-

sons of space, I cannot here reconstruct the technical physical details. For a more extensive over-

view on the role of group-theory in QM, and some specific examples, see French (1999). What is 

important to observe in the framework of Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) is that, on this view, 

it makes sense to say that two physical structures are identical if they share the same mathematical 

structure or, equivalently, if they can be abstracted in the same mathematical structure, thus vindica-

ting Structure Identity introduced above.   94

4.2.3. Quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objects 

One of the main outcomes of WSS and the relation of Mutual Grounding concerns the introduction 

of (more substantial) quasi-thin physical objects in the ontology, to be distinguished from the entire-

ly structural objects (also defined as thin objects) which are at play in other forms of non-eliminati-

ve OSR. 

In particular, two more specific definitions of quantum particles as quasi-thin physical objects 

emerge from the combination of claims Object Identity (a; b) and Structure Existence (a; b): 

1. A.  Quasi-Thin Objects [Existence]: Quasi-thin physical objects are entities whose essential 

identity is grounded in the relevant structure, but whose existence is necessary to posit rela-

 For a different approach on the relationship between quantum entanglement structures and symmetry-groups, see 94

French (1999) French and Ladyman (2003) and French (2014) who, by endorsing a semantic view of scientific theories, 
introduce the set-theoretic notions of partial isomorphisms and partial structures to formally express the idea of shared 
structure: «[t]hus the appropriate model-theoretic formulation would be one involving par- tial structures in general or 
partial function spaces in particular [19] and that the relations between the corresponding structures would consequently 
be those of partial isomorphism. Furthermore, each theory, group theory and quantum mechanics, is itself structured, in 
the [set-theoretical] manner indicated above» (French, 1999, p. 201). Still, this view has been criticized by Landry 
(2007) and Branding and Landry (2011) and for the present discussion the notion of shared structure suffices to under-
stand the 'bridge' between physical and mathematical structures.
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tions themselves.  

2. A.  Quasi-Thin Objects [Kind]: Quasi-thin physical objects are entities that (in addition to 

their structural properties) possess also secondary, non-structural kind properties (the proper-

ties that qualify quantum particles as electrons, muons, etc.) which suffice to fix their numeri-

cal diversity. 

Definitions 1.A and 2.A allow introducing quantum particles as entities whose existence is concei-

vable independently of structures. As suggested, entities should be distinguished from objects as 

properly individuated entities. Quasi-thin physical objects so understood differ from objects in both 

Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. On the one hand, quasi-thin objects are defined for their 

very identity by the structure – exactly as thin objects in Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. 

On the other hand, quasi-thin objects are countable before entering in the relations, for their nume-

rical diversity is non-structurally defined by their state-independent kind properties as a fact about 

the roles that particles play in physics. This avoids some difficulties of both Priority-based OSR and 

Moderate OSR. In Priority-based OSR, symmetric and irreflexive relations (i.e. having opposite 

direction of each component of spin to...) are supposed to account for the numerical diversity of ob-

jects in the context of a weak version of PII. However – as MacBride (2006), among others, obser-

ved – such relations actually presuppose numerically distinguished objects in order to obtain and 

then to confer identity on the relata. In Moderate OSR, by contrast, the numerical diversity of ob-

jects is assumed as primitive, with obvious difficulties because the idea of a primitive numerical 

diversity echoes the controversial concepts of primitive thisness and haecceity – which, in a natura-

list stance, can be seen with suspicion as being obscure and objectionable. Before moving on, a cla-

rification is needed, in order to specify why assuming the numerical diversity of objects as a fact 

about kind properties does not amount taking it as primitive. First, as suggested above, kind proper-

ties are intended to individuate objects just epistemically, in the sense specified by Lowe (2003). 

Put differently, it is not really the metaphysical identity of objects that is at stake here, bur rather the 

lighter epistemic notion of numerical diversity, or countability, that can be helpful when it comes to 

singling out indistinguishable objects as distinct objects of thought. So understood, numerical diver-

sity clearly differs from a thicker, metaphysical notion of primitive identity – the notion that is most 
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troublesome in scientific structuralism, as claimed by Morganti (2010, p. 232): «it appears useful to 

restrict the label ‘primitive thisness’ or ‘haecceity’ to primitive intrinsic identity when intended as a 

‘thick’ metaphysical property, truly additional to other properties of things». 

 Second, kind properties help establishing the numerical diversity of objects for reasons rela-

ted to the roles that particles play in quantum entanglement states, something that should be settled 

by experiment, rather than explained in the context of a primitive notion of identity. 

Third, the plurality of entities of the same kind fits well with a naturalistic conception of physics, 

for, as pointed out by McKenzie (forthcoming), it would be simply too revisionary to deny that the-

re are many electrons, many photons, etc. Moreover, «it is not the plurality requirement that causes 

the problems for structuralism, but rather the requirement of intrinsic kind properties» (McKenzie, 

forthcoming, p. 5). 

In the next section, I will consider whether WSS and quasi-thin objects escape the 'relation without 

relata' objection without being at odds with a structuralist approach. 

4.2.4. A possible response to the 'relation without relata' objection 

Let us reconsider the two main question raised by quasi-thin objects: 

i) are quasi-thin physical objects substantial enough to avoid resulting in a ‘no-objects-at-

all’ position?  

ii) are quasi-thin physical objects weak enough to preserve a structuralist framework? 

First, as opposed to eliminative OSR, a (weak) notion of object is re-established: quasi-thin objects 

are not entirely reduced to their structural features, since they are endowed with both structural and 

non-structural kind properties. Such properties define them – if not as objects in a proper sense – as 

entities which are numerically distinguishable and conceivable independently of the structures. On 

these grounds, quasi-thin objects are substantial enough to be admitted as legitimate relata of the 

structural relations, in accordance with the idea that relations need some things to be related with 

each other (the first i. condition is satisfied). This suggests a plausible response to the ‘relation wi-

thout relata’ objection affecting OSR, for quasi-thin objects as defined by definitions 1.A and 2.A 
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are not entirely decomposed in structuralist terms: some of their state-independent properties – tho-

se classifying quantum particles in different kinds – are preserved in the picture, despite as derivati-

ve ones. As claimed by Wollf (2011, p. 16) «quantum particles depend on the structure for their 

identity and nothing else», meaning that quantum particles are something over and above their 

structural features. Therefore, unlike Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR, WSS is an explicit 

non-eliminative structuralist position and, as such, does not end up being a form of Eliminative 

OSR. 

Second, consistently with OSR, quantum particles do not possess intrinsic properties, which 

would commit one to the object-oriented metaphysics that scientific structuralism wants to contrast. 

In fact, it is widely held in QM formalism that quantum particles – when entangled – lack any quan-

tum pure state, which is exhibited just by the whole entangled system. In such cases, quantum parti-

cles are devoid of any properties that may characterize them individually. However, this is not al-

ways the case; at least on some interpretations of QM (i.e Copenhagen-type interpretations) quan-

tum particles are not necessarily in entanglement states, and then display a pure state in isolation. 

So, it is worth emphasizing that the ‘quasi-thinnes’ of quantum particles entails a specific two-place 

relation, involving a particle and a time. Taking into account these two possibilities (quantum parti-

cles as entangled/non-entangled), I focus on the more standard situation described by OSR, in whi-

ch quantum particles are in fact entangled and then are grounded in the structure for their identity. 

In this respect, quantum particles are secondary to the structures (quasi-thin objects are weak enou-

gh, thus responding to ii.) 

To sum up, such objects appear to be something more than the ‘no-object at all’ OSR is 

committed to (whether eliminated tout court or understood as thin, entirely structural objects), but 

something less than the ‘thicker’ objects in opposition to which OSR has been originally introdu-

ced.  
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4.2.5. Taking Stock: WSS as a middle-ground approach 

Let us now evaluate whether Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) satisfies the main properties at-

tributed to Weak Structuralism (WS) in chapter 3 and – if so – how they can be applied to quantum 

particles and physical structures relevant to scientific structuralism. 

 WSS ensures that objects and structures are on a par, for they are grounded in each other in 

the sense specified by Mutual Grounding. In other words, quantum particles and physical structures 

are equi-fundamental. On this basis, they cannot be well-founded in a standard foundationalist sen-

se, i.e. being finitely grounded. However, the distinction between Object Identity and Structure Exi-

stence, involving the identity and the existence dimension respectively, makes objects and structu-

res mutually (M), but not symmetrically (¬AS) grounded in each other. This motivates the reference 

to Mutual Grounding as a separate notion, ultimately different from symmetric grounding. Mutual 

Grounding  – as opposed to symmetric grounding holding for example in Coherentism – is in prin-

ciple compatible with anti-reflexivity (AR), for each grounding relation (Object Identity, Structure 

Existence and Structure Identity) is asymmetric on its own and then does not lead back to the star-

ting point. Significantly, Object Identity and Structure Existence allow understanding WSS as a fur-

ther interpretation of OSR, to be distinguished from the OSR-views I illustrated above.  

 Quite obviously, WSS differs from Eliminative OSR: by introducing quasi-thin physical ob-

jects, WSS rejects clearly an eliminativist approach, for not only objects are admitted in the ontolo-

gy, but also they possess both structural and non-structural properties – they cannot be reduced to 

structures, thus contradicting the Reduction Thesis endorsed by Eliminative OSR.  

 Let us now consider Moderate OSR; apparently, WSS and Moderate OSR are comparable, 

since they both entail a form of the Parity Thesis (objects and structures are equi-fundamental). 

Still, the mutuality of the relation – along with the two directions, i.e. identity and existence, in whi-

ch the grounding claims go – gives us compelling reasons to take the two views as distinct. In fact, 

Moderate OSR understands objects and structures as symmetrically dependent on each other, with 

no further senses or dimensions in which the dependence claim can be read.  

 At the same time, WSS does not correspond to Priority-based OSR, claiming that physical 

structures are prior to the quantum particles constituting them: in WSS objects and physical structu-

res belong to the same fundamental level and then the Priority Thesis assumed by Priority-based 

OSR does not hold at this level. However, there is another level at which the Priority Thesis obtains. 

As shown by the Structure Identity claim, the identity of physical structures is grounded in the 
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symmetry-groups of group theory which, in this sense, are prior to physical structures – they occupy 

a more fundamental position in the hierarchy of structures – and also to the physical objects physi-

cal structures are made up of.  The role that symmetry-groups play in WSS can be explained by 95

appealing to the notion of having a lower bound introduced in chapter 3, defining a peculiar notion 

of fundamentality (weaker that that presupposed by Metaphysical Foundationalism). Even though 

quantum particles and quantum entanglement structures are not finitely grounded, they are bounded 

from below in symmetry-groups, which are not part of the grounding chain holding between quan-

tum particles and physical structures – they belong to a mathematical, abstract level – and yet, as 

above, they are connected with physical structures by means of the notion of shared structure. On 

this basis, a weak notion of fundamentality can be applied to WSS, which I defined weak-funda-

mentality (W-F) in chapter 3. That being said, WSS turns out to have the main properties associated 

with WS and corresponds to the combination of mutuality (M), anti-reflexivity (AT), transitivity 

(T), and weak-fundamentality (W-F). 

 From this picture, the metaphysical commitments of WSS emerge; in particular, WSS entails 

a combination of the Parity Thesis (associated with Moderate OSR) and the Priority Thesis (endor-

sed by Priority-based OSR), where the latter is cashed out so as to include quantum entanglement 

structures and symmetry groups. 

i)  Parity Thesis: quantum particles and quantum entanglement structures are equi-fundamental. 

ii) Priority Thesis: Symmetry-groups are prior to quantum entanglement structures and quantum 

particles in the sense of being their lower bound. 

Before moving on, a reflection on the role that metaphysical explanation plays in WSS is needed. In 

sec. 4.2., I argued that one of the main benefits of adopting grounding in OSR is that this notion – in 

virtue of its close relationship with explanation – accounts for the structuralist idea that structures 

are explanatorily prior to objects. Of course, this way of articulating the explanatory connection 

between objects and structure should be reformulated in WSS, where physical structures and quan-

tum particles belong to the same fundamental level. However, nothing prevents us introducing a 

broader notion of holistic explanation – taken to be even more powerful on some non-foundationa-

list views – which traces the relation of Mutual Grounding here proposed: structures ground and 
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then explain objects for their identity and objects ground and then explain structures for their exi-

stence.  
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5. Weak Mathematical Structuralism (WMS) and Quasi-Thin Mathematical Objects 

Chapter 5 returns to mathematical structuralism, illustrated in chapter 2, with the aim of examining 

more closely the metaphysical commitments of Shapiro's (1997) ante rem structuralism. 

 Provided with the metaphysical toolkit presented in chapter 3, I will first consider two main 

interpretations of Shapiro's account in terms of dependence (Linnebo, 2008) and grounding 

(Wigglesworth, 2018). Both approaches presuppose an orthodox view on metaphysical dependence, 

consistently with the standard metaphysical picture of Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF). 

Second, I will show that grounding is a more suitable candidate to make the relationship between 

objects and structures more precise and introduce Weak Mathematical Structuralism (WMS) as a 

further position in the mathematical structuralist debate. WMS will be developed in strict analogy 

with Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) in the philosophy of science. As I claimed in chapter 4, 

WSS allows us to avoid the 'relation without relata' objection to OSR, resulting from an entirely 

structural conception of physical objects. In a similar vein, WMS advocates a further strategy to 

escape the identity problem affecting Shapiro's ante rem structuralism and specifically its 'places-

are-objects' perspective, where places are entirely reduced to their structural features. Indeed, the 

solutions to the identity problem that have been advanced may raise further objections on their own 

(chapter 2). The core idea is to put forward an alternative proposal by reconceptualizing the 

relationship between objects and structures and developing a variation of the 'places-are-objects' 

perspective, in which places are defined as more substantial quasi-thin mathematical objects – 

which are something less than objects occupying positions in systems but something more than 

Shapiro's (1997) mere positions. As I am going to show, WMS is worth endorsing because it avoids 

the identity problem without abandoning the main intuition of ante rem structuralism, that is the 

priority of structures. A more detailed introduction of WMS and its main features will be provided 

in section 5.2. In fact, before reconsidering the role that objects play in the structuralist ontology, 

we need to set the groundwork to articulate the standard structuralist ideas that ii) structures are 

fundamental and prior to objects and ii) objects are completely reducible to structures. 
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5.1. The metaphysical commitments of ante rem structuralism 

As in scientific structuralism, the relationship between objects and structures in mathematical 

structuralism stands in need of further clarification. Not surprisingly, explicative and metaphysical 

notions such as dependence and grounding – which have been also invoked in scientific 

structuralism (chap. 3) – are up to this task, for they convey a distinctively non-causal priority 

relation among entities/facts. The appeal to metaphysical dependence in mathematical structuralism 

has two major advantages: first, it cashes out the distinction between mathematical platonism and 

ante rem structuralism – after all, both positions refer to abstract objects embedded in larger 

structures, but just the second deems objects less fundamental than or secondary to structures. 

Second, it makes some assumptions in ante rem structuralism more explicit. Consider, for example, 

the following passages in Shapiro: 

    The number 2 is no more and no less than the second position in the natural number structure; and 6 
is the sixth position. Neither of them has any independence from the structure in which they are 
positions, and as positions in this structure, neither number is independent of the other. (Shapiro, 

(2000, p. 353). 

    The structure is prior to the mathematical objects it contains, just as any organization is prior to the 
offices that constitute it. (Shapiro, 1997, p. 78). 

  
   If this notion of independence can be made out, we structuralists would reject it. The essence of a 

natural number is its relations to other natural numbers. (ibid.) 

  

Despite not explicitly formulated in terms of metaphysical dependence, these claims clearly suggest 

that objects are somehow dependent on structures, in a fashion yet to be clarified. Of course, 

metaphysical dependence broadly understood comprises a variety of relations (see chapter 3, sec. 

3.1.1 and 3.1.2). In the following sections, I will take into account Linnebo (2008) and 

Wigglesworth (2018)'s formulations of ante rem structuralism, which spell out the dependence 

under scrutiny in terms of essential and identity dependence (Fine, 1995; Lowe, 2005) and 

metaphysical grounding respectively. As I am going to show, both accounts successfully capture the 
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metaphysical claims at hand in ante rem structuralism. In chapter 4 (sec. 4.1), I argued that Priority-

based OSR – which appears comparable with ante rem structuralism (see chapter 2, sec. 2.2.4) – 

entails what I called the Fundamentality Thesis and the Priority Thesis. Arguably, these theses can 

be rephrased in ante rem structuralism in order to capture the fundamentality and priority claims at 

stake in Shapiro's account: 

Fundamentality Thesis. All fundamental mathematical entities are structures. 

Priority Thesis. Fundamental structures are prior to mathematical objects (if they exist). 

However, grounding appears more suitable to secure the explanatory role that structures play in 

mathematical structuralism and to investigate the well-foundedness of the relationship between 

objects and structures. 

5.1.1. Ante rem structuralism and dependence

Linnebo (2008, p. 59) begins by noting that «the notion of dependence figures prominently in many 

recent discussions of non-eliminative mathematical structuralism». Therefore, a more detailed 

analysis of this notion within mathematical structuralism deserves some serious attention. Linnebo 

focuses on ante rem structuralism, in which a discussion on dependence plays a crucial role, with 

two opposed views prevailing: that according to which all mathematical objects depend on 

structures and that which denies that such dependence relations obtain at all. Both approaches fail to 

provide an accurate and reliable interpretation of the metaphysical commitments of ante rem 

structuralism. For this reason, Linnebo aims at defending a more compelling compromise view, in 

which some mathematical objects depend on structures (e.g. abstract offices of the algebraic 

structures) but not others (e.g. sets).  

Ante rem structuralism is committed to two main claims, which distinguish it properly from 

mathematical platonism: the incompleteness claim (mathematical objects are incomplete because 

they lack both an internal nature and non-structural properties) and the dependence claim (objects 

are dependent on the other objects in the same structure and on the structure they belong to). The 

former claim clearly recalls Parsons' (1990; 2008) characterization of objects in mathematical 

structuralism (see chapter 2, sec. 2.2.3) and includes two different assumptions: 
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1. Objects are incomplete if they do not possess intrinsic properties (I-incompleteness claim) 

2. Objects are incomplete if they lack non-structural properties (NS-incompleteness claim). 

To understand the first strain of the claim (I-incompleteness), Linnebo defines intrinsic properties as 

the properties that express the internal composition of objects, or the properties which an object 

would have «even if the rest of the universe were removed or disregarded» (pp. 65-66). So interpre-

ted, I-incompleteness is promising, for it is true that mathematical objects cannot be considered in 

isolation from the structure they belong to. However, I-incompleteness collapses in the dependence 

claim: if objects lack intrinsic properties in the sense specified by Linnebo, i.e. they do not possess 

properties on their own, then they actually depend on the relevant structure. 

 The second interpretation (NS-incompleteness) presupposes a more precise characterization 

of  structural properties. Linnebo (2008, p. 64) understands structural properties consistently with 

the so-called invariance account (see chapter 2, section 2.2.3):  

     A structural property can now be characterized as a property that can be arrived at through this pro-
cess of abstraction [Dedekind abstraction] or, equivalently, a property that is shared by every sy-
stem that instantiates the structure in question. 

When considering this interpretation, NS-incompleteness is subject to several counter-examples, 

concerning non-structural properties of objects:  

    For instance, the number 8 has the property of being my favorite number. It also has the property of 
being the number of books on one of my shelves. It also has non-structural properties such as being 
abstract and being a natural number. In fact, the property of being abstract seems to be a very im-
portant property of natural numbers. (ibid.). 

Considering these counter-examples, NS-incompleteness should be more modestly formulated, re-

stricting structural properties of objects to a specific set of properties, i.e. the properties that matter 
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for their identity; still, in doing so, we end up again with a formulation of the dependence claim: 

objects depend on structures for their identity. This motivates a stronger focus on dependence rela-

tions in ante rem structuralism.

Linnebo (2008) introduces two different dependence claims:

1) ODO (Objects Depend on Objects): each object depends for its identity upon all the other objects 

in the same structure. 

2) ODS (Objects Depend on Structures): each object depends for its identity on the structure it be-

longs to.  

(ODO) and (ODS) are not without problems; (ODO) has been criticized as a circular and not well-

founded claim. The (ODS) claim, despite asymmetrical and then apparently non-circular, has been 

also put into question by Hellman (2001) and MacBride (2006), who have similarly pointed out that 

even though the identity of objects depends upon the relevant structures, the identity of structures 

presupposes relata having already been individuated or numerically distinguished.  Still, according 96

to Linnebo, these objections are not conclusive and then they leave room for a more detailed analy-

sis of dependence.97

Significantly, both claims lead to a compromise view, in which some – but not all – mathe-

matical objects depend on the structures they belong to. Sets provide a counter-example to (ODO) 

and (ODS) because while sets depend upon their elements, the converse does not hold.  

 In particular, Hellman (2001, pp. 193-194), by referring to positions in the abstract structure shared by systems sati96 -
sfying the Peano-Dedekind axioms, claims that they «are entirely determined by the successor function [...] and deriva-
tive from it in the sense of being identified merely as the terms of the ordering included by [this successor function]. 
[...] but if the relata are not already given but depend for their very identity upon a given ordering, what content is there 
to talk of 'the ordering'?[...] This, I submit, is a vicious circularity: in a nutshell, to understand the relata, we must be 
given the relation, but to understand the relation, we must already have access to the relata». In a similar vein, MacBri-
de (2006, p. 67) argues: «In order for objects to be eligible to serve as the terms of a [...] relation they must be indepen-
dently constituted as numerically diverse. Speaking figuratively, they must be numerically diverse ‘before’ the relation 
can obtain; if they are not constituted independently of the obtaining of a [... ]relation then there are simply no items 
available for the relation in question to obtain between».

 According to Linnebo, Hellman's (2001) objection involves a significant conflation between metaphysical and epi97 -
stemic issues. If a metaphysical interpretation is suggested, then Hellman's argument relies on the following premise: 
«(RDO1): the identity of any relation on a domain D presupposes that the individual objects from D have already and 
independently had their identities grounded» (Linnebo, 2008, p. 71). MacBride's (2006) objection, by contrast, stems 
from a slightly different premise, presented by Linnebo as follows: «(RDO2): the obtaining of any relation presupposes 
that the objects it relates have already had their identities grounded» (ibid.). Either way, according to Linnebo, these 
premises are intuitive, but they are not properly justified. 
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    According to the prevailing iterative conception, sets are ‘formed from’ their elements. The relation 
between a set and its elements is thus asymmetric, because the elements must be ‘available’ before 
the set can be formed, whereas the set need not be, and indeed cannot be, ‘available’ before its ele-
ments are formed. A set thus appears to depend on its elements in a way in which the elements do 
not depend on the set. (Linnebo, 2008, p.72). 

At the same time, sets do not depend on the higher hierarchy of sets, so that an upward dependence 

does not hold at this level either: for example, the identity of a simple set such as a singleton de-

pends only on its single element, «without even mentioning infinite sets» (p. 73) or the higher levels 

of the hierarchy of sets.   98

 By contrast, Linnebo refers to 'abstract offices' in algebraic structures obtained by a process 

of Dedekind abstraction – mapping a system, or a set of isomorphic systems, to its abstract structure 

– as an example in which (ODO) and (ODS) obtain. Linnebo begins by considering a system with a 

domain D and a set of relations R1, . . . , Rn  on D. Take R to be the product relation of  R1 × . . . × Rn 

and   to be the abstract structure of R, whose identity conditions are established by Dedekind ab-

straction on isomorphic systems:   =   ↔ R ≅ R. Assuming an object x in R, the corresponding ab-

stract office in   is denoted by τ(x, R). Abstract offices so defined are individuated as follows: 

τ(x,R) = τ(x',R') ↔ ∃ f [f: R ≅ R'∧ f(x) = x'].   

Less formally, 

   

   The dependence claim appears to be true of structures obtained by this form of Dedekind abstrac-
tion. In particular, the abstract offices appear to depend on the structure to which they belong: each 
such office has its identity solely in virtue of belonging to this particular structure. (p. 76) 

Once objects which are subject to dependence claims are identified, a more precise definition of the 

notion of dependence at hand is required. As mentioned above, objects depend on other objects and 

R̄

R̄ R̄

R̄

 In fact, individuating sets in this way would involve a number of controversial issues which are not really required 98

when dealing with very simple sets: «How far does the hierarchy extend? Are the different stages rich enough for the 
continuum hypothesis to fail? It would be a pity if very simple sets, such as the empty set and its singleton, depended on 
the entire hierarchy of sets, and their identities could therefore not be completely known before these hard questions had 
been answered» (Linnebo, 2008, p. 73).
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on structures for their identity.  Linnebo specifically refers to Fine's (1994; 1995) essential depen99 -

dence and Lowe's (2005) identity dependence (see chapter 3, sec. 3.1.1), which account in detail for 

the idea that «an object depends for its identity on another object if and only if any individuation of 

the former object must proceed via the latter» (Linnebo, 2008, p. 78). 

Moreover, Linnebo (ibid.) distinguishes between a strong and a weak sense of dependence: 

strong dependence: «x strongly depends on y just in case any individuation of x must proceed via 

y». 

In accordance with Lowe (2003), individuation means the explanation of the identity of an object. 

Applied to sets, strong dependence entails that in order to individuate a set, its elements must be 

specified – it is impossible to individuate a set (e.g. the singleton of Socrates) without proceeding 

via the individuation of its elements (e.g. Socrates himself). The reference to Lowe’s notion of indi-

viduation makes strong dependence more precise:  

    Since it is essential to the singleton of Socrates that it is the value of the singleton function applied 

to Socrates as argument, this singleton depends on Socrates. But since it is not essential to Socrates 
that he is the value of the sole-element-of function applied to the singleton as argument, there is no 

dependency in the reverse direction. (Linnebo 2008, p. 78). 

However, there is another, ‘weak’ sense of dependence which, according to Linnebo (2008, ibid.), 

«has received little or no attention» in the literature: 

weak dependence: «x weakly depends on y just in case any individuation of x must make use of en-

tities which also individuate y». 

For example, a set weakly depends upon its subsets; this is because it strongly depends on its ele-

ments, which also suffice to individuate the set’s subsets. Significantly, sets (which provide a coun-

terexample to the dependence claim) do not even weakly depend upon their hierarchical structure of 

sets, whereas abstract offices (to which dependence applies) depend only weakly upon algebraic 

 In fact, Shapiro (2008, p. 302) himself has rejected a form of modal-existential dependence (see chapter 3, sec. 99

3.1.1.) given that mathematical objects necessarily exist.
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structures. In particular, the individuation of an abstract office proceeds via (i.e. strongly depends 

upon) an ordered pair (R, x), where R is a system that realizes a structure and x an element in this 

system. It follows that an abstract office weakly depends on the other offices and on the abstract 

structure itself, «for in order to individuate such an office we need a realization of the structure. But 

this is also all we need to individuate the relevant abstract structure itself». (Linnebo 2008, p. 79). 

However, Wigglesworth (2018, p. 223) has objected that the proposed account of dependen-

ce turns out to be not available to ante rem structuralism – to which Linnebo implicitly restricts his 

metaphysical investigation; in fact, according to Linnebo’s definition of strong dependence, the in-

dividuation of abstract structures must proceed via a realization R. Arguably, R does not refer to a 

particular system (for any other system exemplifying the relevant structure would suffice to indivi-

duate it); what it is required is that some systems realize such structure. Even if this is the case, it 

follows that abstract structures strongly depend on the existence of some systems exemplifying 

them; but this is the thesis that is actually rejected by ante rem structuralism and endorsed by in re 

structuralism.  

5.1.2. Ante rem structuralism and grounding

Wigglesworth’s (2018) interpretation of ante rem structuralism in terms of metaphysical grounding 

is supposed to supply a broader account, which relies on Linnebo’s (2008) characterization of de-

pendence and yet is consistent with an ante rem individuation of structures. The introduction of 

grounding relies on Linnebo’s idea that the individuation of an object involves the explanation of its 

identity. Insofar as the explanation at hand is metaphysical explanation, the dependence claims also 

qualify as grounding claims – given the close relation between dependence, grounding and meta-

physical explanation. 

Before proceeding with the analysis of Wigglesworth (2018), let us sum up the main proper-

ties of grounding on the orthodox view of grounding, which are crucial to understand more deeply 

the application of this notion to structuralist claims. Despite the analogies between grounding and 

dependence, grounding is generally understood as a distinct metaphysical relation, which fulfills 

stricter conditions (anti-reflexivity, anti-symmetry and transitivity). At its core, grounding captures 

the idea that some things obtain because or in virtue of some other things. If dependence holds bet-

ween entities, the relata of the grounding relation are either entities (on the operational account of 
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grounding) or facts or propositions (on the relational account). In particular, an entity/fact is said to 

be grounded in another entity/fact either for its identity or for its existence. In mathematical structu-

ralism, grounding claims – exactly as dependence claims – plausibly involve the identity of entities/

facts: Wigglesworth (2018, p. 225) specifically refers to facts: «the fact that one entity has the iden-

tity it has grounds the fact that another entity has the identity it has». Another important distinction 

is that between full and partial ground (see Fine, 2012). Full ground entails that x on its own fully 

grounds y; partial ground is generally defined in terms of full ground: x partially grounds y just in 

case there is something else together with x such that they jointly ground y. 

In such grounding framework, ante rem structures are identified with unlabelled graphs (G) 

composed by nodes (n) and edges (E) between the nodes, corresponding to objects and relations 

respectively. Let be En the collection of structural relations that a node instantiates and G the iso-

morphism class of G. 

 With these clarifications at hand, let us investigate grounding claims in mathematical struc-

turalism more deeply. In analogy with Linnebo’s analysis (2008), two grounding claims are set out:  

1)  (ODO): for any mathematical objects, n1 and, in the structure G, the fact that the identity of n1 is En1 par-

tially grounds the fact that the identity of n2 is En2.  

2)  (ODS): For any mathematical object, n, in the structure G, the fact that G ∈ G fully grounds the fact that 

the identity of n is En .  

The comparison between mathematical structuralism and graph theory allows us to delineate identi-

ty criteria for structures: Wigglesworth argues that structures are not grounded for their identity in 

the nodes – which can be permuted leaving the graph unchanged – but in the operation of adding or 

removing an edge between the nodes, which would result in a different graph. This allows for an 

interpretation of grounding claims in terms of possible structures/graphs, which do not refer to any 

realization of the structure: «and so, unlike Linnebo’s account, it is an account of grounding that is 

available to both the ante rem and in re non-eliminativist structuralist» (Wigglesworth 2018, p. 

232). In a nutshell, the identity of a graph G is determined by its isomorphism class G. This is a 

standard definition of structures provided by Shapiro (1997, p. 93) in the context of ante rem struc-

turalism: 
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    We stipulate that two structures are identical if they are isomorphic. There is little need to keep mul-
tiple isomorphic copies of the same structure in our structure ontology, even if we have lots of sy-
stems that exemplify each one. 

Hence, Wigglesworth’s (2018) account of grounding has the advantage of preserving an ante rem 

individuation of structures. 

 A more detailed analysis of the properties of grounding provides further reasons to adopt 

grounding – rather than dependence – in order to account for (non-eliminative) structuralist claims. 

As shown in chapter 3 (sec. 3.1.3), even if both grounding and dependence involve metaphysical 

explanation, grounding is taken to have a stricter connection with metaphysical explanation, allo-

wing in some cases for an identification of the two notions (i.e. in the unionist approach to groun-

ding and explanation): in fact, grounding, by being anti-reflexive, admits a full overlap with expla-

nation, which standardly entails anti-reflexivity.  This fits well with the structuralist idea that 100

structures ground objects in the sense of metaphysically explaining their identity, and reinforces the 

priority of structures by securing their explanatory import in mathematical structuralism. In terms of 

metaphysical explanation, the identity of an object is partially explained by its relations with any 

other objects in the same structure (ODO) and fully explained by the structure – there is nothing ou-

tside the structure explaining its identity (ODS).  

 Another major advantage of interpreting ante rem structuralism in terms of grounding, to 

which I will come to in section 5.4., is summed up by Wigglesworth as follows: 

     

    These cases of ground [mathematical objects are grounded in the structure they belong to and in the 

other objects in the same structure] are particularly interesting for the claim that the grounding re-

lation is well-founded. If they are taken as genuine cases of ground, as we argue they should be, 

then they provide cases that involve infinitely descending chains of ground. These chains, however, 

are bounded from below. So they are non-well-founded in one sense, but well-founded in another. 

(Wigglesworth, 2018, p. 217).

 This is not the case for dependence, which can be reflexive (i.e. an entity ontologically depends on itself). 100
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In other words, mathematical structuralism offers an interesting case-study for investigating the 

well-foudedness of grounding. Wigglesworth (2018, pp. 219-220) distinguishes three main ways in 

which grounding can be well-founded: i) being finitely grounded (to terminate in an un-grounded 

fact that occurs after a finite number of steps); ii) being bounded from below (each fact in a groun-

ding chain is either fully grounded or identical to a fundamental fact F that does not need to be part 

of the relevant grounding chain); iii) having a foundation (a fact has a foundation in a set of facts S 

which are not grounded in the totality of facts).  (ODO) and (ODS) articulated in terms of groun101 -

ding show that objects are partially grounded in the other objects of the same structure and fully 

grounded in the structure they belong to. On this view, grounding cannot be finitely grounded (i) in 

mathematical structuralism, for (ODO) brings about infinitely descending grounding chains invol-

ving the identity of objects within a structure. However, «[…]the identity of the structure itself is a 

full ground for each member of the chain, and so it is a lower bound of full ground» (Wigglesworth, 

2018, p. 233). i) commits to ii) and ii) entails (iii), but the other way round does not hold; hence, if 

grounding claims are bounded from below, then they have a foundation as well, but they do not 

need to be finitely grounded.

For all these reasons, grounding seems to capture the relation between objects and structures 

more deeply, and it is also a better tool to formulate WMS, which is the objective of the following 

sections. Still, as I am going to explain, WMS relies on Mutual Grounding, in which the standard 

properties of grounding are deeply reconsidered consistently with a non-foundationalist perspective 

and – more precisely – with Weak Structuralism (WS) elaborated in chapter 3. 

 Being finitely grounded and being bounded from below correspond to the two main senses in which fundamentality 101

can be understood (i.e. being well-founded and having a lower bound) illustrated in chapter 3, sec. 3.1.
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5.2. WMS and Mutual Grounding 

The theoretical core of WMS consists of a significant reconsideration of Shapiro's interpretation of 

objects and the related identity problem. In ante rem structuralism, objects are entirely defined by 

their structural properties; when structures with non-trivial automorphisms are at hand, this 

conception meets with the serious issue of identifying objects which are mathematically distinct, 

suggesting that structures – in order to confer individuality on the relata – already presuppose 

objects of some sort. The distinction between Shapiro's (1997) entirely structural objects and my 

conception of quasi-thin objects will be spelled out by investigating their structural and non-

structural properties.  While Shapiro's places as objects possess structural properties only, quasi-102

thin objects are endowed with both structural and non-structural properties. The analogy with 

Wollf’s (2011) position in scientific structuralism – along with some relevant metaphysical 

considerations – will suggest a more precise interpretation of the non-structural properties of quasi-

thin objects in terms of kind properties. 

Weak Mathematical Structuralism (WMS) entails that mathematical objects and abstract 

structures stand in a new relationship of fundamentality, with a peculiar non-foundationalist flavor. 

In particular – in accordance with the relation of Mutual Grounding (if x grounds(I) y, then y 

grounds(E) x) elaborated in chapter 3 and applied to scientific structuralism in chapter 4 – objects 

and structures are mutually (not exactly symmetrically) grounded in each other. 

In Mutual Grounding, two distinct claims hold at the same time: Object Identity (objects are groun-

ded in structures for their identity) and Structure Existence (structures are grounded in objects for 

their existence). These claims will introduce two more specific definitions of numbers as quasi-thin 

objects, which will be useful to propose a possible solution to the identity problem. Alongside, I 

will provide a more specific interpretation of kind properties in the mathematical framework, ob-

serving that they turn out to be related to counting and measurement facts which highlight the diffe-

rent applicative uses of numbers. This interpretation is crucial to handle some non-trivial automor-

phism cases which are subject to the identity problem. I will particularly focus on the automorphism 

on a 2-nodes unlabelled and edgeless graph and on +1 and –1 in the relative number structure (with 

a possible suggestion of how to apply a similar strategy to +i and –i in the complex numbers struc-

 At the same time, It is important to distinguish my conception of quasi-thin objects, elaborated in a structuralist fra102 -
mework, from Linnebo’s (2018) thin objects, based on Fregean abstraction principles and conceived of as entities which 
«do not make a substantial demand on the world» (Linnebo, 2018, p. 5).
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ture). Apparently, this response to the identity problem raises a possible objection, concerning the 

problem of cross-structural identities in ante rem structuralism. In this context, I will show that th-

ree main routes can be taken, as pointed out by Shapiro (2006a); among them, I will opt for – and 

partially re-elaborate – Shapiro’s proposal, which does not affect the tenability of my account.  

 However, WMS preserves some intuitions of ante rem structuralism, as showed by a third 

Structure Identity grounding claim: structures are grounded for their identity in their isomorphism 

types. In fact, structures will be individuated independently of the systems instantiating them, by 

referring to Shapiro’s definition of structures. The identity of structures plays a twofold role: firstly, 

it retains the priority of structures, in accordance with an ante rem framework. Secondly, it provides 

a bound from below for Mutual Grounding, thus preserving WMS from typical objections of circu-

larity. 

5.2.1. Structural and quasi-thin mathematical objects 

As I have distinguished objects in scientific OSR and quasi-thin physical objects (chapter 4, sec. 

4.2.1) by focusing on their state-dependent and state-independent properties, the difference between 

Shapiro’s places as objects and quasi-thin mathematical objects can be similarly investigated by 

considering their respective structural and non-structural properties.  

 Shapiro’s (1997) places as objects are generally described as possessing structural properties 

only,  which determine their very identity: what they really are as opposed to all the other objects 103

in the same structure. Recalling the incompleteness claim (Parsons, 1990; 2008), places as objects 

are incomplete in the two senses outlined by Linnebo (2008): (1) they lack intrinsic properties; (2) 

they lack non-structural properties. Assumption (1) adequately spells out the theoretical core of ante 

rem structuralism. In fact, understanding places in structures as endowed with intrinsic properties 

would be inconsistent with ante rem structuralism, and would rather commit to a a form of Platoni-

sm about them. In principle, ante rem structuralism is not inconsistent with Platonism about objects 

(one can be committed to a background ontology of self-standing structures and yet admit objects, 

i.e. the natural numbers, which possess intrinsic properties and exemplify a specific structure); ho-

 Shapiro (2006a; 2008) has more recently developed a more moderate position about objects, according to which 103

they possess non-structural properties as well (the property of being abstract, non-spatio-temporal, of not entering in 
any causal relation, etc., 2006a, 116). Still, he has not really developed a view that accounts for mathematical objects in 
these terms. 
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wever, the same position appears quite odd if applied to Shapiro’s places as objects which – by de-

finition – have no more than their structural relations. Assumption (2), by contrast, is controversial 

in ante rem structuralism, for it is subject to the counter-examples mentioned by Linnebo (2008). 

Let us define the non-structural properties of objects more precisely:  104

1)  intentional properties (e.g. 'being my favorite number').  

2)  Applied properties (e.g. 'being the number of books on one of my shelves').  

3)  Metaphysical properties (e.g. 'being abstract').  

4)  Kind properties (e.g. 'being a natural number').  

On this basis, it seems that a category of objects can be individuated, which I will call quasi-thin 

mathematical objects: such objects are incomplete just in the first sense delineated by Parsons: al-

though they clearly lack intrinsic properties in any platonist sense, they are endowed with both 

structural and non-structural properties, as the following table shows. 

Tab. 2. 

I will draw the distinction between structural and non-structural properties as one between essential 

(structural) properties and non-essential (non-structural) properties; in fact, structural properties de- 

termine quasi-thin objects for their essential identity. Non-structural properties define them – if not 

Properties Structural Objects Quasi-Thin Objects

Intrinsic ☒ ☒
Structural ☑ ☑

Non-structural ☒ ☑

 The present distinction has been presented by Linnebo as part of the talk 'Pure Structure: One Over Many' (2016), 104

Foundations of Mathematical Structuralism, MCMP (Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy).
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as individuals – as numerically distinguished relata, conceivable independently of the structure they 

belong to. 

In order to make quasi-thin objects more precise, let us investigate the metaphysical features of 

non-structural properties 1- 4 illustrated by Linnebo (2008):  

Tab.3. 

As outlined in table 2., intentional and applied properties such as 'being my favorite number' and 

'being the number of books on one of my shelves' result in merely accidental properties, whose at- 

tribution to quasi-thin objects is too contingent to effectively distinguish them from (entirely) struc- 

tural objects. Metaphysical properties such as 'being abstract' are more troublesome on a structura- 

list perspective: as acknowledged by Linnebo (2008), they are very important properties, actually 

appearing as non-structural but necessary (and plausibly essential).  Finally, kind properties such 105

as 'being a natural number' are necessary properties of objects (i.e. the properties a number should 

have in order to be considered a natural, relative, rational number, etc.) though not properly essen- 

tial: on some conceptions of mathematical objects, the number 2, for example, is not essentially 106

Non-Structural 
Properties Essential Necessary Contingent

Intentional ☒ ☒ ☑
Applied ☒ ☒ ☑

Metaphysical   ☑? ☑ ☒
Kind ☒ ☑ ☒

 However, this issue is controversial in the literature. 105

 For a sharper distinction between essential and necessary properties see Nodelman and Zalta (2014), where essential 106

properties are understood as encoded properties and necessary properties as exemplified properties. 
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natural, as it can be a natural as well as a relative, rational number, etc.  However, this idea is rela107 -

ted to a broader issue – the cross-structural identity among places of different structures – to which I 

will come to in section 5.3.3. 

On that view, kind properties are suitable for the present purposes: on the one hand, being 

non-essential, they fit well with an ante rem position; on the other hand, being necessary, they turn 

out to be important enough to elaborate quasi-thin objects in contrast with Shapiro’s purely structu-

ral objects. Significantly, this interpretation has been already advanced by Wolff (2011) and Mc-

Kenzie (forthcoming) in the context of scientific structuralism on quantum particles (see chapter 4, 

sec. 4.2.1), where state-independent properties such as mass and spin qualify quantum particles as 

different kinds of objects (electrons, muons, etc.). This idea seems to hold in mathematical structu-

ralism as well, where kind properties are more promising than the other alternatives in order to 

establish the numerical diversity of objects. However, they are still in need of further clarification in 

the mathematical domain; I will suggest a possible interpretation in section  5.2.3.

Quasi-thin mathematical objects – similarly to quasi-thin physical objects – raise two main worries, 

which I will consider when addressing WMS: 

i) are quasi-thin objects substantial enough to avoid resulting in a “no-objects-at-all” position?  

ii)  Are quasi-thin objects weak enough to preserve a structuralist framework? 

5.2.2. Objects and structures: a new relationship of fundamentality 

I will now delineate WMS starting from those formulations of ante rem structuralism which appeal 

to the notions of ontological dependence (Linnebo, 2008) and metaphysical grounding (Wiggle-

sworth, 2018). Along the lines of Wigglesworth’s (2018) proposal, WMS will be defined in terms of 

grounding, which fits better with the intention of applying a non-eliminative approach to both ob-

jects and structures. In particular, I will discuss the second grounding claim (i.e. ODS), that accoun-

ts for the relation between objects and structures. Although Wigglesworth understands this relation 

  Note that kind properties so understood are quite different from the interpretation of kind properties I suggested 107
above in the context of OSR – where kind properties turned out to be secondary to structural properties and yet essential 
properties of quantum particles. In the mathematical framework, though, the interpretation of kind properties as essen-
tial is questionable, exactly because it depends on different interpretations of the cross-structural identities objection to 
ante rem structuralism. 
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as asymmetrical, in this context I advance an alternative interpretation, in which objects and structu-

res are mutually – but not symmetrically – grounded in each other. This intuition can be expressed 

by the relation of Mutual Grounding, which is based on two different grounding claims holding at 

the same time – Object Identity and Structure Existence.  

Object Identity: mathematical objects/nodes are fully grounded for their identity (not for their exi-

stence) in the structure/graphs they belong to.

Structure Existence: structures/graphs are fully grounded for their existence (not for their identity) 

in the existence of the objects/nodes constituting them.

Object Identity and Structure Existence involve the identity and the existential dimension respec- 

tively, thus motivating the mutuality, but not the proper symmetry of the relation.  

A third Structure Identity grounding claim defines identity criteria for mathematical structures inde-

pendently of objects themselves. 

Structure Identity: structures/graphs are fully grounded for their identity in their own isomorphism 

types. 

As I will show in section 5.4., Structure Identity will elucidate WMS's conception of extendability, 

which entails a peculiar interpretation of the relationship between Mutual Grounding and funda-

mentality. 

Let us now cash out these claims one by one. I will firstly present the Object Identity claim, which 

implicitly refers to two assumptions: 

 Object Identity (a): objects/nodes are fully grounded in the relevant structure/graph for their identi-

ty. 

Object Identity (b): objects/nodes are not fully grounded in the relevant structure/graph for their exi-

stence. 
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Consider an unlabeled graph with two nodes and no edges as a simple example:
 108

Fig. 1. 

G':        ○             ○ 

In the graph G', the nodes are interchangeable, because they can be permuted while leaving the gra- 

ph unchanged; hence, their identity as individuals is solely determined by the graph they are in, as 

required by Object Identity (a). At the same time, Objects Identity (b) holds as well, since relations 

require things to stand in the relations, though such things are not objects in a proper sense. In the 

graph G, Objects Identity (b) is vindicated by the idea that the two nodes cannot collapse into one 

another, for they would result in a different (smaller) graph. 

The automorphism defined on the graph G' can be easily compared with the permutation of 

quantum particles in singlet-state discussed in chapters 1. and 4.; exactly as it happens in the physi-

cal domain, neither node in G' can be said to be the node a and the node b – they are structurally 

indiscernible. Nevertheless, the way in which graph theorists use graphs in the mathematical practi-

ce suggests us that the two nodes are at least numerically distinguished, so that we are actually justi-

fied in defining the graph G' as a 'graph with exactly two nodes and no edges'. As I am going to 

show, much still needs do be done in order to ground their numerical diversity.  In section 5.3.1., I 109

will propose a possible way to address this issue, by appealing to a specific interpretation of graphs 

and providing a more precise characterization of kind properties introduced in section 5.2.1.

Let us now consider the Structure Existence claim which, as Object Identity, includes two distinct 

claims: 

 This is an interesting case, because it violates even weak PII (there is not a symmetric and irreflexive relation hold108 -
ing between the nodes which can weakly individuate them). By these means, Ladyman’s (2005) solution to the identity 
problem (see chapter 2, sec. 2.4.1) is subject to a serious counterexample. This case has been illustrated by Ladyman 
and Leitgeb (2008) and Wigglesworth (2018) in order to argue for a primitive notion of identity as a possible solution to 
the identity problem. Still, this paradigmatic example is useful also in the present context, where a different proposal is 
put forward. 

 To be more precise, the reference to the mathematical practice may suffice to distinguish the nodes in G' insofar they 109

are given a primitive notion of identity (along the lines of Ladyman and Leitgeb, 2008). Still, my aim is to propose an 
alternative solution to the identity problem, which requires to account for the distinction between the nodes on different 
grounds. 
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Structure Existence (a): structures/graphs are fully grounded in individual objects for their existen-

ce. 

Structure Existence (b): structures/graphs are not fully grounded in individual objects for their iden-

tity. 

Concerning Structure Existence (a), the basic idea is that without distinct things existing metaphysi- 

cally prior to the structure, there is nothing to stand in the relations that are supposed to confer indi- 

viduality on the relata. At the same time, the identity of structures is to be settled independently of 

objects themselves, in accordance with Structure Existence (b). 

This leads to the third Structure Identity claim: 

Structure Identity: structures/graphs are fully grounded in their isomorphism types for their identity. 

As acknowledged by Wigglesworth, the identity of structures does not depend on the very identity 

of objects – which can be permuted while leaving the graph unchanged – but on the operation of 

adding or removing an edge, that would result in a different graph. In a nutshell, the identity of gra-

phs is determined by their isomorphism types, where no concrete systems are at play, consistently 

with Shapiro's (1997, p. 93) definition of structures.

WMS is intended to be a metaphysical position, which posits objects and structures in a new 

rela- tionship of fundamentality; Nonetheless, one could question the epistemological significance 

of this account, which is worth to briefly consider.  In ante rem structuralism, the access to objects 

presupposes the access to the relations of the structures, thus suggesting the epistemic – not only the 

metaphysical – priority of structures. Leitgeb (2020, Part B, p.16), in developing a theory of ante 

rem structures as unlabeled graphs, favours an alternative approach, in which structures and objects 

are epistemologically on a par: 

    

    No unlabeled graph without its nodes and edges, no nodes or edges in an unlabeled graph without 

the graph, and therefore one either understands all of them as a package or one does not understand 
any of them at all. 
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This proposal goes hand with hand with the metaphysical picture suggested by WMS and drafts a 

promising way of tackling the epistemological issues in a more moderate form of non-eliminative 

structuralism. Still, this is a topic for another work, whose aims go beyond the present discussion.  

5.2.3. Numbers as quasi-thin mathematical objects

Object Identity and Structure Existence are consistent with the understanding of numbers as quasi-

thin mathematical objects. In particular, two definitions can be outlined (in analogy with definitions 

1.A and 2.A for quasi-thin physical objects, chapter. 4, sec. 4.2.3). 

1. B. Quasi-Thin Objects [Existence]: Quasi-thin mathematical objects are things whose essential 

identity is grounded in the relevant structure, but whose existence is necessary to posit rela-

tions themselves.  

2. B. Quasi-Thin Objects [Kind]: Quasi-thin mathematical objects are things that (in addition to 

their structural properties) possess also non-essential, non-structural kind properties (the pro-

perties that qualify numbers as natural, relative, rational, etc.) which suffice to fix their nume-

rical diversity.  

Definitions 1.B and 2.B allow elaborating numbers as things or entities being numerically distingui-

shed and conceivable independently of the structures they belong to in virtue of their non-structural 

kind properties. However, a more precise description of kind properties in definition Quasi-Thin 

Objects [Kind] remains to be accomplished. As I mentioned above, some examples have been illu-

strated in the scientific framework, where Wolff (2011) refers to state-independent properties such 

as mass and spin to elucidate the kind properties of quantum particles. On the contrary, very few 

attempts to clarify kind properties in the mathematical domain have been proposed. 

Intuitively, kind properties of numbers are strictly connected to their counting and measure-

ment use in applicative situations. For this reason, they have been often confused with applied pro-

perties (cf. Linnebo, 2008). Consider the following quotation by MacBride (2005, p. 584): 
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     For what use are the cardinal numbers if they can't be employed to count? What merit is there in the 
real numbers if they cannot serve to measure? But while properties of application cannot be dismis-
sed in this way, they cannot be reduced to the obtaining of structural relations either. 

Actually, kind properties are not just related to items in the physical world that are used to count 

and measure. They also define the fundamental properties of each system of numbers at a more ab- 

stract level. For example, natural numbers (at least according to some conceptions, in which num- 

bers are interpreted as cardinals, rather than as ordinals) respond to the question 'how many Fs the- 

re are?', whereas the rationals are defined for their role in measurement, i.e. as ratios between pairs 

of magnitudes. Kind properties so understood seem consistent with the metaphysical considerations 

put forward in section 5.2.1. On the one hand, by expressing the applicative function of numbers – 

and not their internal composition – they are non-intrinsic properties, as required by a structuralist 

account of objects. On the other hand, as acknowledged by MacBride (2005), they are non-structu-

ral properties – counting collections and measuring quantities can be seen as structure-independent 

operations.110

In the present context, I am referring to the natural, relative, rational, real and complex 

numbers as different kinds. Consequently, the natural numbers structure, the relative numbers struc- 

ture, etc. can be understood as different structures. Given the present understanding of kinds, one 

could wonder if any arbitrary structure constitutes a kind. Recall that a structure is defined by a do- 

main D with a specific cardinality and an order relation (or a set of relations) R, so that we obtain S 

= <D, R>. As an example, consider the natural numbers structure ℕ, with D = {0, 1, 2, 3,...} and R 

= s (i.e. the successor relation). However, we can also take into account less standard structures, in 

which either the cardinality of the domain D or the order relation R are modified. As an example of 

the first case, consider a finite substructure of ℕ, which I call ℕ', with D = {0, 1, 2} and R = s. In 

this case, there is variation on the cardinality of D such that D includes a collection with just three 

places. Alternatively, we could also take a structure which preserves the domain of ℕ and yet assu- 

mes, in place of s, a different order relation R: for example, one in which 0 is not the initial element 

of the structure, but the successor of another natural number-place, so that we obtain a circular 

 Again, this presupposes the understanding of numbers as cardinals, and one in which cardinals are not derived from 110

ordinals. 
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structure or a loop. Let us define this structure ℕ''. We can also vary the order relation in a different 

structure: think for instance of a structure which has the domain of the real numbers structure but a 

different order relation, so that the interval between, say, 1 and 2 is discrete and not continuum. Let 

us label this structure ℝ'. 

Do ℕ', ℕ'' and ℝ' correspond to specific kinds, distinguished from the natural and real num-

bers kinds and displaying peculiar kind properties? Intuitively, we do not have reasons to rule out 

this possibility. So far, I argued that kind properties correspond to applicative properties. If this is 

the case, it is not implausible to conceive the kind properties corresponding to ℕ', ℕ'' and ℝ' and 

then to understand them as different kinds; in fact, the applicative properties of these structures are 

distinct from those of ℕ and ℝ, for they apply either to a finite collection of objets or to collections 

in which the order relation has been significantly changed. Of course, this would commit to an 

abundant conception of properties and to a sort of ontological inflation.  Still, it is worth noting 111

that such kind properties do not appear significant for the mathematical practice, and this motivates 

the present focus on the naturals, relatives, rationals, etc. as the fundamental kinds, whose ap-

plications are relevant and actually at use in mathematics. On this basis, non-standard structures 

such as  ℕ', ℕ'' and ℝ', despite corresponding to existent and specific kind properties, can be plausi-

bly left aside for the purposes of the present discussion. 

The question concerning whether graphs (and specifically the unlabelled graph with two no-

des and no edges) give raise to kinds is a different one. Some reasons to interpret graphs as specific 

kinds – and significant ones, unlike the aforementioned ℕ', ℕ'' and ℝ' structures – will be suggested 

below, by highlighting a feature that would distinguish them from other mathematical entities and, 

possibly, also from the fundamental numbers kinds discussed above.  

 See Lewis (1986) for the distinction between an abundant (maximalist) and a sparse (minimalist) conception of pro111 -
perties. 
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5.3. A possible response to the identity problem 

WMS and quasi-thin mathematical objects as defined in sections 5.2.2. and 5.2.3. introduce an al-

ternative strategy to avoid to the identity problem concerning structures with non-trivial automor-

phisms. The proposed solution is based on the possibility of attributing to objects in non-rigid struc-

tures, which share the totality of their structural properties, different non-structural kind properties. 

As for Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS), the opposition between entities and objects – in which 

entities are the subject of a predication of properties and objects are properly individuated entities – 

plays a crucial role: consistently with a structuralist framework, I maintain that mathematical objec-

ts should be individuated by their structural, essential properties. Therefore, objects in non-rigid 

structures remain structurally indiscernible. Still, I argue that such objects are at least numerically 

distinct in virtue of their kind properties, which allow us to distinguish them as more generic things 

or entities.  In fact, kind properties, as applicative properties strongly dependent on context, shed 112

light on how different kinds of mathematical objects are actually used in the mathematical practice. 

On this basis, even though the relevant entities cannot be properly individuated – after all, we can-

not establish which one is which, as pointed out by Burgess (1999) and Keränen (2001) – they can-

not collapse into one another either, for they are often used or applied in very different ways. 

 Of course, this general strategy needs to be drawn up with respect to specific cases of non-

trivial automorphisms. In what follows, I will focus on the case of an unlabelled graph with two no-

des and no edges and the case of +1 and –1 in the relative numbers structure. 

5.3.1. The case of graphs 

The unlabeled 2-elements graph G’ presented so far provides a simple case of non-trivial automor-

phism, where the nodes in question prove to be structurally indiscernible as objects but numerically 

distinguished as things or entities. In order to spell out their numerical diversity, let us start by eva-

luating which kind-applicative properties graphs might have. Standardly, graphs are mathematical 

entities; however, graphs have the function of providing figurative representations of the relations 

among objects in the physical world. Unlike other mathematical entities, graphs have a strong dia-

grammatical and schematic aspect, which makes graph-theoretic representations fundamental to ex-

 For the distinction between numerical diversity and identity, see chapter 4, sec. 4.2.2.112
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plain the relations in physical systems. On this view, graphs are strictly connected with their concre-

te counter-parts,  thus displaying the kind property of being applicable to physical systems. Let us 113

define this property K-APP. This would distinguish them from other abstract mathematical entities, 

which do not leave room for such powerful empirical applications.  The connection between gra114 -

phs and their concrete representations has been specified, among others, by Pincock (2007): in or-

der to support the theoretical indispensability of mathematics for physics, Pincock tackles the well-

known problem of the seven Königsberg bridges by appealing to graph theory, which gives a com-

pelling mathematical explanation of why it is impossible to complete a 'Eulerian path'  (crossing 115

all the Königsberg bridges passing only once on any single bridge and returning to the starting 

point). Pincock (2007, p. 259) advances the following interpretation of the relation between bridges 

and the graph abstractly representing them: 

     

    It is tempting to say that the bridge system just is a graph, although this is somewhat misleading. 

The bridge system is of course not a graph because graphs are mathematical entities and the bridge 
system is physical. Still, the bridge system and this particular graph seem much more intimately 
connected than the system with a temperature and the number 40. We might capture this by saying 
that the bridge system has the structure of a graph, in the sense that the relations among its parts 
allow us to map those parts directly onto a particular graph. 

K-APP seems consistent with the characterization of kind properties previously provided for num-

bers. First, K-APP is not intrinsic: as for numbers, it sets out an applicative function of graphs, and 

not an inherent feature of them – as pointed out by Pincock, graphs are mathematical entities and 

they should not be identified with bridges, which are just (one of) their concrete representations. 

 This idea echoes Parsons’(2008) conception of quasi-concrete objects: «objects of a kind which goes with an intrin- 113

sic, concrete ‘representation’, such that different objects of the kind in question are distinguishable by having different 
representations» (Parsons, 2008, p. 34). Still, what I am here proposing is a slightly different approach, in which graphs 
are abstract entities and yet they are closely related to physical systems (recalling Pincock, 2007).

 For example, even if we maintain that graphs are abstract objects, they can be contrasted with what Parsons (2008, 114

p. 36) defines 'pure abstract objects': natural numbers (and this plausibly extends to the other numbers kinds) and pure 
sets. With respect to natural numbers, Parsons (ibid.) claims: «For a particular number, say the number five, what could 
be meant by an intrinsic concrete representation of it? A possible answer would be: Any configuration of five objects. 
However, something is concealed by the word “configuration.” If by a configuration is really meant something concrete 
and spatial, then it does not determine the kind of object such that it consists of five of them». 

 As specified by Pincock (2007, p. 257) «A path of a graph is a series of edges where one of the vertices in the nth 115

edge overlaps with one of the vertices in the n + 1th edge»
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The question concerning whether K-APP is a structural property is more controversial. On the one 

hand, the graph-theoretic figurative representation preserves the structure of the concrete system it 

is linked to, mapping its relations by abstraction. On the other, this is quite independent from the 

original graph itself: to be more precise, K-APP is not a structural property in the same sense in 

which, for example, ’being the successor of’ is a structural property in ante rem structuralism. Whi-

le the latter is a structural property ‘internal’ to the structure, the former just points to an empirical 

application of the graph which works by a structural mapping. On this basis, I would define K-APP 

as a mapping property, establishing a specific relation between a mathematical entity (in this case, a 

graph) and an empirical system. This may suffice to distinguish K-APP from Shapiro’s understan-

ding of structural properties – which by contrast are intended to apply within a mathematical struc-

ture. 

That being said, let us apply the automorphism on the two nodes in G’ to an empirical situa-

tion. Consider a variation of the Königsberg bridges example referring to the current number of 

Königsberg bridges, which have been reduced from seven to five. In this new arrangement, take the 

two nodes in G to be two arbitrary points in two physically identical islands among which, say, the 

sixth bridge – now removed – used to be. This scenario offers a concrete representation of the 2- 

elements unlabelled graph G with no edges: we have two indiscernible points, for we still do not 

know which one is which. The two points are apparently identical and share the totality of their 

qualitative properties. However, we can numerically distinguish them by means of their spatio-tem-

poral location, since we know that the two points occupy two different positions in spacetime.  So, 116

if we assume that the kind properties of graphs are those of being applicable to physical systems, 

then the two nodes in G’ are distinguishable in virtue of their kind properties K-APP i.e. they have 

different empirical applications, consisting of the two identical points differently located in space-

time. 

 I am not here addressing the issue concerning whether spatio-temporal location qualifies as a structural or a non- 116

structural property, for this would involve the wider debate on substantialist vs relationalist approaches on space-time. 
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5.3.2. The tale of +1 and –1

Let us now investigate more complex cases of non-trivial automorphism: consider, for instance, +1 

and –1 in the relative number structure, in which +1 belongs to the positive subset (0, 1, 2, . . .) of 

the relative numbers (0, 1, 2, . . .; –1, –2, . . .). Arguably, the subset (0, 1, 2, . . .) corresponds to the 

natural numbers kind. So, if taken on its own, +1 displays a set of kind properties that is plausibly 

distinct from that of its negative counterpart –1 (consisting of the properties of the positive integers 

plus those needed in order to subtract any two numbers in ℕ).  Differently put, the properties of 117

the positive integer +1 in ℤ+ overlap up to a point with the properties of the natural number 1, which 

I define kind properties (+)ℕ, i.e. the properties of operating with positive quantities, stemming 

from natural numbers being closed under addition. In fact, it is just when we consider the negative 

integer –1 that we are able to introduce the kind properties of relative numbers as a different set of 

properties that – extended from (+)ℕ – we can label (±) ℤ: the properties of making operations not 

only with positive quantities, but also with negative ones, for relative numbers are closed under 

both addition and subtraction. On this basis, I argue that +1 and –1 in ℤ are discernible in virtue of 

their different (non-structural) kind properties. This solution has the advantage of not involving ei-

ther a primitive notion of identity or the reference to a weak form of PII,  thus presenting a third-118

way strategy to overcome the identity problem.  

 This proposal is not without problems and it is questionable whether it can be applied to 

other cases of non-trivial automorphisms. Let us then evaluate if a similar solution can be extended 

to the automorphism on +i and –i in ℂ. Recall that complex numbers (a + bi) resolve equations whi-

ch are impossible in the real numbers structure: in particular, equations of the form x2 = –1, where x 

is a free variable and the square of a real number is a negative number. The problem with complex 

numbers is that any formula (φ)x, with only x free, holds for both (a + bi) and its conjugate (a – bi), 

so that the two numbers are indiscernible. This leads to identify +i and –i, contradicting the claim 

that apart from 0, each number has two distinct square roots. In this context, the following quotation 

by Shapiro (2006a, p. 139) may be helpful: 

 When it comes to kind properties, I assume that the positive integer +1 can be considered in isolation since kind 117

properties are non-structural properties

 See chapter 2, sec. 2.4.118
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     With complex analysis, we can distinguish i from −i as follows: the pair ⟨i, −i⟩ satisfies the formula 

x + y = 0, and the pair ⟨i, i⟩ does not. If i were identical to −i, then the ordered pair ⟨i, −i⟩ would be 

the same as the pair ⟨i, i⟩, and so these pairs would satisfy the same formulas. Of course, we still 

have no way of telling, among i and −i, which is which, but maybe we do not need that ability. 

Shapiro acknowledges that Keränen (2001, p. 324) rules out the possibility of solving the identity 

problem by appealing to formulas with more than one free variable, because of the equivalence of 

isomorphic systems. However, Shapiro (2006a, p. 140) also notes that Keränen refers to the indivi- 

duation of objects, not just to the possibility of numerically distinguishing them, which is not simi- 

larly undermined by the isomorphic equivalence. As Shapiro, I maintain that this is all we need to 

come up with a possible solution of the identity problem;  after all, on my account of WMS and 119

quasi-thin objects, numbers are grounded for their identity in the structure they belong to, whereas 

structures are grounded for their existence in distinct relata (which I labelled quasi-thin objects). As 

I argued, quasi-thin objects can be at least numerically distinguished in virtue of their non-structural 

kind properties. Therefore, Shapiro’s claim has the benefit of elucidating which kind properties 

complex numbers appear to have and then can be accommodated in my own WMS. More specifi- 

cally, +i extends the kind properties of real numbers in order to solve x2= –1 equations, where x is 

the only free variable; arguably, the kind properties of +i are distinct from those of its negative con-

jugate –i, which further extend the properties of real numbers in order to solve equations not only 

with one free variable, but also with two free variables. Clearly, this is just a sketch of a proposal 

and much more should be said. Still, this is intended to be a way of gesturing to a possible applica- 

tion of the strategy proposed for +1 and –1 in ℤ to +i and –i in ℂ, by focusing on a possible ac- 

count of their kind properties. 

That being said, quasi-thin mathematical objects as defined by Object Identity (a; b) and 

Structure Existence (a; b) appear to be substantial enough to provide a possible response to the 

identity problem, addressing the first issue introduced so far (i. are thin objects substantial 

enough?).  Unfortunately, the proposed strategy (especially as regards the case of +1 and –1 in ℤ) 

meets with another standard difficulty of ante-rem structuralism, i.e. the problem of cross-structural 

identities, to which the next section is devoted.  

 Significantly, differently from the strategy here suggested, Shapiro (2006, p. 139) ends up supporting a primitive no- 119

tion of identity for + i and –i: «if the identity sign is a primitive of the language, and we have singular terms denoting 
each object, then we can trivially individuate each object. In complex analysis, i satisfies x = i and nothing else does.» 
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5.3.3. Cross-structural identities: a further concern 

The identity problem discussed so far concerns the identity of places in the same structure. A simi- 

lar problem arises when it comes to places in different structures: is the natural number 2 identical 

to the real number 2?  This issue has an intimate connection with the solution to the identity pro- 120

blem I proposed above; in the case of the relative numbers structure, I argued that +1 is distingui- 

shed from its negative counterpart –1 because of its kind properties, which correspond to those of 

natural numbers. On that view, it is quite natural to ask whether +1 in the relative number structure 

should be identified with 1 in the natural numbers structure. In what follows, I will specifically tar- 

get this case, that is particularly relevant for the present discussion. 

Shapiro (2006a) claims that three main pathways have been explored in the literature, and that three 

main interpretations of the indeterminacy under scrutiny are available:  

1. first, there is no fact of the matter on this issue; the numeral for the natural number 1 and the 

numeral for the relative number 1 have determinate references – in the natural number structure 

and in the relative number structure respectively. However, one is not compelled to take a stand 

on the identity or diversity of these referents, as the «the indeterminacy is charged to the (mathe-

matical) world, not to mathematical language. It is an ontological or a metaphysical indetermina-

cy» (Shapiro, 2006a, p. 127).  

2.  Second, there could be a determinate identity relation between places of different structures – the 

natural 1 is identical to the integer 1 – but some of these identity relations remain inscrutable, and 

then subject to an epistemic indeterminacy.  

3.Third, one could hold that places in different structures are distinct; according to Shapiro (2006, 

p. 128) this option fits better with one of the core intuitive ideas of ante rem structuralism, that is 

that objects are tied to the structures constituting them: if numbers are defined by their place in a 

specific structure, then objects in different structures are to be distinct. On that option, the rele-

vant indeterminacy is a semantic one, concerning the mathematical language:  

 This problem echoes the one due to Benaceraff (1965): «according to von Neumann’s interpretation of arithmetic, 120

each natural number is the corresponding finite ordinal, so that 2 is {φ, {φ}}; according to Zermelo’s interpretation, 
is{{φ}}. So which is 2?» (Shapiro, 2006, p. 122). 
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   On this view, the lingering indeterminacy is charged to the language. The phrase ‘the number 2’ is 

systematically ambiguous, denoting a place in the natural number structure, a place in the integer 
structure, a place in the real number structure, a place in the ordinal structure, etc. (Shapiro, 2006a, 
p. 128). 

This is the route taken by Shapiro (2006a): even though the mathematical language leaves largely 

un-explained which objects and which structures we are referring to, such indeterminacy does not 

interfere either with the mathematical practice or with matters of understanding and communica- 

tion. In fact, as far as the relevant mathematical systems are isomorphic to each other, the math- 

ematician is allowed to go back and forth a structure and any of the systems exemplifying it. 

These three ways have pros and cons; let us then evaluate them in light of the kind proper-

ties illustrated so far, which play a crucial role in my own solution to the identity problem. 

To begin with, the option (1) is apparently the least demanding from a philosophical point of view; 

after all, it does not make a difference whether places from different structures are identical or dis- 

tinct, for this is a mathematical indeterminacy. As a mathematical issue, the problem of cross-struc- 

tural identity does not affect either ante rem structuralism or – intuitively – WMS, since they are 

both philosophical positions. However, option (1) seems to pass the buck to mathematical practice 

despite having significant philosophical consequences, and not desirable ones: in particular, this op- 

tion runs counter the Quinean slogan 'no entity without identity', according to which entities in a 

given theory should be given definite identity criteria. 

Let us then focus on options (2) and (3), for which the questions about cross-structural iden- 

tities make sense at a philosophical level. Option (2) turns out to be the most troublesome for my 

account. Identifying objects from different structures – although some of these identity relations 

remain unknown – would undermine the very idea of kind properties as distinguishing the naturals, 

the relatives, the reals, etc., thus threatening seriously the whole proposal of quasi-thin mathemati-

cal objects as defined by Quasi-Thin Objects [Existence](1.B) and Quasi-Thin Objects [Kind] 

(2.B). At a first glance, quasi- thin mathematical objects are best vindicated by option (3), where the 

natural and the relatives are distinct and therefore have different kind properties. Still, in this fra-

mework, kind properties such as 'being a natural number' are allegedly structural and essential – 

what distinguishes the naturals, the reals, etc. are the specific structural relations in which they 

stand. This contradicts the definition of kind properties as necessary and yet non-structural and 
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non-essential properties of numbers (cf. sec. 5.2.1). So, also option (3) appears to have unpleasant 

implications for WMS and quasi-thin mathematical objects as a possible solution the identity pro-

blem. 

However, I believe that option (3) can be accommodated in WMS insofar as kind properties 

are more straightforwardly defined. What exactly does 'to be a natural, relative, etc. number' amount 

to? As I argued in section 5.2.3, a plausible explanation of kind properties is to identify them with 

applicative properties (cf. MacBride, 2005) involved in counting collections and measuring quanti-

ties in pragmatic situations. According to MacBride (p. 584), the way in which numbers are used 

cannot be reduced to the «obtaining of the structural relations». On this view, kind properties of 

numbers can be seen as non-structural properties, consistently with the definition provided above in 

the framework of WMS.  If we interpret kind properties as applicative properties, then a stronger 

focus on context is required – a contextual indeterminacy emerges along with a semantical one. 

However, this is not always the case: in some applications, the reference to a particular context can 

shed light on which numbers we are actually using, despite their being semantically indeterminate. 

Some examples, involving different mathematical operations, will make this more precise. To begin 

with, consider an operation on natural numbers, such as 2 + 1 = 3: this appears to be ambiguous 

both semantically and contextually: at the semantical level, 2, 1 and 3 denote naturals but also rela-

tives, rational, reals etc. Consequently, at a contextual level, we cannot infer their applicative uses 

univocally, for it is not clear from the context which numbers we are exactly talking about. 

Let us now turn to the relative number structure, that is relevant for the present discussion, 

and take into account as a possible example 1 + (– 4) = – 3. On the one hand, a semantical and a 

contextual indeterminacy arise; upwardly, the same operation also semantically refers to 1, – 4 and 

– 3 in the larger structures of the rational and the real numbers, in which the relatives are structural-

ly embedded. As in the previous case, the context does not allow us to distinguish their applicative 

uses either. On the other hand, 1 + (– 4) = – 3 cannot be indeterminate if applied downwardly, i.e. to 

the substructure of the natural numbers, for – 4 is not part of the naturals. Therefore, even though 

semantically 1 denotes the same place in both ℤ and ℕ, the applicative context in which they are 

considered helps distinguishing them, without necessarily appealing to their structural relations. 

Such reasoning can be easily generalized to other systems of numbers; for example, if we take into 

account the operation   +   =   on rational numbers, a semantical indeterminacy arises upwardly: 

the same operation refers to  ,   and   in the larger structures of the real and complex numbers. 
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However, this is not the case downwardly, for  ,   ,   and are not part of the relatives. It is worth 

noting that the case of complex numbers is slightly different; if we focus on the following operation 

on complex numbers (3+ 2i) + (5 – 4i) = (8 – 2i), we can more explicitly infer from the context that 

we are referring to complex numbers. In fact, complex numbers do not have clear correspondents in 

other systems of numbers, either upwardly (ℂ is the largest structure of numbers) or downwardly 

(complex numbers include i and –i as specific constituents).    121

  In other words, the applicative uses of the natural, relative, rational, real and complex num-

bers remain distinct whether they are treated as identical or distinct in ontological, epistemic or 

even semantical terms.  On this basis, I argue that the possible solution to the identity problem 122

advanced in section 5.3.2 does not commit one to identify the relative +1 and the natural 1 – some-

thing that would be in contrast with both ante rem structuralism and my own account of WMS. In 

fact, along the lines of Shapiro’s (2006a) option (3), I hold that places from different structures are 

actually distinct, and that their indeterminacy is charged to the language, not to the mathematical 

world. Nevertheless, I assume that +1 in ℤ and 1 in ℕ are distinct not because of their structural 

properties – as Shapiro (2006a) puts it – but, rather, because of the applicative context in which they 

are used, which helps defining them as distinct in a non-structural way. 

 To better understand how the identity problem (a) and the cross-structural identities problem 

(b) are related in my proposal, let us come back to the automorphism on +1 and –1 in the relative 

numbers structure, which are clearly subject to both (a) and (b).  

a): In section 5.3.2, I argued that +1 in ℤ + corresponds up to a point with the natural number 1 in ℕ, 

enabling us to operate on collections of positive quantities only. In this sense, the integer +1 in ℤ+ 

shares with natural numbers the kind properties I defined (+)ℕ , i.e. that of being added to any natural 
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 Of course, things are more complicated than that. For example, take the complex number a+bi, where the real part a 121

is 1 and the imaginary part b is 0, so that we obtain 1+0i = 1. In this case, someone could identify the result of the equa-
tion '1' with the real number 1. Still, the diversity between the complex 1 and the real 1 can be established by pointing 
out that that the equation at hand relies on a different process which – involving the imaginary unit i –  results in 1 as a 
complex number. Moreover, the complex field allows for applications which are not possible with real analysis (as an 
illustrative example, take the application of complex numbers to solve physical problems, such as those in the electro-
magnetic field).

 Given the importance of the 2-elements unlabelled graph G in the present discussion, let us briefly consider whether 122

graphs raise a similar cross-structural identity problem. In this respect, Leitgeb (2008, part B, p. 8) distinguishes bet-
ween graphs and the numbers structures: «In the context of unlabeled graph theory, this is not much of an issue, as gra-
ph theorists do not seem to identify vertices across distinct unlabeled graphs anyway, differently from what happens in 
the mathematical practice, where it is common to identify naturals, integers etc.».
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number by closure. By contrast, the integer –1 provides us with an additional ability, i.e. that of sub-

tracting it to any natural number by closure, so that we can operate on collections of both positive 

and negative quantities. Consequently, –1 displays a different set of kind properties, extended from 

those of natural numbers in order to count collections in which negative quantities come into play 

(the counting of collections with just one/two…individual(s)) which I labelled (±)ℤ . 

(b): At the same time, the reference to mathematical operations offers a broader contextual fra-

mework which allows us to discriminate between +1 in ℤ and 1 in ℕ; that is because the former can 

be used in larger range of mathematical operations on both positive and negative numbers (such as 

‘1 + (– 4) = – 3’ )  whereas the latter cannot.  

On this basis, I assume that the integer +1 corresponds to the natural 1 (and this suffices to distin-

guish it from the integer –1) without being identical to it (so that we are not committed to the cross-

structural identity of the natural 1 and the integer 1). That is because +1 in the relative numbers 

structure possesses both the property (+)ℕ (when it is considered within ℤ+) and the property (±)ℤ 

(insofar it is embedded in ℤ on the whole). 

 Therefore, I believe that the problem of cross-structural identities does not directly challenge 

WMS and quasi-thin objects as presented in sections 5.2.2. and 5.2.3. Let us then proceed in the 

next section with the analysis of WMS, examining the individuation of abstract structures in more 

detail. 

5.3.4. Tacking Stock: WMS as a middle-ground approach  

Object Identity and Structure Existence have been useful to introduce quasi-thin mathematical ob-

jects in the structural ontology. However, quasi-thin objects do not commit to a form of in re struc-

turalism, according to which abstract structures depend on the systems instantiating them. Conver-

sely, they can be framed in an ante rem individuation of structures – where no systems are at play – 

as showed by the Structure Identity grounding claim, which grounds the identity of structures in 

their isomorphism types. By these means, the priority of structures is preserved, as required by non-

eliminative structuralism. Wigglesworth (2018, p. 233) states that the individuation of structures via 
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their isomorphism classes serves a bound from below for the grounding chains holding in mathema-

tical structuralism: as suggested in section 5.1.2, the idea of a lower bound accounts for a non-stan-

dard interpretation of the well-foundedness of grounding in a structuralist framework  – one in whi-

ch there is not a finite number of steps between each element of the grounding chain and the fon-

damentalium that grounds it. 

  Significantly, this conception can be applied to WMS as well; on the one hand, Object Iden-

tity and Structure Existence ensure that objects and structures are on a par, and then not finitely 

grounded. In fact, although WMS includes two different grounding relations, their mutuality within 

the overall picture ensures that objects and structures belong to the same fundamental level, in con-

trast with the standard structuralist idea that structures only are fundamental; hence, the resulting 

grounding relation appears to be not well-founded in the standard sense (i.e. finitely grounded). On 

the other hand, the identity of the structures is a bound from below (or a full ground) for both 

claims, thus providing WMS with a (non-standard) foundation, which (in accordance with the me-

taphysical properties of WS described in chapter 3) I define weak-fundamentality (W-F). On these 

grounds, quasi-thin mathematical objects – which turned out to be substantial enough to avoid the 

identity problem – also respond to the second issue introduced so far (ii. are quasi-thin objects weak 

enough?), because they appear weak enough to retain a non-eliminative ante rem approach – where 

abstract structures are ultimately prior to the objects composing them. 

 These clarifications make it plausible to say that WS involves M, AR, T, W-F, where M and 

W-F are intended to be variations of anti-symmetry (¬AS) and fundamentality (F) respectively and 

anti-reflexivity (AR) – as opposed to Coherentism – can be endorsed again. Indeed, each direction 

of grounding that I have taken into account is anti-symmetrical on its own, thus not leading back to 

the starting point, as in coherentist circles of ground. As I argued for Weak Scientific Structuralism 

(WSS), the combination of properties of WMS allows us to infer more precisely its metaphysical 

commitments – as opposed to the metaphysical claims at hand in ante rem structuralism – which are 

captured by the following theses (re-adapted from theses i-ii attributed to WSS): 

iii) Parity Thesis: mathematical objects and mathematical structures are equi-fundamental. 

iv) Priority Thesis: isomorphism types are prior to mathematical structures and to mathematical ob-

jects in the sense of being their lower bound. 
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Hence, WMS results in a mutual, but not exactly symmetrical position, so as to avoid typical circu-

larity objections concerning not well-founded structuralist ontologies. Moreover, a form of holistic 

explanation holds in WMS as well, going together with the relation of Mutual Grounding proposed; 

objects and structures are explained by each other, but structures explain objects for their identity 

and objects explain structures for their existence. 
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Concluding Remarks: Towards a New Taxonomy of Reality 

Scientific Ontic Structural Realism (OSR) and mathematical ante rem structuralism are intimately 

related positions, which assume structures to be fundamental and ontologically prior and objects to 

be entirely reduced to their structural features. Both views are motivated by specific problems in 

scientific and mathematical structuralism. OSR aims at overcoming the metaphysical under-deter-

mination problem affecting quantum particles in QM – which are consistent with two metaphysical 

packages, i.e. quantum particles as individuals and as non-individuals – by replacing the standard 

object-oriented metaphysics with a structural ontology, in which objects are either eliminable or re-

ducible to structures. Shapiro's ante rem structuralism, by contrast, is meant to combine realism in 

ontology and realism in semantics with an acceptable epistemology. To this aim, Shapiro (1997) 

introduces a full-fledged theory of structures in which objects are just places or positions within 

them, in accordance with the 'places-are-objects' perspective. 

In both cases, all that matters about objects are their structural properties, an assumption 

that has been deeply challenged in both theoretical frameworks. OSR has elicited the 'relation wi-

thout relata' objection (Cao, 2003; Dorato, 1999; Psillos 2001, 2006; Busch, 2003; Morganti 2004; 

Chakravartty, 1998; 2003), claiming that OSR collapses into absurdity by eliminating the relata 

which should make up the relations and hence the structures OSR is concerned with. Mathematical 

ante rem structuralism also ends up in a counter-intuitive result, committing to identify objects (i.e. 

those belonging to structures with non-trivial automorphisms) which are actually distinct in mathe-

matical practice. This introduces the so-called identity problem for Shapiro's (1997) 'places-are-ob-

jects' perspective (Burgess, 1999; Keränen, 2001) and related difficulties concerning the interpreta-

tion of the Principle of Identity of Indiscernibles (PII) in mathematical structuralism. The existing 

solutions to these problems are not entirely convincing.  

 In the debate on OSR, some more defensible, non-eliminative positions have been proposed, 

i.e. Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR. However, these views – which admit objects in the on-

tology as mere nodes or bearers of the relations – leave a number of questions open: where do exac-

tly structures cease to exist and objects begin to? Are these objects too thin to be introduced in the 

ontology? More broadly, are Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR really distinguished from the 

more radical Eliminative OSR, according to which structure is all there is? 

Similar worries arise in the mathematical framework, where two main routes have been taken to 

resist the identity problem: first, one can adopt a weaker version of PII to distinguish objects in 
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structures with non-trivial automorphism (Ladyman, 2005) – along the lines of Saunder's (2003) 

proposal in OSR – arguing that structurally indiscernible objects are distinguishable in virtue of the 

symmetric but irreflexive relations holding between them (i.e. ‘being the additive inverse of’ for 

relative and complex numbers). Still, this strategy has been criticized by MacBride (2006): symme-

tric and irreflexive relations actually presuppose the numerical diversity of objects, rather than 

grounding it. Second, the identity of objects can be understood as a primitive fact. This option, 

though, brings about a sort of 'dismissive attitude' (Parson, 2008) which runs into further difficul-

ties, concerning how we can have an epistemic access to these primitive identity facts and how we 

can characterize objects whose identity is primitively defined. 

 On this basis, I endorsed an alternative approach, investigating the metaphysical claims pre-

supposed by both OSR and ante rem structuralism. To do so, I started from the standard metaphysi-

cal picture suggested by Metaphysical Foundationalism (MF), in which the concepts of priority and 

fundamentality play a key role. From this perspective, I discussed ontological dependence, groun-

ding and their different interpretations as a promising metaphysical toolkit to carve up the structure 

of reality and to elucidate the structuralist idea – bringing together scientific OSR and mathematical 

ante rem structuralism – that objects are secondary or derivative on structures. Metaphysical groun-

ding, in particular, turned out to be a more promising tool, which provides a deeper insight into the 

structure of reality. That is because grounding has a stricter connection with metaphysical explana-

tion: if x grounds y, then x metaphysically explains (or helps explaining) y. The relation between 

grounding and explanation has been differently articulated. In the present discussion, I opted for a 

compromise view, according to which the relationship between grounding and metaphysical expla-

nation is regimented by some principles (i.e. 'inheritance' and 'involvement' principles) which esta-

blish a robust link between the two notions without identifying them. Significantly, grounding has 

been recently reconsidered within a non-foundationalist perspective, illustrated in detail by Bliss 

and Priest (2018). Several positions – challenging the standard properties of grounding and yet 

being logically and metaphysically plausible – are in fact available as alternatives to MF. In this 

framework, I took into account Infinitism and Coherentism as the most notable non-foundationalist 

approaches and developed my own account of Weak Structuralism (WS). As I argued, WS aims at 

combining some ideas of MF with the explanatory advantages of non-foundationalist views which – 

by admitting symmetric or not well-founded grounding relations – provide us with more powerful 

explanatory tools. In particular, WS appears as a mixture of Coherentism and Metaphysical Founda-

tionalism. WS directly accounts for the relationship between objects and structures and it is based 
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on a peculiar interpretation of grounding, which I called Mutual Grounding. Mutual Grounding 

does not correspond to symmetric grounding, for it envisages a distinction between two directions 

in which the grounding relations go: an upward direction, from objects to structures, in which the 

identity dimension is at play and a downward direction, from structures to objects, involving the 

existential dimension. Acknowledging this distinction, Mutual Grounding can be split into two di-

stinct claims holding at the same time: Object Identity (objects are grounded for their identity in the 

structures they belong to) and Structure Existence (structures are grounded in objects for their exi-

stence). In addition to these two claims, a third Structure Identity claim accounts for the identity of 

structures by referring to those higher, more abstract structures which are relevant for both OSR 

(symmetry groups of group-theory) and ante rem structuralism (isomorphism types of abstract 

structures).  

 WS has two main implications: first, a more substantial conception of objects – i.e. objects 

as quasi-thin objects – emerges from the combination of Object Identity and Structure Existence. 

Second, Structure Identity allows us to come up with a specific interpretation of the well-founded-

ness of grounding: one in which the relevant entities are neither finitely grounded – as standardly 

required by MF – nor infinitely descending without a termination – as it happens in Infinitism and 

Coherentism. In WS, objects and structures are bounded from below, where the interpretation of 

their lower bound varies in the two debates: symmetry groups for scientific structuralism and iso-

morphism types for mathematical structuralism. The idea of having a lower bound introduces a non-

standard account of the well-foundedness of grounding, which I understood as a form of weak-fun-

damentality (W-F). More precisely, WS corresponds to the following combination of properties: 

mutuality (M), anti-transitivity (AT), anti-reflexivity (AR) and weak-fundamentality (W-F). So de-

fined, WS appears to be a broad conceptual framework. My main purpose was to apply this position 

to both scientific and mathematical structuralism in order to introduce novel positions – Weak 

Scientific Structuralism (WSS) and Weak Mathematical Structuralism (WMS) respectively – which 

can be advantageous when it comes to deal with their main objections. In fact, both WSS and WMS 

are advanced as middle ground positions which attempts to overcome some difficulties of OSR and 

ante rem structuralism (i.e. the 'relation without relata' objection and the identity problem) without 

abandoning their main intuition (i.e. the priority of structures). 

 Before putting WS at work in the scientific and the mathematical domain, it was useful to 

investigate the metaphysical claims OSR and ante rem structuralism are committed to. Concerning 

OSR, I returned to the main OSR-views – Eliminative OSR, Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR 
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– and I illustrated their main metaphysical theses (Fundamentality Thesis, Priority Thesis and suita-

ble modifications of them). I then considered their interpretation in terms of different forms of de-

pendence (French, 2010) arguing – along the lines of  Wolff (2011) – that dependence naturally fa-

vours non-eliminative conceptions of OSR. Priority-based and Moderate OSR, despite suggesting a 

non-eliminative approach towards objects, are still subject to variations of the 'relation without rela-

ta' objection and thus leave room for Weak Scientific Structuralism (WSS) as a novel interpretation 

of OSR – which is further motivated by the explanatory advantages of a grounding-based version of 

OSR.  

 WSS applies to quantum particles and quantum entanglement structures, which are posited 

in a new relationship of fundamentality in accordance with Mutual Grounding. On this view, quan-

tum particles turned out to be quasi-thin physical objects endowed with both primary structural 

properties (the properties that remain invariant under symmetry-groups transformations, such as 

position and momentum) and secondary non-structural properties (kind properties such as spin and 

charge, which are hardly amenable to a structural characterization). On this basis, I distinguished 

quasi-thin objects from thin objects in Priority-based and Moderate-OSR, which are entirely defi-

ned by their structural properties. WSS has several benefits: first, the conjunction of Object Identity 

and Structure Existence provides a way to distinguish concrete structures from abstract structures – 

whose identification is another standard problem of OSR: physical structures are grounded for their 

(physical) existence in the (spatio-temporal) objects constituting them (Structure Existence). At the 

same time, we should not renounce the standard structuralist claim that quantum particles are 

grounded for their identity in quantum entanglement structures (Object Identity). Second, Structure 

Identity individuates physical structures by means of mathematical structures, i.e. symmetry-groups 

of group-theory, appealing to the notion of shared structure (Landry, 2007) which vindicates the 

prominent role played by group-theory in QM. Third, quasi-thin physical objects (as defined by de-

finitions 1.A and 2.A) appear to be substantial enough to be legitimate relata of structures – as op-

posed to the very thin objects of Priority-based OSR and Moderate OSR – thus responding to the 

'relation without relata' objection. However, quasi-thin physical objects are also weak enough to fit 

well with a structuralist framework, and also with the idea that higher structures (i.e. symmetry-

groups) are ultimately prior to objects, as stated by Structure Identity. 

 A similar path has been explored in the mathematical framework; first I examined the meta-

physical assumptions of ante rem structuralism and its interpretations in terms of dependence (Lin-

nebo, 2008) and grounding (Wigglesworth, 2018). Wigglesworth's account of grounding appeared 
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to be more suitable for understanding ante rem structuralism, for it is consistent with an ante rem 

individuation of structures. Second, I developed my own account of Weak Mathematical Structura-

lism (WMS) – whose articulation mirrors WSS –  as a more moderate interpretation of ante rem 

structuralism, which in this case applies to numbers and the abstract structures they belong to. 

WMS aims at advocating a possible strategy to avoid the identity problem, distinguished from those 

already proposed in the literature. WMS’s response relies on a more detailed investigation of the 

structural and non-structural properties of objects. In particular, I argued that if structural properties 

are interpreted in terms of an invariance account (Linnebo, 2008), then several counter-examples 

emerge. Kind properties proved particularly useful to introduce numbers as quasi-thin mathematical 

objects and to distinguish them from Shapiro’s entirely structural objects. Such properties have been 

firstly explored in scientific structuralism; in the mathematical framework, they turn out to be rela-

ted to counting and measurement facts, highlighting the different applicative uses of the natural, 

relative, rational, etc., numbers. As far as graphs are concerned, kind properties highlighted a speci-

fic feature of them, i.e. that of providing fundamental schematic representations which, in some ca-

ses, are essential to an understanding of relations in the physical world – which makes graphs parti-

cularly suitable to empirical applications. This has led to the formulation of WMS in terms of Mu-

tual Grounding, which involves two different grounding claims holding at the same time: Object 

Identity and Structure Existence. 

Assuming these claims, quasi-thin mathematical objects have been more specifically set out 

(definitions 1.B and 2.B) and a possible solution to the identity problem has been submitted, by re-

ferring to the cases of the 2-elements unlabelled graph with no edges and + 1 and – 1 in the relative 

number structure – with a possible suggestion of how to apply a similar strategy to + i and – i in the 

complex numbers structure. This strategy is just apparently questioned by the problem of cross-

structural identities in ante rem structuralism, since the focus on the relevance of context helps tack-

ling this issue consistently with the main features of WMS. At the same time, an ante rem individu-

ation of structures has been defended, as shown by the third Structure Identity claim. Structure 

Identity plays a twofold role: firstly, it retains the priority of structures, in accordance with an ante 

rem framework, by individuating them with reference to their isomorphism types – where no sys-

tems are at play. Secondly, it provides a bound from below for Mutual Grounding, thus preserving 

WMS from typical objections of circularity. 

On the whole, WSS and WMS fulfill the main metaphysical properties of WS broadly un-

derstood (M, AT, AR, W-F) and entail a new link between grounding, fundamentality and priority. 
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This link has been reformulated by claiming that both views involve a combination of the Parity 

Thesis (physical/mathematical objects and physical/mathematical structures are equi-fundamental) 

and the Priority Thesis (symmetry groups/isomorphism types are prior to physical/mathematical 

structures and to physical/mathematical objects in the sense of being their lower bound). 

Moreover, both WSS and WMS invoke a different approach to metaphysical explanation, 

i.e. a form of holistic explanation which goes hand in hand with the relation of Mutual Grounding: 

structures explain objects for their identity and objects explain structures for their existence. On 

these grounds, WS – along with its specific applications, i.e. WSS and WMS – deserves to be taken 

seriously along with the other non-foundationalist views discussed by Bliss and Priest (2018). In 

fact, its unique combination of features appears to be not only logically plausible (as opposed to non 

anti-symmetry, the mutuality of WS is in principle consistent with anti-reflexivity) but also meta-

physically and explanatorily advantageous. 
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